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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

-1\
The Savings Question

-ELLSWORTH, ME.

is not one that you

can

afford to pat off.

Every day you delay deciding to save
■omething at once makes the time shorter

[

you will be able to

This bank urges
now.
Not tonext month. Put-

save.

you to commence

saving

morrow, next week

or

ting off in most cases means
Doing it to-day is the only
accomplishing anything.

never

doing.

sure

way of

Deposits made

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

before

April 5

effect Oct. 4, 1909.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.13
From East—11.07

4%.

a m;
a in;

4.28 And 8.08 p m.
12.05, 5.55 and 10.22 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

Capt. Sidney
for

HIGH GRADE BONDS

A.

POSTOFFICE.

CONSERVATIVE INVESTORS.
We own and offer for sale the following list of securities
were purchased after a most careful
investigation by
our executive board:

which

BANGOR RAILWAY ft ELECTRIC Co. 5’s, doe 1935
MAINE ft NEW BRUNSWICK ELECTRICAL POWER Co. 5's, due 1926
OMAHA ft COUNCIL BLUFFS R’Y ft BRIDGE Co. 5’s. due 1928
CANTON ELECTRIC Co. 5's. due 1937
LEWISTON. AUGUSTA ft WATERVILLE STREET R'Y. 5’s, due 1935

\

ASHLAND LIGHT, POWER ft STREET R’Y. 5's. doe 1939

Nearly

every one of the above bonds may be bought to
return an income of 59b. and in some cases even more,
We shall be glad to specify to those who will call or write.

!

j

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth, Me.

E.,

h

l;

To every man, and to many women comes tbe time when a sum of ready
"ni‘\ w ould prove of moat decided beneflt and assistance.
There is no
r‘«iiv A OU shouldn’t have such a sum by you; we make it
easily
—d le
our Savings Dept., where you can lay by cash little by
through
so. ping it
always safe and intact, and growing constantly with our
tcrest help. As good for out of town as for city patrons. Ask us for
l.i ig- by-mail information.
1

Eastern Trust &
BANOOR, flAlNE.

Branches

at

M

I
I
■

I

■

M

Banking Co., I
P

Old Town and Mac hiss.

I
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IF YOU WANT ANYTHING
Advertise for it in the Portland Evening ExpressAdvertiser aud the Sunday Telegram*

:

Xo matter WHAT you want to

matter what your need, there

are

“wayback

fund for

a

Hancock haJi, and a dairy
April 7. Further details are
in
the report, to be found elsewhere
given
in this issue, of the merchants’ association
meeting.
school

for

Ow

until another winter.

The ice track had

been
ble

prepared for the race by considerawork, and was just ready when the

list of graduate

pair of

courses.

HfiarriisfrunV

A

horses owned

was

Leon Grindle and wife, of Ellsworth
Falls, visited friends and relatives here
Saturday and Sunday.
Thurston Cunningham and wife, with
their daughter Alice, of Bluehill, are
guests of Mrs. Cunningham’s parents,

or

Ads.

James W. Carter and wife.

Xearly everybody

vicinity who would respond to
Express-Advertiser and the

GREEN LAKE.

Telegram.

Mrs. Rurnill is quite ill.
The infant son of C. I. Merrill and wife
!
died March 1.

These papers have the largest Daily and Sunday circulation in Maine.
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before March
begins to bear interest at that time. This
bank has paid 73 regular
semi-annual
dividends since beginning business in
1

|

1873.

flood, Hell. Clean

Groceries, Provisions, Flour CotC
fectioBcry, T»b»eto, CigBrt,
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! COUGH
INSURANCE *
*

lowest prtreSi STKiCTLV CASH, at
uew store, MftfnSt,vte&Reap factory
UMC PURCHJWt DELIVERED.

16 State

;;
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St.,
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MAINE,
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Irish
ready (or 8e
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SHttihrock

Patrtok’j

RW5HARD30N.

Telephones*.

get.

against

One large

—

teaspoonful will relieve your cough
four doses will stop your cough
bottle will
and a twenty-five cent
ever
break up the worst cold you
like all the
had and we guarantee it
if you are
Rexall Remedies in that
•
satisfied all you have
—

Muse cleaning

with-

out DUST.

not
to

Having purchased a Santo Vacuum
Electrical Cleaner. I am prepared to do
house cleaning without removing the furniture from the room or raising any dust.
from any electric light socket.

Operated
Prices very reasonable. Demonstrations
given if desired.

Day at the

ORIINHOUSC.

can

insurance

George B. Jameson,
130 Water

St.,

Ellsworth, Me.

|I
jj□

bottle 'will insure a whole family g
and grippe H
against coughs, colds
insurance I
for a whole year. Cheap
just one
isn’t it. The first dose

~~1J-

A. I.

economical

coughs you

my

|

8

is the
rbxaix Ch*«*y Juice
most

;;

Hancock Co. Saving* Bank,

----

at

J|

thus

being

reversed

this

year.

Bath—John 8. Hyde, republican, reelected mayor. Six of seven aldermen republicans, same as last year.
FOUR.
Waterville—Norman K. Fuller, democrat, elected mayor. Four of seven aiderREPUBLICANS
ELECT
MAYOR
AND
men
democrats.
Last year, republican
FULL BOARD OF ALDERMEN—
mayor and five republican aldermen.
ELECTIONS ELSEWHERE.
East port— Walter J. Garnett, republican, re-elected mayor; full board of reThe municipal election in Ellsworth
publican aldermen. Last year six of the
Monday was the quietest in years, and the eight aldermen republicans.
Hallowell—Frank 8 Wingate, republivote cast was one of the smallest in the
history of the city. The severe storm, and can, elected mayor. Four of the five
the fact that there was no contest except aldermen, republicans. Last year, repubin Ward 4, were the causes of the small lican mayor and full republican board
elected without opposition.
vote.
Saco—Elroy H. Mitchell, democratDr. Alexander C. Hagerthy wTas elected
re-elected mayor.
The demomayor for the fifth ternP-he having held citizen,
the office four years, from 1903 to 1906. ! cratic-citizen combination elected five of
The aldermen elected are George A. the seven aldermen. Last year same.
j
Parcher, Frank R. Moore, Ira B. Hagan, ! Gardiner-C. H. Gray, republican, rejr., George W. Patten and William Small. elected mayor without opposition. Full
All except Mr. Parcher have served as board of republican aldermen. Last year,
aldermen before.
Messrs. Small and same.
Hagan were members of last year’s board.
COMING EVENTS.
In ward 4 Mr. Patten was elected by a
majority of 4 over Charles G. Moore. The
ELLSWORTH.
mayor and full board of aldermen are
Wednesday, March 9, at Methodist vesNO CONTEST EXCEPT

IN WARD

perfectly

and get
do is return the bottle

®

your money.
Rexali- Cheery
Syrup is

I

Juice Cough
and
pleasant to take, tart

like it.
tasty and children

IwrflU. 25c- 50c.. *1-00.

E. Q. MOORE,

Druggist

Cor. Oppo. P. O.
THE REXALL STORE.

5

William Small,

1

Milton Beckwith, r.
Henry A. Eppes, r.
Levi W. Bennett, r.
Eugene H. Moore, r.
Alpheus W. Nason, d.
Charles E. Alexander, r.

2
3
4

5

1
2
3
4
5

61

89
70
26
23
19
62

4

1
4

Ralph Springer apd J.
been hauling wood

5

Bra ley, who have

M.

Quinn,

Benjamin S. Stevens, r.
John F. Royal, r.

88

Martin A. Garland, r.
Asa W. Maddock, r.
Daniel Richardson, d

26

John A Lord

62

70
23

4

19

..

constables*

Cris Crossiiiaii Lad been contined to the
house fot- a few days with the grip.
for

r.

WARDENS.

WARD CLERKS.

in Portland and

your advertisements reads the

cratic, conditions

QUIET ELECTION.

by C. 8. Johnston
drowned in Leonard lake last Wedfrom Boston last Thursday. Mr. Moore nesday afternoon. The team was coming
down the lake with a load of sawdust;
extended his trip to New York.
There will be a St. Patrick’s day ball at when near th6 site of the old Hall dam
Society hall Thursday evening, March 17. the horses and sled broke through. The
forward ksled carried the horses under republicans.
Music by Monoghan’s orchestra.
try—Supper, 15 cents.
In 1906, when Dr. Hagerthy was elected
and they could not be rescued.
The annual meeting of the Village im- water,
Thursday, March 10, at Ellsworth—MaThe sawdust in the box sled held up the without opposition, his total vote was sonic district
convention.
provement society will be held this after- rear. The sled and the
with
and
de254,
twenty-nine
bodies of the
scattering
noon at the home of Mis. E. K. Hopkins.
Friday, March 11, at Bayside grange hall
horses were recovered Sunday. There was fective ballots thrown, makiDg a total
Sunrise council, D. of L., will meet with about four inches of ice
This year Dr. —Play, “Topsy Turvey,” by Mountain
where the team vote for mayor of 283.
View Grange Dramatic Co., West Eden.
Mrs. Nettie Fullerton, Hancock street, to- broke
through, near the middle of the Hagerthy received 259 votes, with 25
All members are remorrow evening.
Thursday, March 17, at Society hall—St*
lake, where the current has worn it away. scattering, blank or defective votes,
quested to be present.
Near the shores there is more ice.
making the total vote for mayor 284, or Patrick’s day ball.
The next meeting of the literature club,
just one more than in 1905. The contest
Monday evening, March 28, at Odd Felfor alderman in ward 4 swelled the total lows hall Sociable by Rebekahs.
adjourned from last Monday on account
WEST ELLSWORTH.
number of ballots cast in the city to 303.
of the storm, will be held next Monday
Tuesday, March 29, at Hancock hall—
Mrs. Cora Grindle is still ill.
Last year’s vote for mayor, when Dr. F. F. Farmers’ institute
evening with Miss M. A. Greely.
by Maine department
Simonton
ran
Misses
Annie
without
Mitchell and Mary Smith
opposition, was of agriculture, under auspices of EllsThe girls’ basket ball team of the high
Dr.
left
for
Simonton
Portland.
354,
Friday
receiving 328; scattering worth board of trade. Subject: “Orchardschool went to Bluehill laBt Thursday
Julia M. Barron is home from Castine, and defective, 26.
evening and defeated the girls of Bluehill
ing.”
Following is the vote in detail:
academy by a score of 13-4. A dance fol- where she has been attending normal
Friday evening, April 1, at Hancock hall
MAYOR.
lowed the game.
school.
—“Wayback” ball, under auspices of EllsWards
1
2
3
4
5
Total
of
members
In reporting the names
the
Mrs. Annie Carter, who has been conworth merchants’ association.
88
22
60
67
22
259
of the new republican city committee last fined to the house by rheumatism all A. C. Hagerthy,
Thursday, April 7, at Hancock hall^
0
3
0
0
1
4
Scattering,
week an error appeared. W. E. Richardson the winter, is out.
6
2
5
0
Blank,
3
16 Dairy school, under auspices of Ellsworth
from
is the member of the committee
Mrs. Bertha Higgins and Mrs. Florence Defective,
2
u
1
5 merchants’ association.
ward 4, instead of George W. Patten.
Severance are spending a few days with
STATE.
92
77
27
24
64
284
Total,
The masonic district convention will be their sister. Miss Lena Higgins, at Bar
ALDERMEN.
April 20-25, at Knight Memorial Methoheld in Ellsworth to-morrow. There will Hirbor.
Wards*
Total, Plu dist church, Calais—East Maine annual
be afternoon and evening sessions, with
conference.
A; PartJher, r.
1
87
George
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of
6
o’clock
and
at
NorthAnson
M. Cunningham, who is ill, is
midnight.
suppers
2
Frank R Moore, r.
68
Oklahoma, presiding.
east Harbor lodge will work the first slowly improving.
3
Ira B. Hagan, jr., r.
25
degree and David A. Hooper lodge, of
Miss Gracia M. Hooper has returned
4
4
George W. Patten, r. 23
ttebrrtisrrt.entB.
Charles G. Moore, d.
19
from the normal school at Castine.

Sell, Trade of Exchange—no
Results for you in our Want

Huy

a

the

Moore and wife returned home

JL. M.

^

events—a

ard

elected third selectman of Millinocket at
the town meeting Monday.

Ready Money For Opportunities:

more

to establish

floor in

two-year-old daughter of thaw’ came.
Henry C. Ray and wife, died yesterday.
On Tuesday, March 8, in New York,
Miss Caroline Joy, of Grand Forks, Miss Marion Treat and Roy Shaffer were
N. D., is the guest of Mrs. Calvin P. Joy.
married by the Rev. Dr. Boynton.
Only
O. W. Tapley and wife returned Monday the immediate families of the bride and
from a visit of two weeks in Boston and groom were present. The young couple
will reside at Phyllis court, 7 Glenada
vicinity.
Mrs. Franklin E. Gregory, of Brookline, place, Brooklyn. Mr. Treat leaves to-night
for a long trip in the West.
Mass., is visiting her parents, Henry E.
The younger people in towm who reDavis and wife.
Dr. G. R. Caldwell, who is located for the member Melvin Tnomas Copeland, of
a classmate at Bow’doin of George
present in Portland, spent Sunday with Brew’er,
Parcher, and a frequent visitor here, w'ill
his family here.
be pleased to learn that he has had conFriends of Charles E. Monaghan, who
ferred upon him the degree of Ph. D. by
has been ill several week^, are pleased to
Harvard. He won high honor at Harvard,
see him out again.
and has been appointed an instructor in
Mrs. Fullerton Merrill, of Bangor, was the
department of economics, and has
the guest last week of her sister, Mrs. also been selected to be instructor in the
L.
Crabtree.
Harry
new school of business education
recently
Fred E. Doyle, an Ellsworth boy, was established at Harvard, which is in the
Ada

5%

|

new

ing to the unsafe condition of Leonlake, the horse-race scheduled for Inst
week was indefinltly postponed, and it
the Methodist
looks now as if it could not be pulled off

Goodwin left last week

New York.

Supper will be served at
vestry this evening.
The Thursday club will meet this week
with Mrs. Harry W. Haynes.

FOR

“boosting” two
ball” for April 1

m.

Going West—10.45, 11.30, a ra; 5.30 and 9 p m.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postofflce open on Sunday
from I) to 10 a m.

|

There will te a rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival chorus to-morrow evening
at Society hail. A full attendance is urged,
as it is desired to make all the
progress
possible before the visit of Mr. Chapman,
w ho is expected the last of this month.
The Ellsworth merchants' association is

day Telegram.

AT RLL8WORTH POSTOFPICB.

draw interest from the 1st at

i

grange.
Robert P. King, Bowdoin ’12, has been
elected by the athletic association assist
ant manager of football, after a sharp
contest. Under normal conditions the assistant succeeds to the office of manager
the following year.

—

In

on or

No. 10

Mountain View Grange Dramatic Co.,
of W*st Eden, will present the play,
“Topaey Turvey,” at Bay side grange hall
Friday evening, March 11. A dance will
follow. Supper will be served by Bayside

New England Tel A Tel Co—Girls wanted.
In bankruptcy—Annie M Goss.
Ralph B Cushmam—Pine plank for sale.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Union Trust Co.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Burri'l Nat’l Bank.
Bangor, Ms:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Thurston A Kingsbury—Harris Panacea.
Camden, Mr:
Camden woolen goods.
Auburn, Mb:
Homer N Chase A Co.
Nursery stock for
sale.
Mb:
Portland,
Portland Expreaa-Advertiaer and the Sun-

—-

i“i?;sijjssxis&jss?!

West Sullivan, the second degree in the
afternoon. In the evening Lygonia lodge
will work the third degree.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

NEW

NATIONAL BAN IX

Burrill

Stmerifaii.

Samuel E. Chapman-,

23

4

19
62

returned home Saturday.
George Nutter, wife and son Hazen,
with Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, spent the
week-end at the Nutter cottage.

There wfcre no candidates for constable
in wards 2 and 3.

If this weather continues, the ice will
leave the lake much sooner than last year
—April 30. Quite a lot has left around the
bridge and brook.

other

Maine

them

were

The Eastern Manufacturing Co., which
has been operating here, will finish this
week.
Monday they discharged several
men and retained a few* teamsters, as they
have five cars to load with pulp wood.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.

ELECTIONS ELSEWHERE.
elections were held

Municipal

cities

carried

in

are an expense until
are ready for
You can make them grow
and stronger and lay sooner

Chickens

88

tv...

Fred James* ..
James A. Staples, d.
Dorephus L. Fields, r.

ttn

Monday.
by the republicans
Seven of

Last
the democrats.
three
by
year* of the same cities, the republicans
carried eight and the democrats two.
Waterville went over from republican
to democratic control. South Portland
changed from a republican to a democratic
mayor* but a majority of the aldermen are
republicans. The results in the several
cities follow:
Auburn—Irvin L. Merrill* republican,
re-elected mayor. Five republican aidermen. Last year’s board, four republicans;

and

Miss Frankie Flood is in Bangor visiting W. B. Cram and wife.
Orrin L. Stuart is home from Milo, one democrat.
where he has been employed in the woods
Rockland—Albert C. McLoon, repubsince last fall.
Seven republican
Ira B. Hagan, ir., and B. S. Jellison were lican, re-elected mayor.
in Amherst on Wednesday and Thursday aldermen. Last year’s board, six repubof last week, surveying.
licans and one democrat.
Mrs. Alfred H. Hardison, of Waltham,
Lewiston—Frank A. Morey, democrat,
was here a part of last week, visiting her
Five rere-elected for fourth term.
sister, Mrs. Eugene Clough.
and two democratic aldermen.
George E. and Lewis S. Gray have re- publicans
turned from Green Lake, where they have Last year’s board, six democrats and one
been camping and hauling wood for M. republican.
Quinn.
South Portland—John A. S. Dyer, demoA. E. Foster and wife spent Sunday at
mocrat* elected mayor. Four of seven
Mr. Foster’s new camp at Beech hill pond.
C. W. Smith and wife and Leroy Haslam aldermen, republican. Last year’s mayoi
and wife were there a part of last week.
republican and board of alderman demo*

they start laying, or
market.

quicker
by simply giving them

Pratts,^

[For 86 yet** called Pratts Poultry Food]
mixed in their feed. Try it on one hatch
and compare results—you'll find it pays to
use this old reliable and greatest of all
It actually
regulators and egg-producers.
brings results and increases profits. Costs
less than lc. a month per chicken.
Mk UpM Lin Uter is. sure riddance to
an expensive pest.
Try it.
for

scaly tegs.

kor sale only at
PARCHBR’A DRUd STORE.

E. K.

Hopkins,

Successor to Foster Marble and Granite

Franklin

Co.,

Street,

wishes to call your attention to his shop full of
the latest and best designs of Cemetery art
w ork, and to the fact that be will sell these new
goods at a small margin.
The public is iuvited to call and inspect thee*
fine designs if in want cf anything In marble m

granite.
a man who has been In the buatneae
thirty years and can guarantee aflrst-claM
respect, and nice LETTERING If
job
his specialty. Please drop In and look at a new
departure In Marble work.

He has

over

In every

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

EDITED

P%ay*r Meeting Topic For tho Wook
Beginning March 13, 1910.
Topic.—Patient faithfulness that wir-s
Ike crown.—Rev. ii. 1-10, IS, 19. Comment
by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.
The book of Revelation is divided
Into seven parts, each one of which Is
•ubdivided seven times. The first general division is that of the churches,
•f which there are seven, and “aeh one
ta described Just as they were in

John's time, and yet typical of the
churches In all ages.

Most churches

today can find In one of them a description of Itself. la this review of
■even typical churches Christ finds
none altogether good and none altogether bad. He praises the good, denounces the evil and gives warnings

atmrrti&nnnua.

fftvtnal Btnc&t Column.
BT

“AUBT MADOE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alias to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, U la far the com
non use—a public servant, a purveyor of In*'
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thu America*.
Ellsworth. Me.

Dear M. B. Friends:

HER
LIFE TO
Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound
Chicago, 111.—“I was troubled with
falling and inflammation, and the doc■BlBHBi to rs said I could not
Shad

A Heartening Word.
A Minnesota pastor says: I glory in
Christian Endeavor work, upon which
God has set His seal.
I remember when a lad of fifteen in
my English home yielding my heart to
God and yearning for the other young
people of our church and community
for whom no special effort of any kind,
aside from the Sunday school, was being made.
Within three weeks I had banded oU
of my comrades into a young people's
society. The number grew with every
weekly meeting. There were conversions, and in time we heard of the
American organisation known as the
Christian Endeavor and at once added
the name Christian Endeavor to that
of our society.
From that society preachers of the
gospel have come. The society is now
twenty-one years old, bnt is ever green

tnd strong.
It has been my plan as a pastor In
this country to give a Sabbath evening
to the Installation of the new Christian Endeavor officers in the presence
of the whole church and congregation,
knowing fall well the increased Interset that this will arouse on the part of
the church in Christian Endeavor
work.
I once had an elder (I am a Presbyterian) who was very skeptical shoot
giving a whole valuable Sunday evenueh a procedure, bnt after the
be said: “It was grand. That
won good for the church to witness.”
I have bnt recently come to the north
country, the woodland. This kind of
work Is missionary In deed as well as
In name, and for that reason I chose
It There is no society here now;
these never has been, bat If It Is God’s
WlQ there soon will be.—Christian Bn-

Amvot World.

sometime apo
Habout my health
you told me
ill what to do. After
-sitaking Lydia E.

i|||and

THE REAL HOfSK-CLKAMSG.

Say, brother, do you

passing
•

years.

Here comes
O. K. B.:
I

reply to the inquiries of

1 am sore the rileee who asked for
information on these two points will be
grateful not only for the remedies mentionedg hut ttlacf for the prompt response.
Vow there comes to you all a breath of
in one of Susan’s letters;

summer

Pasadbna, Cal., Feb. 90,1910.
Dear Aunt Madge:
A single hollyhock in bloom, tall to about
ten fast, running up right iu the cenkrt of
our dining-room window, on the south, looks

| in upon us at mealtimes.

It has smiled upon
this way for weeks, preaching its little
sermon of God’s goodness and his care for
his children. It is our table blessing.
Madam Nature puts on a new dress
every
succeeding day, finer in texture and style
with each change. Our whole land is
looking
yery sweet and pleasant. The poppy has
come, and tourists arc delighted. They are
us

Copt. Bogardes again hits the Bull’s Bye.

This world famous rifle shot who holds the
championship record of 100 pigeons in 100
consecutive shots is living at Lincoln, Hi.
Recently interviewed, he says: “I have suffered a long time with kidney and bladder
trouble and have used several well known
kidney medicines all of whiehgave me no reuntil i started taking Ffcley’s
Kidney
Pills. I was
subjected to severe backache and
pains in my kidneys with suppression and
oftentimes a
cloudy voiding. While upon
arising in the morning I would get dull headN°w i have taken three bottles of
■
Foley Kidney Pills and feel 100 per cent, bet"er*
*m never bothered with
my kidneys
°"“ mor* *“> lik* my own
Mlf. AU this I owe
to Foley'.
aolely
Pill, and always recommend them to
my fellow rafferert.” G. A. Famua.

>1

2T,.btafSeA,*,Vd

i_[Blood

Purifier I am
wen woman —„vrrs. william
111.
Aii ken—, s*— \V. 21st St.,

To-aaya

Chicago,

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Commade from native roots and
pound,
herbs contains no narcotics or harmfill drugs, and to-day holds tlie record
for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases of any similar medicine in the country, and thousands of
voluntary testimonials are on tile in
the rinkham laboratory at Lvnn,
Mass., from women who have been
cured from almost every form of
female complaints, inflammation, ulceration, displacements, fibroid tumors,

Lydia

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

bera.

Tuesday, March 15— Meeting of Hancock

it.

It will remind some of yon of the
poem which has the lines: “Labor is Worship, the robin is singing.” And one line
is, “Let thy great deeds be thy prayer to
thy God.”
WAHT IS WORSHIP.

justice; to defend the right;

to be
shield for the defeacelese; to raise the fallen; to keep the
peace between neighbors and nations. This
Is worship.
Work is worship. Labor is the best prayer.
To fell the forest, to subdue the earth, delve
in mines for the love of woman. This is wora

ship.
To build a home, to beep a* fire on the
hearth, to hU with joy the heart of her who
rocks the cradle of her child. This is wor-

ship.
The poor boy ships before the mast
comes
home and pats within hit mother's hand a
parse snatched from the peril of the sea.
This is worship.
The poor widow is working night and day
keeping the fatherless together
bearing
every burden for the lose of babes. This is
—

—

worship.
The sad and weeping .wife stays with and
bears the insults of a brutal husband for the
sake of the little ones. This is worship.
The husband, when hie wife is prematurely
aid with grief and pain, sits by her bed and
holds her thin, wan hands as rapturously and
kisses them as passionately as when they
were dimpled.
This is worship.
The wife clings to the husband fallen, lifts
him from the gutter of degradation, holds
him to her heart until her love makes him
once more a man. This is warship.
The industrious farther, the toiling patient
mother, practice every self-denial to educate
their children—to lift them with loving pride
above themselves. This is warship.
And when such children are ashamed of
such parents because they are homely and
wrinkled and ignorant—this is blasphemy.
The boy with his mother’s kiss warm on his
lips fights for his native land—fignts to free
his fellawmen—dies by the guns. This is
He who loves,

worships.

WINTER HARBOR.
Miss Mina Higgins boa employment at
Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Rose Foss, of Hancock, is visiting
mother, Mrs. Daniel Bickford, who is
ilL
her

Joseph M. Qerriahand wife
congratulations upon the
daughter, Feb. 22L

are

receiving

birth

of

a

The second in a series ol lectures gives
under the auspices of the high school wig
delivered Wednesday evening by Rev. Cm
B. Holies, editor of the Bar Harbor Record
The high school orchestra rendered pleasing selections.
Feb. 28.
E.

belt

When the winter snow has hidden
Every bud and flower from sight.
Still we know that with the springtime
Forth they’ll come in colors bright.
So. in hours of deepest trouble.
When all around seems dark as
If we trust in Christ our Savior
He wili lead us into light.

j

night.

Gone from the home made so gladsome
With her smiles and her songs;
Gone from the dear hearts that loved her,
Leaving them sad and forlorn.

Gone, all alone, on a journey
O’er Heath’s silent, mystical sea.
To Heaven’s most beautiful city

With Jesus her Savior to be.
Minnlb S. Bryant.
Clara I. Carter,
Oscar H. Gcptill,
Committee.

Harvest Home grange held its regular
meeting March 4, with a good attendance.
One member was accepted. After business, the lecturer presented a fine program of songs and stories. There were
visitors from Alamoosook and Dracut
granges.

Mrs. Emily Hicks has returned to BanMrs. Georgia Smith is on doty again at
the postoffice attar a week’s illness.
J. W. Somes is running his shingle
machine on foil time making about 8,000

shingles a day.
F. Leland and William Ward have returned home having finished their stonecatting job at Seal Harbor.
Several teams have been hauling stone to
Bar Harbor tor Richardson Bros, for a
building job. The atone is cot hen.
Feb, a.J. C.

SOMETHING FOB HEADACHE.
Nothing else, aside from money, is so universally sought for as s cure for headache.
Headache powders ere not safe and they give
only temporary relief is any event. The
chocolate-coated and capsule-shaped pills
called Sherman’s Headache Bemedy and cold
by druggists end dealers at 10c. sad Me. are
as

the best headache

cars.

Foley’s Kidney Bemedy will care any
Kidney of Kidney or Bladder trouble that is not
yond the reach ot medicine.
can

do

more.

G. A. Pascnaa.

The regular meeting of Arbotiu grange,
waa held March 4, with an
average
attendance, and all officers present. After
business an invitation from East Biuebill
grange to meet with them March 12, afternoon and evening, was
Tbe
accepted.
lecturer presented the usual program, and
for
the
of
the
order
suggestions
good
were
offend by P. M. Treworgy, Sister Treworgy and others.

Surry,

HIGHLAND, M4, NORTH PBNOBSCOT.
Highland grange met March 4, with an
attendance of forty. After business, tbe
lecturer presented a program of music,
readings, papers and tbe question, “Who
>• responsible for tbe success or failure
of
the

grange?”

The discussion

was

opened

by J. B. Wilson, followed by tbe brothers
sisters.

_

gor.

recommended

AftBLILB, 9W, BlJUtl.

ease

beNo medicine

SCHOODIC, 420, FRANKLIN.
Seboodic grange, No. 420, bald its regular
meeting March 3, with twenty-aiz mem*
ben and four visitors present. Tbe lecturer and assistant steward ware installed
by Feat Master G. B. Scammon,
by Dallas Tracy and Vernia lawrie. Three
candidates will be instructed in tbo fint
ud second degrees at the next
meeting,
March 17.
BAYBIDB, 476, KL££WORTH.
Bayside grange met March 2. It waa
tbe day set to entertain tbe county
fienge, and Bayside members were disappointed not to have sunshine, but nevertheless there wee a good attendance.
Heater Hall had tbe charge ot the meetA NIGHT ALARM.
Worn then on alarm of Ore at night la the
metallic couch or croup. Careful mothers
teep Foley’s Honey and Tor in the house and
rive it at the first sign of danger.
Foley's
Bouev and Tar ku saved many little lives.
No opiates. G. A. Paac.se.
Would Hav. Coat Him Hli Life.
Oscar Bowman, Lebanon, Ky., writes: “I
used Foley's Kidney Remedy end take
treat pleasure In stating It cured ms permaisntly of kidney disease which certainly
ronld have cost ms my Ilfs.” G. A. Peaces.
lave

Bister, tnou wast mna ana lovely,
Gentle as the summer breeze.
Pleasant as the air of evening.
When It floats among the trees.

Dearest sister, thou has left us;
Here thy loss we deeply feel;
But 'tis God who hath bereft oa;
He can all our sorrows heal.
Yet again we hope to meet thee.
When the day of life ia fled;
Then in Heaven with Joy to greet
Where no farewell tear is shed.

j

j
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Potatoes, pk
Turnips, %
BeeU,
Lettuce, head
Celery, ooaeh
Oran gas, dos

Vegstables.
lf®» Oalooe, a
OS
0
IS

Committee.

ALAMOO0OOK, 409. EAST OELAND.
At the regular meeting of Alamoosook
grange Saturday there was an attendance
of twenty-nine, with visitors from Highland and Narramissic granges.
A fine
program was given by the lecturer pro
ten.
The brothers filled the chairs.
Next Saturday the sisters will fill the
chairs, and endeavor to excell the
brothers in the work. A supper will be
furnished by those beaten.
PENOBSCOT, 240.

Penobscot grange conferred the third
and fourth degrees Friday evening, March
4.
The committee in charge of the
lecturer’s program responded with readings, singing, conundrums, a tableau and
a dialogue,
which were well received.
Next week the meeting will be devoted to
practice in the third degree, and the lecturer has a fine program
arranged.
The State library is being well
patronised, and a number of books are taken

Iti

»

Cabbage.,It.

«

Shits
Fruit.
IS*M Lemons dos

®s*.

foibt,

Jars,
Taw—per B—

j

y,—

per a

toySd'wSiat.
2
Oatmeal, per h **5

H

?!
j

Buckwheat, ptg*

«6*M Graham,
M*S» Bye meal,

Japan.

Oolong,

SUJSZSZSr
pSilSSed,

.hs«

«•”

3

SSgg&r1**
Keroane,

Molaasee—par gal
Havana,

11

SS
M
Porto Rico.
Maatahand Provisions.
Ilaef, b:
Pork, b.

15*30
10*23

Steak,

Boasts,

Corned,
Tongues,

oh«13

Steak,

JS
IS *18

Chop,
Ham, per

a

Shoultfer,

17*18

il&con,

Veal:

Sail

Roasts,
lamb'

lard,
Sausage, It.

J!
,"*2
I,?,
u!2

jjr!

12*30
Lsmh,
OS
Tongue*, each
Fresh Flab.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt

CUms, ut
Scallops qi
Smelu, If.
Shrimps, qt

08

08

12*18
SO

a

g,

Flour, Grain and Foe<l,
Oau, bu

Flour—per bbl—
0 80*8 80
ISO
Corn,loob bag
150
Corn rueal.ba*

eg

Shorts—bag—Ho., 3
feed.iMiii s, U|W

Mt*.

Middlings,bsgl

1 50

Cracked corn,

,yti»

EASTBHOOK.
Mrs. llaunab

Springer

lost ber

hone

recently..
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins, who has been
visiting ber brother, George Wilbur, bu
returned to ber home in Lamoine.
Feb. 28.
Uex.
;

KPintiacmnus.

1

Muddled Brains
result from

an

overloaded

stomach, sluggish liver, inactive bowels, or impure
blood. Clear thinking follows the use of

BEECHAMS
PILLS
la bmt 10c. .nd 25c.

WHY SALVES FAIL
TO CURE ECZERUL

germs

are
are

now

lodged

tbit the
in the outer

agreed
not

epidermis, but in the inner skin.
a penetrating liquid is r
tuired,
not sn outward salve that clogs the pom.
We recommend to sU eczema patients
tbe standard prescription Oil o( Wintergreen as compounded in
liquid torn
A trial
known as D. D. D. Prescription.
skin

Cora H. Allen,
M. Elvbll,
Eddie Anderson,

Squash,

Carrots, n,

Oraearlas.

Scientists

Amy

________

tom.....j,n
.

straw.
Loose..

eczema

thee.

..

Chickens....

Said Enrywhm.

Peaceful be thy silent slumber,
Peaceful in the grave so low:
Thou no more will Join our number;
Thou no more our songs shall know.

each

laid, per dos..

Poultry.

j

_

tion.

Resolved, That while we shall miss this
link of our fraternal chain that has again
been severed, we bow in bumble submission
to the great and merciful God who giveth His
! beloved sleep. Beit further
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved family, and may
their hearts be comforted by the assurance
that they will some day meet the loved one in
the home above.
Resolved, That as a token of sympathy and
respect, our charter be draped in mourning
for a period of thirty days, a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the bereaved family
and one sent to the Ellsworth American
;
and Bangor Commercial for publication, and
: a copy be spread upon our records.

and

MT. HEBERT.

Freeh

|

__

The following definition of worship, by
IngersolL, was furnished, I believe, oy
“Are”. It will bear stady, and the more
yon study it the more troth yon will find

..

tm.

j

GOOD WILL,

1 There will be work at the next meeting,
BROOKLIN, 251.
Brooklin grange held a regular meeting 'and a harvest f€*ast. The literary contest
i between the married and the unmarried
Tuesday evening, March 1, with Worthy
Master Dr. F. 8. Herrick in the chair. members was postponed one week.
There were thirty members present. The
third and fourth degrees were conferred
SEDGWICK, 2+1.
upon three candidates. Three applications
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
for membership were received. The lecAgain has the Angel of Death entered our
turer presented a short program.
The members of the grange are busy fraternal circle, and a link is severed from the
making preparationa for the county chain that unites ns. and we are called to
grange to be beld here March 15.
mourn the loss of onr beloved sister, Esther
Merle Alien.
She lay peacefully sleeping,
MARIAVILLE, 441.
wrapt in the eternal slumber of death, bat
Mariaville grange held an interesting still it seemed as though her presence must
meeting Saturday evening, Feb. 26, with he there and she would wake anon, and greet
twenty-nine members and three visitors
graduation
present. The committees were chosen for dress, in which her happy schooldays were
the ensuing year. The literary program
she
was
completed,
promoted from this
was well rendered, and the grange paper
was amusing.
Many good suggestions earthly class and entered on the honor roll
It was voted to jjiveBrother above. Surrounded by beautiful flowers and
were offered.
Frank Jordan a pound offering March 5. by the sad assembly of her friends she lay
Brother Jordan is in very poor health.
when last seen to earthly sight.
In the death of Sister Alien, Sedgwick
HARVEST HOME, 468, WEST ELLSWORTH.
grange has lost a faitbfnl member who will
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
be sadly missed, and while we tnoorn the loss
The gates of the harvest field have been of onr sister, may we extend onr sympathy to
opened, and the Great Reaper, sickle in hand, the bereaved mother, father, sister, brother
has again entered thereat and garnered for and other relatives. As a farther expression
his great granary above a sheaf laden with of respect for onr departed sister, may onr
charter be draped for a period of thirty days,
golden grain.
Whereas In the death of Sister Minnie M. a copy of these resolutions spread upon onr
Avery, Harvest Home grange mourns the loss records, one sent to the bereaved family, and
of a beloved and worthy member, therefore one to the Ellsworth America* for publica-

°*

Om»mtrj Produce.

««*
Dairy...
*>%fc
Oleomargarine. ..

j

1

_

—

RatMr.
Ci wry

j

j

out every day after wild flower*. We see and
meet them everywhere on me*a and foothill.
Susan.

strength for the weak

The quotations below give tbe
retail prices In Ellsworth.

—

about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always belpfuL

To do

--

*-®

378, AMHEBffr.
Pomona grange with Brooklin grange,
Good Will grange met March 5, with the
Brooklin.
usual attendance. The question, 41Is the
world growing morally better?” was dieGREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA, 26.
cussed and was decided in the affirmative.
Green Mountain Pomona met with Bay- There was one application for memberaide grange last Wednesday, with over 250 ship. The worthy lecturer gave out a litinin attendance. The address of welcome
erary program for the next meeting,
by O. 8. Remick, master of Bayside cluding 44Tbe Grange Enterprise”, by Bisgrange, was responded to by Harry Rol- ter Beulah Kenoiaton, and the question,
lins.
“From what classes of farm work can the
Roy C. Haines, county lecturer, spoke at farmers in this section derive the most
some length on the grange fair project.
benefit?”
At the afternoon session State Master
An enjoyable entertainment was given
Stetson conferred the fifth degree on a Feb. 26 for the bonefit of the grange, with
class of thirty-three. An address by the a large crowd psesent. Cocoa, cake and
state master followed.
candy were sold.
j The topic, “How can the grange best
i
in
interest
about
dairying
greater
VERONA, 206.
bring
and orcharding,” was interestingly disVerona grange met Saturday evening
Mr. Haines, for the Ellsworth j with the master in the chair and thirtycussed.
Merchants’ association, promised the sup- three members present. Two candidates
port of the association to farmers in put- j were instructed in the first and second deting them in touch with reliable Boston grees. During recess the younger mem1
commission merchants to handle their hers enjoyed a game of tucker, while the
products. The grange gave a vote of older ones enjoyed a social chat. The lecthanks to Mr. Haines and the Merchants' turer presented a program of singing.
association.
| readings, etc., and the topic, “A man’s
In the evening Bayside grange furnished ! idea of a wife, and a woman’s idea of a
1
an interesting program, many remaining
| husband,” which was generally discussed,
to enjoy it.
causing much fun.

irregularities, periodic pains.backache,
indigestion and nervous prostration.
such suffering woman owes it to
Every
herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound a trial.
If you would like special advice

in

reason.

_

the request in last week’s paper in
regard to small flies on house plants. I was
troubled with them, too, hut have found a
remedy. Add a teaspoonful of household
ammonia to about a quart of lqke-warm water
.and water the plants with it about once a
week. I used it two or three times, and have
not seen a fly of late. For c,ut worms, dig
around the plant a little and put in ashes and
then cover over again with the dirt. I have
tried.this way with succe&s.
Littib.
saw

Ufrf

//TflPinkham's VegetaI ble Componnd and

worship.

_

one

I

Hyon

be considered a poetic preface to the
real story of the next two or three
months.

The circumstances in which the
churches of John's day found themselves no doubt led Christ in writing
to them to emphasize “patient faithfulness" or faithfulness in connection
with a spirit of patience. It may be If not, yon should try it this spring.
Turn out the old vices, and sweep
easy to be faithful under difficult cirThe cobwebs that cling to your mind
cumstances if we could only give way
Straight into the rubbish heap.
to our Impatience amid the difficulout the thumb-marks of hate
ties. But to be both faithful and pa- Wipe
That loom through the dust of the years;
tient under sore distress is a united And
polish each virtue anew.
virtue, well deserving the Saviour’s
If to-day it rust-covered appears.
commendation.
They lived in trou- ■Clean house with
yourself, and wash out
blous religious times. These churches
All the imprints of envy and scorn;
were largely made up of gentiles, who
And let your eyes sparkle once more
found it hard to give np the faith and
Like the dew-jeweled grasses at morn,
forms of long years of training. Then Rob out all the stains and the grime
Of the struggle for riches or fame;
there were some Jews in them, who
practically still cling to the Jewish re- Rub out the conceit and the pride.
And remove the dead ashes of shame.
ligion. False teachers and false doctrines rapidly arose. Outside persecu- Clean house with yourself! Carry out
All the useless ideas that you find:
tions made a Christian’s life an uncertain quantity. Martyrdom was of fre- Why lumber your soul with dead things,
Or with old-fogy notions your mind?
quent occurrence. To be faithful and
Start afresh in this battle of life,
to be patient at the same time must
With a body internally clean;
have sorely tried the souls of men.
For what are all outwardly charms.
Yet they were faithful and especially
If your soul isn't fit to be seen.
Christ frequently says, "I
patient
—Detroit Free Press.
know thy patienee.” The early Christians were not ail saints, but they did
I can’t explain why the poem was adpossess an abundance of patience, dressed directly to the brothers, so the
which is worthy-our emulation today. “Johns” mnstn't blame Aont Madge and
Patience is not the overcrowning vir- charge her with making a house-cleaning
tue of the present age, but when we attack on them personally. And above all
think of the patient faithfulness of
else, I hope none of the nieces will be loo
these early Christians, who endured emphatic in calling attention to the subeven martyrdom without a murmur,
ject.
and the example of Him who, though
Now that we are speaking of the
"led like a iamb to the slaughter, yet
Bohns, I wonder how many of them
opened not His mouth,” we should realize the actual confidence they have in
learn to exercise to a far greater ex- their wives. How
many of them go out
tent than we do patience In our faith- from home in the
morning, it may be for
fulness.
-all day, or it may be for few hours’ work
Christ places a Ugh reward upon pa- on the farm or
attending to other busitient faithfulness. To the church of
ness, and they have never a thought nor
Smyrna, which He declared most pass care nor anxiety but that
everything is
through many tribulations and trials. running all right at home. The ordinary
He also said, "Fear thou none of these housework will be
done, the children
things which thou shalt suiter; behold made ready and sent to school on
time,
the devil shall cast some of yon into the fires will be
attended to carefully,
prison that ye may be tried, and ye preparations will be made and
cooking
shall have tribulations ten days (a done for the
next two or three meals, and
short time; be thou faithful unto death when he returns to
the house he not only
(not only nntil the end of life, but in expects, but he
knows, unless something
death, if it should be martyrdom), and very unusual has
occurred, that everything
I will give thee a crown of life,” or
will be in readiness and that the various
eternal life as a crown. What a prethings requiring care both inside the
cious promise for patient faithfulness! house
and about the place have not been
The same
Eternal life as a crown!
neglected.
promise holds good to us. The ChrisThis is not one day’s record. No; let me
tian life today is not a pathway of
see, it means ten, or twenty, or forty years
perfect peace. There are still trials of assured confidence and
perfect trust in
and tribulations to be endured and
the woman you made your wife all those
things to suffer, but if we, too, are years ago.
Perhaps you have thought of
faithful and patient in our faithfulit before, perhaps you haven’t; but anyness there is laid up a crown of eterway, after she has done all this I hope she
nal life for ns—Christ’s reward for
greets you with a bright welcome and lets
fidelity amid trials and tribulations.
you put your coat and damp gloves and
Let us see that none of ns lose that
mittens and .boots about the stove and
crown which Christ has prepared for
makes you comfortable after your outside
ns.
struggles with the world and sometimes
BIBLE READ! SOS.
with the elements.
Matt, xxv, 31-46; Bom. v, 1-5; vlii,
And far you, Johns, don’t be afraid to
24. 25; Phil, ii, 1-12; I Cor. ix, 24-27;
compliment her a bit on her good sapper,
H Tim. iv, 1-8; Jas. i, 1-12; I Tim. vl, or her
good looks or her caretaking. Don’t
11, 12; I Pet i, 1-9; v, 4.
let all the romance of life dry up with the

unless

operation.

an

Hi knew I coital not
Hstand the strain of
Hone, so I wrote to

is to

ever clean house?
Not, of course, with mop or with broom;
Do you ever look into vourself.
As a woman looks into a room.
And notice the flaws in yonr work.
And the various stains oc yonr son!?
Then begin cleaning house, as yon should.
And make a fresh start to your goal.

well

Sget

—

pastoral office that Christ Himself
possessed, a position which certain
classes of people, who are trying almost constantly to belittle the Christian ministry, might well observe and
find In it a profitable example.

This column is devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The colunyi is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, snd
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

OWES

In the great big volume of “House
against the continuance Of the evil.
The letters are addressed to the “an- Cleaning” which looms before us let us
fete," or pastors, of the churches, hope, as yet unopened—let me slip the
showing the high estimation of the following poem sent by Aont Emma. It j

m

ing daring me any, uuu
Master Remick presided.
to
After the evening meeting was called
order and opened in form, candidates
session
were voted upon, and then open
A very fine program was
was declared.
of
presented by the lecturer, consisting
stump speeches by a “colored geutlein
man”, “The Gypsy’s Warning,” given
Pratt
costume by Blanch Raymond,’ Linda
and Albert Garland; recitations by Ivory
Frazier and Florence Eatey, and a play,
••A String of Pearla,” by aix grange mem-

3mong tl)r ©rangers.

or

Hence,

bottle o( this D. D. D. Prescription, st
26 cents, will instantly relieve the
itch.
We have sold and recoir ns nded
this remedy lor yeare, and know of wonderful cures from its use. We recommend
it to our patrons. E. Q. Moore.

only

Vgg* CAJARRH

Cream Balm
Ely’squick!,
is

absorbed.

Give* Rebel at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the mm
__
Head quickly, lie. I] A%g PPI/rB
stores the Senses of IIMl I fc» tYI
Taste and Smel 1. Full ajz,. 50 cts., at 1'irujgists or by mail. In liquid form, 77 nts.
Ely Brothers, 50 AVarteu Street, New York.

evening.

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BBOOK8YILLE.
Rainbow grange met with
forty-flve
present. A fine program was
presented
by the lecturer. Thank, are extended to
the worthy overwer for the
treat furnished.

Pauper Notice.

contracted with the C'Tr of EIUK
HAVING
worth
support and cart tor tbos*
to

need assistance daring the nett
residents of Bllswcrth,I
•
lorbid
all peraona trusting them on my *c*
count, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
“°n—•
M. J. Pecmmkt

NEWS.

COUNTY
addU.W

Oontuy W«w»

SOUTHWEST
A

daughter was

we

by Mrs. Amos Perkins. Her many friends
will be pleased to learn tbat she is
doing
well.

o«A<re fmgm.

HARBOR.

born to

Mr. and Mrs.

Gilley Feb. 27.
March 1, Mias Lor*
Tuesday evening,
entertained a large nutnu,vc pleasantly
at a birthday party.
o( her classmates
card shower* have been
port
Surprise
Freeman and Miss Marie
yen jjr-. Ad*
in honor of birthday anr recently

Everett

£r

£wy,

niversaries.

program:
reoiUtions, Joseph
Singing, school;
uwton, Ruth Lunt, Hilda Clark, Shirley
Got I. •one. Evelyn Robbins; reciutlons,
Walter Murphy, Doris Marshall, Anna
Clifford
Robbins;
Robinson,
duet,
Dorotby. Ralph and Bertha Robinson;
Elizabeth
Trask,
recitations, Doris
Lawler, Evelyn Robbins, Horace Herrick;
recitations, Thelma
singing, school;
Morphy, Elsie Robinson; song, Frances
Lorn; recitations, Emma Gilley, Pansy
May Nelson Herrick; song, six girls;
recitations, Dorothy, Ralph and Lawrence Phillips, Stella Reed; duet, Doris
Marshall and Ruth Lunt; recitations,

SPRAY.

March 7.
PENOB8CX)T.
Miss

Lelia

"Winterport,

Leach has

returned

where she has been

from

teaching.

H. C. Perkins has had
men

in the

woods

a large crew of
cutting logs for long

lumber.
G. Yarnum has returned to his work
Castine, after a few days at home on
account of illness.
S.

in

Mrs. Ida Wardwell, with daughter, Miss

Davis, is visiting her daughter, Mrs,
Ralph Emerson, at Bluehili.
Mrs. F. Leslie Littlefield went to Bangor
last Tuesday, and underwent a successful
operation at the East Maine general
hospital Thursday. She w?as accompanied
Hazel

lion,

while the old widower Planklnham Porkenpaker possessed a cool billion. Follansbee should have seen the
Impropriety of asking for a girl he
conld not support In the style to which
she had been accustomed, but he came
of an old Dutch family on his moth-

Millions of
Lives Lost.
An Awful Toll

Collected by

Consumption.

Many

Unnecessary Deaths
from this Disease.

understand that
systematic catarrh is an internal disease
that external applications cannot cure, |
they would not need to be warned so often j
about this malady, which, when neglected, |
paves the way oftentimes for consumpMiss Mary Greene and Mrs. Harriet
tion, at the cost of millions of lives every i Annis are visiting in Massachusetts.
year. Yet catarah may be cured, if the ]
is visitAugustus Gray, of Penobscot,
right treatment is employed.
at Pleasant
ing his brother, Thomas Gray,
^aiarrn is caused ny a general aiseaseu
View hotel.
state of the system which leads commonly
Mrs. Lucy Staples, who has been with
to annoying and perhaps serious local
at
Clara Raynes, left for her home
Miss
a
fertile
which
conditions,
may prove
Saturday.
Atlantic
of
for
consumpbreeding ground
germs
tion. Kxternal remedies give but temFred Stoddard, principal of the high
into Frank
school, will move his family
porary ease.
The only way to successfully treat ca- Greenlaw'b house.
tarrh is by employing a medicine which is
The drama, “My Old Now Hampshire
absorbed and carried by the blood to all Home,” was presented by local talent at
parts of the system, so that the mucous the town nail Tuesday evening. Although
membrane or internal lining of the body the storm was very severe, yet a good j
is toned up and made capable of resisting
The parts were finely
house was present.
the infection of consumption and other j taken, and the scenery, painted tor the
diseases.
occasion, w'as excellent.
We have a remedy prepared from the
run a livery^
Frank Greenlaw, who has
prescription of a physician who for thirty | stable here for ten years, has sold out to
years studied and made catarrh a specialtake a position with a nursery companyty, and whose record was a patient re- J
Y. He left with his
in Rochester, N.
stored to health in every case where his
and household goods Monday.
family
treatment was followed as prescribed.
because of their
regrets were heard
That remedy is Rexall Mucu-Tone. We Many
as they have been prominent
departure,
are so
positive that it will completely and useful citizens.
overcome catarrh in all its various forms,
REXFeb. 28. ___
whether acute or chronic, that we promise
to return every penny paid us for the
NORTH ORLAND.
of
medicine in every case where it fails
Mrs. Fred Clair was a week-end guest
or for
any reason doeB not satisfy the Cora Dodge.
user.
is with
Mrs. Lottie Stewart, of Hancock,
We want you to try Rexall Mucu-Tone
Crockett.
Lester
her
son,
on our recommendation
and guarantee.
8. Burrill, mail
All were glad to see D.
We are right here where you live, and you
do not contract any obligation or risk carrier, on his route again Friday. George
him while he was
when you try Rexall Mucu-Tone on our Brewster substituted for
guarantee. We have Rexall Mncn-Tone U*.
iu two sixes* 50 cents and fl.OO.
Feb. 28.
Very
__
often the taking of one 50-cent bottle is
home Friday from
arrived
Trundy
Roy
sufficient to make a marked impression
in
where he has been working
Henderson,
upon the case. Of course in chronic cases
woods.
the
a
The
longer treatment is necessary.
one
A H. Gray was hurt quite badly
average in such instances is three fl.OO
thrown from a
bottles. Remember you can obtain Rexall day last week by being
on his head and
Remedies in Ellsworth only at our store— load of logs, striking
The Rexall Store. E. G. Moore, cor. opp. shoulders.
March 7.
poetoffloe.
If

people could only

j

j

except

ny

encountering

I

to withdraw from business on the Penobscot river, and Capt. Walter Ross is
again to operate tow-boats as formerly, before the Ross A Howell fleet and business
were taken over by the Knickerbocker Co.
about fifteen years ago.

you

{

cat

\

Quaker Oats
will be.,
Practical experiments
with athletes
show Quaker Oats

George Smith and son Emery, who have
been at Presque Isle at work, are home.
Mrs. A. E. Austin has gone to Lawrence,
Mass., to visit her daughter, Mrs. Daniel
Champion.
Capt. A. B. Holt will leave this week for
South Goulds boro to perform necessary
work preparatory to opening his sardine
factory for the season.
Miss Hazel Kelley entertained a party of
her schoolmates at the Elms Friday evening. Music and games caused the evening to pass pleasantly. Apples and homemade candy were served.
March 7.

more

the better your health

NORTH LAMOINE.

obtaining a commanding position.”
Stepping Into the Splndleton machine, be permitted the one be left to

The

be the greatest
strength maker.
to

*eked

Y.

our

go where It liked—to the moon If It
chose—and be and Splndleton started
for the nearest city, Richmond. There
they procured bombs and, rising, started In the direction Splndleton had left
Follansbee and the Berltons.
There was a hubbub In Follansbee’s
aeroplane as soon as Splndleton left
Urs. Berlton, sympathizing with Uiss
Anita, would have been glad to give
her consent that the party should
swoop down for a clergyman that the
lovers might be married, but she fearThe
ed her husband’s displeasure.
younger Uiss Berlton was Indifferent
The lovers finally prevailed over the
elder lady’s caution, and It was decided that the marriage should take

The Way She Dreased Him.
"What do yon want to be when you
grow up?” was asked of a small boy
by the visitor.
“Oh,” said be, "I want to be a man,
but I think mamma wants me to be
a lady.”—Ladies' Heme Journal.

BE PREPARED FOR AN

EMERGENCY
by having

The Experienced Father.
Wife—My dear, the nursery needs redecorating. What would you suggest
for the walls? Husband—Corrugated
Iron.—Woman’s Heme Companion.

a

bottle of

The Popular

Household Remedy
in your home
Do not trifle with substitute.
Insist

A Food Expert.
“What Is a food expert?"
"Any man who can make his wages
buy enough for the family table.”—.

on

Harris’ Panacea

Thurj tor? & ftngibuty'BdngorJftti

Philadelphia Ledger.

place.

couple of hundred miles out
not a likely place to find a
clergyman, Follansbee turned his machine toward the land. But time bad
been spent in coming to a decision,
and he was too late. When fifty miles
off Norfolk the machine bearing Mr.
Berlton, driven by Spindleton, appeared over Virginia beach, like a seagull,
standing northeast.
Follansbee considered.
A great deal of power had been used
in his machine since starting, and he
knew it had not the capacity for a
long quick run with the coming aeroplane. It was to supply this very defect—In other words, to be ready to
turn and fight—that he had provided
If the worst
his bird with a ram.
would smash the pursuing
came he
flier and drop its owner into the waves
below. But he hoped this would not
be necessary. However, in order that
the contest should take place ovei
water he made a pretense of Sight.
When Mr. Beriton reached a point
some two miles distant from Follansbee the latter saw his machine suddenly rise in a spiral. He divined the
upshot of the maneuver in a moment
Bombs had been so long used that it
was evident the enemy had procured
them and, getting on a higher plane,
The
would command the situation.
Beriton car climbed a thousand feet;
then Spindleton, who was a splendid
aviator, made for a point directly ovei
Follansbee.
The lover knew his enemy’s determined nature and that he would place
him in a position to be bombed or tc
yield. Of course he would have tc
yield. He therefore put on all speed,
but, of course, moved slowly, losing
ground because it was essential that
he move on a rising incline.
Notwithstanding the power of Follansbee’s aeroplane to rise in thisgradual fashion, Mr. Beriton maintained s
position above him. Mrs. Beriton begged Follansbee to give up the flight,
but the young man was contending
for a half billion dollar bride and was
not to b« discouraged. When Mr. Beriton was a mile away and 500 feet
above him Follansbee lighted a fuse,
threw the end over the car and waitThe other end of the fuse was
ed.
attached to a rocket-like firework, fixed
to the bottom of the car, which in a
few moment was Ignited, and, blowing off a great quantity of burning
powder, the aeroplane ahot rapidly up
ward.
When this sudden ascent ceased roi
lansbee was on a level with his enemy and but fifty yards away.
“I’m about to rain you, sir!” cried
Fdllausbee.
“Don’t!” pleaded Mrs. Beriton.
Mr. Beriton
There was a pause.
saw that the game was lost.
“What's your terms?" he asked.
“Consent to my marriage with youi
Being

a

| FATHER 80- MOTHER 761

at sea,

_

aWjrrtiannmta.

steamer Manhattan, ot the New
York-Portland route, was burned at her
wharf in Portland Monday. Lose (260,000.
The Knickerbocker Steam Towage Co. is

account of what had happened.
“What are the best points of your
machine?” asked the latter.
“Quick rising and an ability to fly In
thin air.”
“Good!
To light this pauper we
To bring him
must get above him.
to terms we must have bombs to drop
on him.”
“But the bombs will annihilate your
own wife and daughter as well as Ur.
Follansbee.”
“He cannot sacrifice them to bis own
covetousness. Our success depends on

_

GladysTruudy, Joseph Trask; reciution,
lour boys; song, little girls; recitations,
Elizabeth Herrick, Bertha
Robinson,
Barbara Whitmore; singing, school.

The

an

It was the old story with a variation only to occnr In these days when
our wealthier classes have money.
Miss Anita Berlton loved a poor man,
and her father desired that she should
wed a rich one.
Young Van-Damm
Follansbee had but a beggarly ten mil-

er’s side, and the Dutchmen who settled New York were proverbially obstinate and stupid.
One would suppose that the Bentons,
who owned a railroad starting from
New York, running to New Orleans
and thence around the Pacific const
and back through Canada, might afford
to let their daughter marry a poor
man.
But a panic at the time of the
courtship bad reduced their dividends
to 20 per cent, and they felt unusually
poor. Mrs. Berlton, who had married
her husband when he was a brakeman
Mrs. Ella Batcheler, of Brooklin, is on one of the railroads which be afterward united In the circular coast line
viaiting Mrs. Delia Carter.
and became that system's ownMiss Bessie Young, of Gouldsboro, is system
er, sympathised with her daughter, but
visiting Miss Lettie Carter.
Berlton swore a round oath that he
Charles Lawson, who has been emwould have no beggars In bis family.
ployed at North Sedgwick, is home.
On the morning of June 10, 1935,
School closed here Thursday, after a Miss Anita Beriton was sitting with
term of twelve weeks taught by Miss Lena
her mother und a younger sister in the
Cousins, of Naskeag.
spacious roof garden of her father’s
Fred Fletcher and family, who have residence occupying the four blocks
been visiting Burly Ctosson and wife, between Five Hundred and Tenth and
Five Hundred and Fourteenth streets
have returned to Augusta.
and avenues D and H, New York,
Feb. 28.
B.
when Mrs. Beriton proposed a ride.
Clark Bridges, who has been in PortOne of the family aeroplanes was callland several weeks, is home.
ed and in a few minutes lit upon the
Mrs. George Grindle, of Seaville, who roof garden. Mr. Beriton, fearing that
has been visiting relatives here, has rehis daughter Anita might in some of
these rides elope with Follansbee, had
turned home.
given orders that August Splndleton,
Omar Eaton and family, of South Bluea driver of his own choosing, should
hill, are visiting Mrs. Eaton’s parents,
at all times conduct the machine, and
Frank Bridges and wife.
on this occasion Spindleton was in bis
Mrs. Gladys McDonnell, who has been
accustomed seat.
in the Maine general hospital, Portland,
Mrs. Beriton and her two daughters
in
health.
is home, somewhat improved
entered the machine, which rose, lightRay Carter, who has been employed in ly circling upward for a thousand feet,
Pittsfield, is home. He had two of his when Spindleton was directed to profingers crushed off while at work in a ceed southward along the coast for a
woolen mill.
brief trip to Annapolis.
They were
B.
March 0.
moving at a moderate pace of some
sixty miles an honr, when Spindleton
SEAL COVE.
cast a glance to the right and. seeing
is
in
a
town
after
Norwood
Thomas
a machine coming toward the party,
clapped on double speed.
year’s absence at sea.
Mr. Berlton's fears had proved to
Mrs. Pottle, of McKinley, is visitiug her
be well grounded.
Mr. Van Damn
mother, Mrs. Emily Stickney.
Follansbee was out in a machine of
N.
Feb. 28.
a new pattern and was bearing dowD
Julian Harper, who have been quite ill, upon them. It was evident that Folis improving.
lansbee was Intending to get into
communication with Mrs. Anita BeriA daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
ton.
Owen Lurvey March 3.
Spindleton was true to his employer.
Miss Bernice Ashley is spending a fewHe drove his machine at its best speed,
days at Northeast Harbor.
passing over cities, bays and rivers,
Harley Baker is soon to move to Eastbut his aeroplane was gradually gainhas
a position.
he
where
port,
ed upon by Follansbee. Hovering over
hall
at
the
social
Friday, Philadelphia. Spindleton endeavored
An ice-cream
for
Proceeds
about
flO.
March 4, netted
to descend, but Follansbee glanced
down like a bird and reached a plane
pastor's salary.
beneath him.
Spindleton then rose
Miss Muriel Lunt, of West Tremont,
spent part of last week with her cousin, and made a bee line for Baltimore.
But Follansbee. evidently with the deMiss Jennie Walls.
termination to drive him out to sea,
H. W. Pierce and wife, of Lamoine, were
got to the west of him aud forced him
guests of Frank L. Hodgdon and wife, at j
! over Chesapeake bay. iu a few minCenter, last week. Mr. Pierce has just
utes more the pursuer had the party
closed a successful term of school at
over Fortress Monroe, flying due east
Center.
The race was won. Spindleton was
N.
March 7. _____
not prepared to cross the ocean, and
DK1SK IBUi.
there was no way for him to get back

The

HITTERY TO CARIBOU.

this machine could compete for speed with the lighter machines. However, be followed does
on their heels, getting near them at
Trenton, losing them over Wilmington,
again coming In sight of them at BalWhile passing over Virginia
timore.
his aviator slowed np to tighten a
loose nut, and after this the fugitives
were lost to him entirely.
After Splndleton’s surrender he was
j permitted to go where he liked. Makj lng a bee line for Richmond, he met
his employer over the peninsula. The
two drew up side by side, and while
hovering the aviator gave Ur. Berlton

At a special meeting of
Rising Star lodge,
F. and A. M.,
Wednesday evening, one
candidate was instructed in the third
degree. At the close of the work a banquet
was served.
Feb. 28.
Woodlocke.

£te

will.

pectad that

Mrs. Margaret Littlefield, who has
spent
the winter in BluehiU with her
daughter,
Mrs. Carrie Hinckley, has returned home.
She was accompanied
by her grandson
Gail.

Lawton went to Rockland
Jlr,. William
Miss Gross, of Oaetine, is the guest of
her ion’s wife, Mrs. Hettie
Friday to meet
Leon Littlefield and wife.
a successful operation
uwton, who after
Mrs. Ida Ward well has gone to Castine
a week or two with
tor appendicitis, spent
to care for Mrs. Leighton, who is
of her brother, Fred Handy.
very ill.
the family
Mrs. B. H. Leach spent last week in
W. T. C. U. obFrance- E. WlHard
of Bute Brewer with Stephen Salisbury and wife.
jerved the birthday anniversary
L. M. N. btevens,
Owing to the Bevere storm on Monday,
wd national president,
at the home of the local March 7, the annual town
on March 1.
meeting is postFreeman. Aa this poned to
Musidi nt, Mrs. Emily
Monday, March 14.
Mr*.
I'nion
rally
also
Signal
day,
i,
Several from Penobscot grange went to
bad made an effort to in- Gastine
A w. Clark
Saturday to attend the all-day
and
six
tobe
subscription,
names,
crease
session. All report an enjoyable day.
with anew member, was the reother
Miss Hortense Wardwell and Miss Lila
sult.
Dunbar returned Friday from Millinocket,
Schools, with the exception of the high where they have been
employed during
,cho,d which wiu continue two weeks the winter.
The grammar
closed
Friday.
longer,
T. Leslie Littlefield went to Bangor Satgrade, finishing up examination papers, urday to spend Sunday. While there be
bat
the
for
exerciaes
time
oratory
no
hid
will visit Mrs. Littlefield, who is conin the primary school were very pleasing.
valescing at the hospital.
and
friends
mothers
listened
About twenty
The many friends of Mrs. J. B. Sellers
and
the
to
reciution*
songs
with pleasure
will be glad to learn that she will be sble
ot the little folks, all reflecting credit
of their to leave the hospital and return to her
upon the palnsUking effort*
Prizes home the last of this week.
teseber, Miss Beatrice OsrroU.
March 7.
Woodlocke.
were announced to four pupils who had
not been absent more than one day nor
WEST BROOKLIN.
missed more than one word n spelling.
Odessa Bridges has gone to Augusta to
Gilts of blotters and a basket of apples
gave each pupil token of the teacher’s work.

good

!

rouansuee.

Spindleton slowed down, and Follansbee glided up beside the Beriton aeroplane. A conference took place, after
which Mrs. Beriton and her two daughters stepped from their own aeroplane

into that of Mr. Follansbee.
Meanwhile Mr. Beriton had left the
roof of his office building downtown
In One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
street, Intending to go home. Soon after rising he saw in the direction of his
mansion an aeroplane starting, and.
seizing u glass he always carried in
the smoking room of his capacious
bird-car, brought it to bear on the one
Just setting out. Discovering that its
occupants were his wife and daughters
with his own aviator in control, he
daughter.”
was about to lay aside his glass when
“Very well,” replied the merchant
he saw another aeroplane hovering
“I will consent, but positively refuse
near his home.
Bringing his glass to to give her a dowry of more than a
bear on this machine, he saw Follanshundred millions.”
bee alone in it and just starting for
The terms were accepted, and both
Beritons.
the
the one occupied by
aeroplanes started for the Beriton resMr. Beriton noticed that Follansbee’s
idence, where the past was forgotten
aeroplane was of a kind he had not and Beriton expressed his admiration
It was of the bird type,
seen before.
of his future son-in-law’s ability to
and on its prow was a sharp ram.
beat him In the game of aerial ships,
The merchant was at once filled with i The wedding took place with great
Folbrilliancy, another $100,000,000 being
apprehension. It was plain that
lansbee was bent on some course con- added to the settlement in order to
nected with the Beriton family, but enable the yonng couple to maintain
It was Impossible to imagine what their position in the highest circles.
It was not to
It was determined to celebrate ths
that course would be.
be expected that he would run down nuptials by an aeroplane cruise conthe Beriton car and thereby precipitate sisting of the vast concourse of mathe girl he loved to a distance of some chines owned by the first circles of
BOO feet Nevertheless he was soon In New York society. On a bright afterMr. Beriton directed his noon a thousand aeroplanes rose from
full chase.
various points In the city, hovered for
•viator to follow the two aeroplanes.
Unfortunately for Mr. Beriton's suc- awhile, then, led by the motor of the
bridal couple, started westward across
cess In overtaking the others, bis car
the continent. After a trip of a week,
was equipped with several apartments
fitted up luxuriously and carrying a during which all the principal points
large supply of food and drinkables. of Interest In the United States, CanThough furnished with the latest pat- ada and Mexico were visited, the wedtern of engines. It was not to be ex- ding party returned to New York.

lhe

of

Virol

The son says: “ My father
and mother owe their present

strength
Vinol.

trying

j

\

winters neitner or

I

and good health to
During the last two

tnem nad a cold, and were

able to walk farther and do more than for years.
I think Vinol is perfectly wonderful.
It certainly is
the greatest blood-making, strengthening tonic for old
people I ever heard of.”
We want every feeble old person In this town to try
Vinol. We will return their money without question 11 It
does not accomplish all

!

we

claim for It.

GEO. A. PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.
/_____

let that cold become chronic. A few
of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment in'
water or on sugar will quickly make all
It is the remedy for
traces of it disappear.
a
cramps, colic, diarrhoea, etc.

DON’T

drops

OHNSONS
ANODYNE

INIMENT
a household standby.
It
affords relief internally and is unequalled when
used externally for sore muscles, stiff joints,
muscular rheumatism, cuts, sprains, burns, etc.,

for 99 years has been

Ee«p

the

t£d<’mppiT"
r»
rail or lift.

25c and 50c

a

bottle everywhere

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston. Mass.

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times
“The equipment for wheat cleansing
is as extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
for grinding purposes.
of flour from dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance.”
Prof. Wm. Jago.
in Xatiunut Association Review.
Wheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk's big
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bags-is done by clean, bright
Note how much purer William Tell is
This means wheat
than other flours.
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom such as only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on having—

1

I

tatner ana motner

aged

prominent Boston lawyer
safely carried through the last
two winters by
a

machinery.

William Tell
j

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME
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so

aOear, John Annis.
•loner, (Sirin Am**; eon.Uble.
Officers Elected and Appropriation* Sellart, Stephen Barbour,

JOHN BAUMAN REDMAN.

Voted In Hancock County Town*.

Judge John B. Redman died suddenly
about 10 o’clock this morning of heart

It

AT

leaving
coarse

a

debt of 895,951.02.

net

long
practically

against this is

collected taxes,

list of

a

ing,”
hensively

un-

worthless

except the 89,705.10 of the 1909 tax,

which, under the
collector, is worth

its face

which it is hoped to secure
for exhibition samples of apples from
various sections of the county. This
informal meeting also whl enable

and

value,

which of itself offsets, within less than

81,000

those attending the institute to meet
in a social way and get better ac-

of the entire increased indebt-

edness of the past two years.
Thi6

500

quainted.

debt of nearly 896,000 is about |10,than it

more

this increase

was

two years ago.

little less than 86,300

a

was

contracted year before last, and the

maining 84,200 was
year just closed.

contracted

A supper, free to those attending
from out of town, will be served nv
the board of trade.

Of

during

re-

The Municipal Election.
The city election on Monday naturally resulted in the election of a republican mayor and a full board of

the

Taking the two years together the reports
show that this increase is due to
usual

an

un-

conditions of things; forest fires

count for

$3,000;

aldermen, there being no contest except for alderman in ward 4.
For a fifth term Dr. A. C. Hager hy
will be Ellsworth’s executive head,
he having served four consecutive

ac-

roads which had to be

built account for $6,000; the school fund
last year took $600; insane this year took

$400,
$600.

contingent

and the

Of the alderterms—1903-4-5 and 6.
men-elect, all save one—Mr. Parcher,
of ward 1—have served the city be-

fund this year

The situation at the beginning of the
was clearly understood; a deficit of

6,000 already existed, and unusual expenditures were anti .pated. Two courses
ment, added to their experience in city
were open:
(1) To raise the rate of taxa- affairs, makes it entirely safe to pretion; (2) to increase the debt. Whether dict that the best interests of the city
wise

unwise, the latter alternative

or

This increase is, of course, a burden and
is to be regretted, but it is a situation not
affairs.

in commercial

No crime has

subterfuge

no

ment

or

been

resorted

municipal
!
committed;

in

to;

no

conceal-

{

attempted.

And yet

our

!

democratic friends had the

effrontery last

week in caucus solemnly to
declare that “the financial condition of

the city is such, because of burdens piled
up by the past few years of republican
administration that these men [possible

nominees]

will not take

the responsibility

of office”.

Usnally this sort
for refusing office,

of

thing

but

is

a reason

|
;

j
|

|

not

for jumping at the

accept it; not for keeping al-

tshance to

!

I

j

j

democrats gave for not making
nominations; whatever it may have been
—

and

that;

j

were

figure

it is not

far to seek—it

good,
high.

or

sour,

hung

too

was

but

republican politics,

died
his home in New York.
He was in the seventy-seventh year
of his age.

the

the grapes looked

in

| Sunday

not

they

—-

State

worth.

at

the

| county,
j

April

term of court

which is to

in

be holden

1900

nominated Bryan and recurrency fallacies, Mr.
Bedman saw no other alternative than
to act with the party of sound money.
It cost him a most severe struggle to

again

its

The service

Ells-

of

will settle the controversy, whether
the amendment to the Sturgis law,
which provides that the county wherein
the enforcement deputies are at work
shall pay their expenses, is in accordance
with the constitution.
case
or

not

part with old political associates, but
ha could not bring himself to follow
The more eyes an adoortieoment emtches
tha party in its new courses which ha the more dollars it is worth.

on

his

held

was an

election to
the office at
able and

Appropriations

effective

—

lot Salt.
noZZ
P'_of
^NB^PLANK-MOoTeTlTorBllwtthX
B*i.ra B.

1

Cc.sa..,

LAND to

McKinley

■piBLD
A
containing! acre and 44 rods. ChoE.
For further particularsi?
building let.
M'
dress Da. A. L. Du.

Philadelphia,

Belknap

j

Littls Giant" water motor
tiood as new. Just tbs thing for light dovm
in town which has waterworks. W?iibe»oUt
cheap. Address P. O. Box 4*2. Ellsworth

j
I

j

Pa

hor»!potJf

*

EClantfB.
8—m'rT FISIb’<KM\nZ

AM
clams In the shell. Highest cash price*,
E. A. Li-nt. CommU*|0a
prompt return.
Merchant. 406 Thames 8t.. Newport, R. I.

CL

cash

price paltl
Wool
Wool 8kTns, Hides and Calf hkioa: also
SKINS—Highest
Fur. H. B. Phii.ups, Ellsworth.

j

|
j

j

for

fttlp CHant.t.
learn the telephone huaine**.
Apply to Chikp Opskotok N. E. T. t
T. Co.. Ellsworth, Me.

GIRLS—To
C't

1RL8—For stitchers

on

power

machine!

X Board guaranteed while learning. Aj>*
; ply by letter or in person at Thomtsox Mro.
Co., Belfast, Maine.

j

Spafal Koiuu*
-*.■

AAy'.N1*

CACTION NOTICE.
is to certify that I. Herbert W. While,
of Orland. county of Hancock, Slat*of
Maine, have given my minor son. Howard W.
White, his time hereafter to transact busine**
for himself. In cons4*quence w hereof I shall
claim none of his earnings nor pay anydtbu
of bis contracting after this datr
;
Dated at Orland, Maine, this 21st day of Feb*
Hkkhi.ht \Y. White.
ruary, a. d. 1910.

THIS

ifgal Notices.
Bankrupt's Petition for IHwhurgr.
,•

Schools,

scboolbouse

SB DO WICK.

public speaker, and his services as such
were always in
demand
and
readily
granted. His most recent addresses were
at the opening of the food fair in Ells-

»■_Gut.

In the matter of
>1. Gobs.

\) In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the Dip
trict Court of the United States for the Dip
trict of Maine.
M. GOSS, of Stoniugton. is
IK
the county of Hancock and suu
Maine, in said district, respectfully represent*. that on the 22d
May.
day of
last past, she was d'*.ly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that she has duly surrendered all her
property and rights of property, and ha# fully
complied with all the requirement# of s»id
acts and of the orders of court touching her
Anmib

ANN

Moderator, T A Smith, selectmen and bankruptcy.
Wherefore she prays that she may be deassessors, J H Hooper, C L Babson, Jesse
creed bv the court to have a full discharge
Wessel; clerk, H N Dority; treasurer, F H from all debts provable agaiust her estwe
Smith; collector, E A Byard; school com- under said bankruptcy acts, except such debt#
worth, and at the Ellsworth reunion in
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
mitteeman, T A Smith; road commission- ] Dated
this 26th day of February, a. <i. 1910.
Boston less than two weeks ago.
ANN 1 K M. (loss.
er, Fred Bridges'; town agent, J W Paris;
Redman
stood
in
i
j
Judge
high
masonry,
Bankrupt.
!
constables, E A Byard, Jonathan Bridges,
to w hich order he gave loyal service. He
Order of Notice Thereon.
Ralph Buckminster.
was a past master of Lygonia lodge, a past
or Maine b».
Appropriations
Schools, £1,600; text- Distbict
high priest of Acadia chapter, and the first
On this 5th day of March, a. d. 1910, ox
reading the foregoirg petition, it is
commander of Blanquefort commanderv. books, £180; high school, £200; schoolOrdered
court, that a hearing be
house repairs, $300; roads and bridges,
He was worthy patron of Irene chapter, O. i
j bad upon bythethesame
on
the 23th day of
£1,000; sidewalks, £100; State road, £400; ; March, a. d. 1910. before aatd court
E. S., at his death.
ten
at
at
district,
Portland, in said
noJudge Redmm never married. Of his poor, $600.
sod
o'clock
in
the forenoon;
wortn
BLCEHILL.
1
the
tice
thereof
be
in
own
h
is
survived
published
family
by one
d dua newspaper printed it;
Moderator, E E Chase; selectmen and as- American,
brother- Erastus F. Redman, of Dor- j
trict, and that ail known creditors, ar: other
Frank
P Greene, H H McIntyre,
trie saw
sessors,
at
i»
interest,
may appear
persons
Mrs. ;
cheater, Mass., and three sisters
it os coe De Long; clerk, SB Wescott treas- time and place, aud show cause, if any UW
;
E. F. Robinson, sr.. of Ellsworth; Mrs.
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
I
E
urer,
Stanley;
Charles
A.
not
be
collector,
granted.
Margaret R. Cole, of Pawtucket, R. I., and
•lbaI
And it is further ordered by the
Mrs. Frances B. Keene, of Cranston, R. 1. Snow; school committeeman, 11 H McIn- the clerk shall send by mail
knows
ically:
j tyre; superintendent o! schools, Frank E creditors copies of said petition toandaiithis
“Duchess, enchanted to make your
addressed to them at their place- or resiMcGouldrick; road commissioners, PG; der,
MRS. A. SIDNEY TREAT.
dence as stated.
acquaintance!”
western
Hale.
of
Clough,
part
A
Witness
town; George
the Honorable ClarencCaroline A., wif of A. Sidney Treat, died !
;
of the said Court, and the sea
at Brooklyn, N. Y., Wednesday, March 2. j Pert, eastern part of town; town agent, E j Judge
or
day
at Portland. In said district, on the
Faithful to Hi* Trust.
The news of her death was a shock to her j E Chase; constables, appointed by select- ! March, a. d. 1910.
I was waiting near the elevator In
E. Hbut by, Clerk.
men.
Jambs
[L.8.]
many Ellsworth friends, who did not
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
the factory building for my friend to
;&rkknow of
her
Appropriations-Schools, $1,500; text- i
critical
illness.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwbv.
Mrs.
come down when I noticed a small boy
bookB,
$400;
high school, $200; schoolhouse j
Treat had been in poor health for some
j
sitting in one corner of the hall hold- time. A few weeks
roads and bridges, $2,206; !
am>rrusnnrm>,
ago she fractured an ; repairs, $400;
ing a large, thick sandwich. He eyed ankle
a fall.
The injury aggravated ! sidewalks, $300; State road. $200; poor,
by
the sandwich lovingly for a long time,
current
and
$850;
other troubles, fever developed, termicontingent, $1,400; snow,
j
then he carefully lifted off the top
nating in pneumonia, which was the im- j $250; Memorial Day. $25; libraries, $55.
slice of bread, took out a piece of dill
Total,
$9,536.
mediate cause of death.
pickle, ate it and replaced all as beBOYTHWEtrr HARBOR.
Mrs. Treat was a native of Ellsworth, a i
fore. In a few seconds he again reModerator, A T Richardson; selectmen
daughter of the late Jacob W. Coombs.
moved the top piece, extracted a piece
and assesaors, George R
Since her marriage her home had been
Fuller, H Alton
of pickle and a piece of meat and reBOOT and SHOE
George D
in New York and vicinity, but Trundy,
Atherton; clerk,
principally
placed the top. Again and again the j she retained her love for her old
Arthur L Somes;
treasurer, Arthur L
and
home,
performance was repeated until all the was a
REPAIRING
regular visitor,
the Somes; collector, 8 8 King; school compickle and almost all the meat were summers at her farm on the spending
mitteeman, Seth W Norwood; road comriver.
gone, the sandwich, however, appearShe was a woman of noble character, a missioner, James 8 Feruald.
ing inthet as in the beginning.
All kinds of Rubber Work warranted
Appropriations Schools, $651; textkind heart and a delightful companion \
“Why don't you eat up your sandAll who knew her held her in ! books, $150; high school, $500; schoolsocially.
wich and not pick at It in that way?”
boose repairs, $160; roads and
Main Si, Ellsworth
tenderest regard.
bridges,
I asked the boy with some curiosity.
Mrs. Treat leaves a husband and two $550; sidewalks, $503; State road, $400;
over Staples Music Store
“Why,” he answered, looking up
poor, $800; current and contingent, $1,100;
w ho has just become
with great innocence, "it ain’t my daughters—Marion,
the w ife of Hoy Shaffer, of New York, and debt, $963.30; snow, $50; Memorial Day
sandwich.”—Woman’s Home CompanEvelyn. Of her own family, two brothers 1 $15; library, $25.
ion.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
survive--Wilbur W. Coombs, of New York, |
Moderator, William E Hadlock; select- i
and Frederick A. Coombs, of East Orange, I
Where Women Swim Best.
men and
Factory rebuilt—brick,
assessors, Frank E Stanley, Wil- j
“The Korean women are the best N. J.
modern improvements.
The remains were brought to Ellsworth liam E Hadlock, Warren A Spurting;
swimmers In the world.” said a life
Beautiful,
curly,
fluffy rugs made
clerk and treasurer,
George W Bulger; woolen, tapestry, urussels or velvet tarpcw
guard. “The Korean pearl diving is in for interment, reaching here Saturday, ac- I
Edward
J
collector,
damp
Rataratf ky Mit
dm
school
Carpets
Mr.
and
comTreat
Stanley;
compaaied
by
j
daughter \
their hands. They swim—they don’t
and two sisters of Mr. Treat— mitteeman, William A Young; road com- Send for circular.
boat—they swim out to the pearl fish- Marion,
L.
L MORRISON, Skowbegan. Maine.
missioners, William F Duren, Samuel C
eries of Quelpart. lugging baskets with Mrs. Charles Bacon and Miss Harriet
C Black; town
Phippin,
Edgar
of
Mass.
LeaBrighton,
agent,
them. After this swim of half an hour Treat,
lie R Bunker; constables, Alonzo J
Bryant,
they dive down fifty feet and fetch up
Edward J Stanley, Arthur A Joy.
M
queer one shelled pearl oysters as big State of Ohio, City of Toledo, t ■**
Lucas County,
i
Appropriations
Schools,
$800; textas babies. They dive till their baskets
Ladies' and Gents’ Suitings
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is books, $60; school
supplies, $75; schoolsold direct from the mills outare full—the baskets are corked to senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
A Co., doing bnainess in the City of To- house repairs, $275; roads and bridgea,
keep them afloat—and after three or ledo, County and State aforesaid, and that $625;
put Write for SaapMh.
poor, $300; current and contingent,
four hours’ work they swim back said firm will pay the turn of ONE HUN- ;
»|i* ImM la Every Tern td Sell Ttou 6«*»$800;
debt,
$500;
DBED
for
each
and
DOLLARS
interest, $25. Total, $3,every case of ;
home with their catch. The big one
F. A. Packard, Mgr. Bettll Department
—

■

—

—

worth.

the writ against
the
the matter to a
law in Ells vortb, his home town, bat I county merely brings
so
that Attorney-General W. C.
head,
early took a deep interest in pnblic Pbilbrook, who
appears for the State, and
and political affairs.
In politics he j
County-Attorney George E. Thompson,
was for long a democrat, as were bis for the
county, can proceed on the plan
father and grandfather before him. for the disposal of the case, which
they
In 1884 he was the democratic candi- have mapped out.
At the April term of the supreme court
date for governor, having the courin Hancock county, the suit
will be
age to run the year of Blaine’s cananswered to, but w'ill not be tried, it bedidacy for the presidency.
the
of the attorneys to send it
Being a democrat of the old school, ingto theplan
June term of the law court on
up
Mr. Bedman could not vote for Bryan, an
agreed statement of facts for final deand voted for Palmer and Buckner in cision.
18M. When the democratic party in
The decision of the law court in the

iterated

John A. Peters
legislature, and
death.
Judge Redman

M>rch

assessors.

books, $150;

Friends of William Pomroy sre
„
bear that hit health is very poor.
Frasier
and
wife
are receiving
Ivory
grstulstions on the birth of a ,0D aZ
***
Feb. IT.

Mrs. Mary J. Beede, of
Surry,
Monday night and Tuesday »it|, ^
daughter, Mr*. Orace B. Smith.

BROOK8V1LLE.

!

Miaa M. a Beede, of
Surry, i, Tilill."*
her sister, Mrs. C. A. Smith.

Miss Amanda F. Bsiley win
gotoHsa
Wednesday to spend sen-rej
with her brother Willis.

£450; text-!
repairs, £150;
roads and bridges, £700; State road, £200;
the
poor, £100; current and contingent, £400.
hia No
liabilities; taxes all paid; cash in treasury, £750,41.

again appointed judge of the Ellsworth municipal court, to succeed Judge

!

gor

SORRENTO.

j

was

j

—

Moderator, Oscar L Tapley; selectmen
a delegate-at-large to the convention
and assessors, M D Chatto, Fred J Perwhich nominated General Hancock for the
kins, A Wales Howard; clerk, George H
He was democratic candipresidency.
Tapley; treasurer and collector, William
date for governor of Maine in 1884, and in !
H Stover; school committeeman, K H
spite of the fact that that favorite son I Condon; road commissioner, Charles H
of Maine, James G. Blaipe, was the reHabbidge; town auditor, Ralph H Conpublican candidate for President, made a don.
creditable showing in the election.
Appropriations— Schools, £1,150; school
In 1886 he was appointed collector of
supplies, $150; school house repairs, $300;
internal revenue
for the district
of roads and
bridges, £1,400; State road, what
Maine, but held the position only a few the law requires; poor, $800; current and
when
the
district
was
consolimonths,
contingent, |700; to enlarge school house*
dated with that of New Hampshire and
at North and South Brooksville, £1,500.
Vermont. Subsequently he was appointed
Total, $6,300.
collector of customs for the district of !
LAMOIKS.
Frenchman’s bay, which office he held
Moderator, F L Hodgkins; selectmen
for four years. Later he was made referee
j and assessors, James T Grant, George E
in bankruptcy for this district.
King and William R King; clerk, E H
A few years a ago he was appointed a
King; treasurer, E H King; collector, Johu
member of the board of appeals of the pen- j
L King; school committeeman, Coleman
sion department at Washington, and lived ;
F Hodgkins; road commissioner, E F
there a few years, but the call to Maine
Walker; constables, John L King, Wilwas strong upon him, and three years ago
liam K Sals bury, Andrew Christie, Harry
he returned to Ellsworth to resume the
McNider and A E Sargent.
practice of law. In November, 1908, he f

I

BAY81DE.
Mr*. Charles A. Smith, who
hu i_
"**
quite ill, ia improving.

Moderator, R A Flye; selectmen and
assessors, F W Cole, George H Holden,
treasR A Flye; clerk, G F Oott;
collector, F A
urer, John F Staples;
committeeman, H M
Bowden; school
Pease; road commissioner, R W Smith;
constables, G F Gott, R W Smith, F A
Bowden, Fred L Cole.
textSchool, $500;
Appropriations
books, $175; school supplies, $150; high
school, $350; schoolhouse repairs, $75;
roads and bridges, $1,000; sidewalks, $200;
State road, $150; poor, $600; current and
contingent, $600; Memorial Day, $15;
superintendent of schools, $125; overdrawn on roads and insane, $307.26. Total

and

T**,

d**1

BBOOKUN.

—

Simp*,.

*“**■

Wm. W. Brooks

Hancock
in

Eden’s town meeting opened Monday,
as
a warm contest for first selectman
usual, John E. Bunker defeating B. 8.
Higgins by a vote of 460 to 444. The following officers were elected during the
first day’s session:
Moderator, Julien Emery; clerk, W II
Sherman; selectmen, John E Bunker,
Mark C Morrison, Orient Brewer; assesCharles F
sor, Fred L Hadley; treasurer,
Paine; road commissioners, Clifford M
Willey and Charles E Higgins; school
committeeman, James N Emery.

Moderator, P L Aiken; selectmen and
P L Aiken, James A Stover,
Frank L Trundy; clerk, LT Havey; treasurer, LT Havey; collector, C H Workman;
school committeeman, L E Wilbur; road
commissioner, Fred W Bartlett; constables, C W Sargent, C E Hale.
Appropriations Schools, $250; text| books, $25; high school, $25; schoolhouse
\
repairs, $75; roads and bridges, $800; sidewalks, $200; current and contingent, $600;
notes and interest, $600; Memorial Day,
$20;moderator services, $3; superintendent
of schools, $60; improvement of streets,
$100; for breakwater, $150. Total, $2,908.

John

Ho«*»
Long, H N Webb.
Appropriation*
School,, n 7».
book,, (BOO; school supplies ,nd
(«0; high school, (l,ono;
W
bridge* (13S0; sid.w.lk,, m.
(400; poor, (TOO; current «nd Conti.”*’
(H00; debt, (1,000; interest,*.*,;
Memorial Day, (3B;
trsnsporution
pile, (330; fire company, (400; Knt
l*
h>"
drsnts, (700. Total, (13.4%.

with

$4,247.26.

Bawyar,

1

at

Sues Penobscot County.
Thursday papers were served on Charles
Death of Hon. .John B. Redman.
F. Sweet, clerk of the county commisThe sudden death of John Bake- I sioners for Penobscot county, attaching
man
Redman removes from earth the goods and estate of the county to the
one widely- known
throughout the amount of $10,000. This marks the becounty and State. He came of a dis- ginning of the suit brought against the
by the State to force the county
tinguished county family. His grand- county
to
the money which the State claims
father, John R. Redman, came to is pay
due for the services of the Sturgis
Ellsworth from Castine to take the
deputies within the county.
office of high sheriff.
His father,
The action is brought in the name of
Erastus Redman, was long a promi- the treasurer of the
state, Hon. P. P.
nent and respected merchant of Ells- I Gilmore, of Bucksport, and is returnable
After graduating from Bowdoin college, and being admitted to the bar,
Mr. Redman began the practice of

others of his party found himself out of
sympathy with the Bryan element, and,
since 1900, had been affiliated with the
republican party. He had been in public
service nearly all his life. He was a delegate to the democratic national convention w hich nominated Samuel J. Tilden,

Verdi and Bismarck on Titles.
The composer Verdi was offered a
title of nobility by King Victor EmIt is now expected that one of the manuel. It was intended that he should
most important bills, that relating to be created Marquis or Comte de Busthe postal savings bank, will become seto. after the estate upon which he
lived. The composer refused the offer
a law
during the present month. (
energetically. He considered that Verdi
There has been considerable opposiwas somebody and that the Marquis
tion to the bill, mainly from demo- j de Busseto would be
nobody.
cratic and insurgent sources. Many <
Even Bismarck was unable to parry
amendments have been presented and a blow of this character. When the
some of
Senator young emperor broke with him he
them accepted.
Root, of New York, in advocacy of, conferred upon him the title of Duke
the bill, has made the most forcible ef I-auenbourg. Bismarck received the
1 hrnent with this exclamation:
speech of his senatorial career. It is p "A
pretty name! It will be bandy
understood that he voices the views
toi traveling incognito.”
of the President. It is expected that
Some days after a parcel arrived at
the bill will add greatly to the strength Varzin bearing the address "Mme. la
of the financial situation in this Ducbesse de Lauenbourg.”
Bismarck, to whom it was dCvered,
country, and tho fact that it has long
been in nse in conservative foreign being then at table, arose and, offering
countries will recommend it to re- the letter to his wife, remarked iron-

leged incompetents in office, but for turn- flecting people in America.
ing them out; not for showing the white
feather, and running like turkeys, but for
Thomas
Collier
Platt, formerly
i United States senator from New
meeting the foe in the open.
1
.N'oboiv takes any stock in the silly York, and for many years a national
reason

1884 and re-elected in 1885.

Judge Redman, during the earlier part
of his life, was a democrat, but with many

Germanic Wilderness.
Leaving Mummelsee on a misty
morning, you enter a green underworld
of strange dew bediamond brilliance,
skirt the bead of a deep southward
looking valley and emerge upon a
sunny open plateau beyond Eckle and
look down upon Wlldsee, circled by the
dark pines of nn untouched forest that
stretches away to the blue and distant
hills. It is easy here to imagine yourself back in the heart of the old Germanic wilderness, in the heroic days
when Hagen slew Siegfried with a
coward's blow. The morning sun glints
upon bright spear tops among the trees
and the wind brings snatches of rough
war songs shouted by barbarian voices.
Your heart swells with the lust of battle and the chase, and if you have
German blood in your veins it calls
back through the dark middle ages to
that dim and mystic youthday of the
world when heroes met at the Ravenna
Within the hour you
Schlaeht
find yourself back in the twentieth
century among motorcars drawn up
beside the hostelry at Ruhestein, where
the Hohenweg drops into the commonplace and crosses the government macadam before climbing the steep side
of the Rothe Schliffkopf.—From “A
Black Forest Pathway." by Frederick
Van Beuren. Jr., In Scribner’s.

will be served.

was

accepted.

uncommon

|

fore.
The recognized business ability of
the members of the new city govern-

year

day

in tns Old

noon at

contract with the

wet

mayor

Besides the fortreated.
mal sessions—in the afternoon at 1.30
and in the evening at 7.30, there will
be an informal meeting in the fore-

Of

was a

TBSen

fCDEN.

failure. Judge Redman was apparently in
his usual health this morning when he
Monday.
time of his death he was for a second
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
The storm caused the postponement of came down town. He was crossing the
time judge of the Ellsworth municipal
RT THE
several town meetings until next Monday, street from the First national bank buildCO.
PUBLISHING
HANCOCK COUNTY
court.
among them those of Bucksport, Penobing toward A. W. Greely’s store when,
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
Judge Redman was of an attractive scot and Trenton.
about half way across, he suddenly fell unand
cheerful
W. II. Titus, Associate Editor.
always
personality,
conscious. He was carried to the office of
An Ellsworth Falls man, Leonard J. I>r. A. C.
cordial. He was a pleasant addition
Hagerthy, where he died a few
six
Subscription Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 lor
social function, and always did Maddocks, is cutting bis third set of minutes later. He had been troubled
months; 50 cents for three months; If aid to any
Mr. Maddocks, by the way, has a with heart weakness for a
strictly in advance, fl 50, 75 and ;« cents his
full part in social intercourse. teeth.
long time.
tusprrttri ly Single copies 5 cents. All artwin sister living—Mrs. Mary J. Dunham,
John B. Redman was born in Brooksrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per He was democratic in his nature, realso of Ellsworth Falls, and they are ville June
year.
11,1848, the son of Erastus and
gardful of the rights of others, and sharp competitors for the honor of being Sarah A. Redman.
Adrertlslrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
Both his father, Erasmade known on application.
kind, without patronizing, to the most the oldest twins in Maine.
tua Redman, till his grandfather, Hon.
and
missed
He
will be
lowly.
John R. Redman, were for many years
Business communications should be addressed
Burke Leach, tax collector, of Bucksthe whole community
to, and all checks and money orders made pay- mourned by
prominently identified with the business
town for
the
in
full
with
has
settled
able to The Hancock County Publishing and State, and especially
those
port,
by
interests of Hancock county.
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.
him for colto
committed
taxes
the
who knew him intimately.
When but two years old, he came with
lection for the year 1908-$15,939.65. Mr.
his parents to Ellsworth, which had ever
Leach has also settled in full with the
This week’s edition of The
since been his home, and where he reSpeakers at Farmers’ Institute.
town since his last report for the taxes
ceived his early education in the public
Oommissioner-of-Agriculture A. W. for the
American is 2,650 copies.
thus
1904-5-6-7-8,
making
years
Gilman announces to the Ellsworth a record of which any collector of taxes schools. Afterward he attended PhillipeAndover academy, in Andover, Mass., and
board of trade the speakers for the may well be
of
for
the
1909,
2,395
year
proud.
Average
in 1886 entered Bowdoin college, graduatinstitute to be held here in Hancock
ing with the class of 1870. During his
March
29.
William
G.
ACaatine
hall
on
man,
Blake,
Capt.
Tuesday,
WEDNESDAY MARCH 9, 1910.
course he taught as principal of
command of one of the fastest college
is
to
have
the
commissioner
are
besides
-==
They
E.
the Orono high school and the Cherrysumout
of
New
York
this
steam
yachts
himself: Prof. E. F. Hitchings, State
field and Bluehill academies.
City Finances.
mer.
She is now in process of construcentomologist; Dr. G. M. Twitchell, of
Soon alter graduation he commenced
the
the
two
be
used
the
and
will
years
city
by
tion,
principally
Dnring
past
the study of law with the Hon. Arno WisAuburn, president of the State pomo- owner for
runs
between
bis
country
daily
ot Ellsworth has increased its municilogical society; Hon. D. H. Knowlton, home on the Hudson and New York city. well, father of the late Chief-Justice Anpal indebtedness about 810,500. Bonds of Farmington, former secretary of The yacht’s general dimensions are: drew P. Wiswell. In 1873 he was admitted
to the bar, and commenced the practice of
and notes now outstanding, including the pomological society, and Prof. V. Length over all, 140 feet; length on load
law in Ellsworth.
of
of
the
8
R.
and
beam
13
water
133
University
feet,
Gardner,
line,
feet,
867.67 of outstanding orders, amonnt
ne served as city solicitor or Mils worm,
miles
an
hour
has
inches.
Maine.
Thirty-two
and in 1880 was appointed judge of the
to 898,292.67. Against this are assets
as
of
the
the
boat,
speed
This makes a very strong force, and been guaranteed
Ellsworth municipal court, which office ;
of 81,160.65 in cash and 81,181 dne and the
is expected that she will make at
topic for the day, “Orchard- but it
he held for four years. He was elected ;
least thirty-five.
from the State, a total of 82,341.65,
will doubtless be most comprein
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

EVERY

ant

meetings.

town

OBITUARY.

COUNTY GOSSIP.
Later he
dangerous.
received an appointment to the board
Lamoiiie is one of the happy towns.
of pension appeals in Washington, “No liabilities, taxes all paid, cash in
bat he longed for his Ellsworth home, treasury,” says the town clerk In his reand soon resigned and returned to re- port to The Ambbicah.
the practice of law. At the
sume
for the voters
deemed

®l)r ^Usroortl) Hmcncan-

Oriental Rug Works
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CAMDEN WOOLENS

shelled oysters are valuable as pearl
mines and as food too. A half dozen
Koreans will sit down to an oyster as
gayly as yon or I sit down to a broiled
lobster. Sometimes when the great
shellfish Is eaten raw it quivers and
moans slightly as the knife is plunged
into It’’-Philadelphia Bulletin.

Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use of
Hall’s Catarrh Care.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
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Hall’s Catarrh Cave is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO-, Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

160.

Box 3ft. Camden. Me.

WrONINOTOK.
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Moderator, Eraatus J Carter; clerk,
Elmer E. Crockett;
selectmen, FlorianS
Small, Thomas F Barbour, Joseph T
Snow; treasurer, Fred E Webb; collector,
Cor. Main and Hncock Sts.
Deniel M Fifleld;
auditor, D Jewett
Horn# Cooking Hatly Served.
Noyes; school committee, Erast us J Car| ter, John E Small, Sumner p Mills; tru- Pure
with Mea«Spring Water

Eat at Baler’s
£rved

CITY MEETING.
J^gx

REGULAR meeting
last YEAR’S BOARD.

of

tank permit rescinded
_POWER COMPANY ORDER AP-

gasolene

PLIED TO TAX.
of the outgoThe last regular meeting
of Aldermen we* held Monday
ing board
Aid.
erer.ng. Preaent, Mayor Blmonton,
and Small.
Stock bridge, Eatey, Hagan
were paaaed aa followa:
Bolls of accounta
ROLL or ACCOUNTS NO.

|

fund.
polict..

poor_

1.

Nam*.
Simeon C Pallor,
R L Drummey,
Andrew M Moor,
Michael J Drummey,
light.® H %U R Power Co,
Kdward R Card,

Amount.
$46 00
46 00

Electrio
Dept,

fir.

Wra H Pomroy,
Charles W Smith,
R J Goodwin,
Hollis B Bstey,
Austin H Joy,
Arthur L Frasier,
Judson A Austin,
Msrtin E Jelllson,

Daniel Doyle,

I

Charles W Smith,
James E Anderson,
N E Tel Jk Tel Co,
Morrison, Joy $ Co,
Charles L Morang,
Samuel E Chapman,
Charles M Witham,
E E Springer.
Library,
Marion J Wyman,
Mrs H H Emerson,
Mary A Hodgkins,
P
A A Killam,
guptofrcb*,
J Falls,
Andrew
school,
High
C M Martin,
School house. Webster Higgins,

Textbooksup,Whitcomb Hsynes AjCo,
School,

Plantation No 8,
Ernest Moore,
A B Moore.
Martin Alley,
Harold E Treworgy,
Myra F Cottle.
Elmer LDeWiU.
Clara I Carter,
Iranian P Franklin,
Whitcomb, Haynes A
Edward Haney,
L D Patten.
Inaliih A

Contingent,

70
296 80
190 68
45 00
46 00
86 00
76 56
7 52
6 75
26 00
2600
4 00
100
7 85
15 10
4 67
60
2 06
80
6 00
10 00
5 60
14 00
14 50
4166
6 00
5 00
8 00
l 05
20 00
5 00
6 00
15 00
5 00

5 00
5 00
31 00
5 00
5 25
40 00
15 00

Co,

PMllina

1H

6

Herbert Guptill.
Frank F Mimonton,
A F Stock bridge.
HoliU B Estey,
Ira B Hsgan. Jr,
Win M Hamilton,
Wm Small,
Thomas E Hale,
Dorephas L Fields,
Wm E Whiting,
Frank tt Moore,
MelvinS Smith,
Siduey P Stockbridge,
Edward P Lord,
Hoyt E Austin,
Orrin W Tripp,
Hollis B Estey,
R E Mason,
John E Doyle,
Walter J Clark,
Simeon C Fuller,
E W Allen A Son,
Andrew M Moor,
Walter H Brooks,
Dr H L D Woodruff,
Edward G Moore,

I'M
00

160 00

33 33
33 33
33 33
83 S3
33 33
172 69
7 50
4 60

121 27
27 00
41 25

25
26

00
25

00
70 00
SO 00
24 00
4

24 00

16 50
2 00
8
3

49
00

38 24
26 0u
56 25
6 62
15 00
2 00
59 00
1168
27 23

CW4FL Mason.
Eugene D Braun.
Curtis C Fullerton,
Wm H Butler,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Daniel T Card.
Arthur W Austin.

tax collector, said Bresnsban
to receipt for
the eame, eald order to be
applied to the tax
of said company, aald
amount of (IAN being baaed on the valuation of 8100,009, aald
valuation having paid the tax collector on a
company of 800,000.

__

MERCHANTS’ ASSOCIATION.
Making Plans for Dairy School
April 7 —Good Interest Shown.

on

The Ellsworth merchants’ association
held a special meeting
Mtyiday evening.
The statement of the treasurer, E. F. Rob-

inson, Jr., as to the proceeds of the food
fair, as published in The American last
week, was submitted and approved.
It was voted to have a dairy school at
Hancock hall Thursday, April 7. E. F.
Robinson, Jr., Hoy C. Haines and Charles
I. Staples were appointed a committee on
same.
Leon 8. Merrill, State dairy inspector, and C. 8. Stetson, master of the
State grange, have already accepted invitations

present. Prof. P. A.
the University of Maine,
who delivered an interesting address on
the last day of the food fair, will also be
to

Campbell,

bo

of

*2,328

68

was

vowa 10 noia

lion.

The date for the food fair for 1911 was
as the week of Feb. 20. The
“boost” committee is practically the same
as this year
Messrs. Alexander, Estey,
Robinson, Haines and Staples.
W. A. Alexander, C. H. Leland and
Andrew M. Moor were appointed a committee to plan for the collection of agri-

officially fixed

—

cultural statistics for this

section,

and

re-

port at the next regular meeting.
The matter of membership in the association was taken up. There are only
members
twenty
regularly enrolled,
though many others have given the association their encouragement and support.
Others have been
indifferent, if not
accually opposed to the association.
But the association has now justified its

existence,

and

believes there

are

many

who should become

Sidewalk.

Bridge.

1,500

credits,

drawn.

$5,315

25 01
6 44

506 44

498 90

70 00

1,070 00

1,550 01
4,805 82
3,519 96
1,411 63
8,294 00
2,865 83

$983

07

00

500 00

Rock crushing.
Slate road

1,000

City poor.
Insane.
City schools.

3,550 00
1,000 00

8 38

3,568 38

17 52

4,500 00
2,300 00

3,831 93
1,25191

1,017 52
8,331 93
3,55191

High school.
Text-book.

Schoolhouse.
Supt. of schools.
Police
Hire department
City library.
....

Interest.

City water.
Electric light.
Pt-rpt. care cem. lots,
West side road.

Hose....,.
Overlayings.

00

1,242

754 00

12

1,996

12

01

$1,667

55

1,389

110 45
7

54

8 42

100

78

606 31

706

502 50

401 98

7 52

500 00

27 21

527 21

47

33 37

1,086 95
2,915 59

39 74
113 05

00

1,200 00
2,633 37

800 00

515 30

1,345 30

1,026 88

2,266 00

612 20

3,600 00
2,000 00
2,877 20

50 00

5150

2,000 00

1,500

113 50

1,500 00

00

7 25

250 00

1,390 08

$42,868 08 $8,728
Total credits. $51,597 03
Total warrants drawn.
48,898 54
$2,898

95

487

Beverly Farms—Paulene Foster.
North Beverly—Earle Gaspar, Lester B
Gaspar, Ray Gaspar.
Boston—Lucille A Wood,
Mrs C A
Waite, J C Waite, J B Tucker, R E Hill
and wife, Emma Higgins, Clara Leland,
Mrs W W Morrison, George Parcher, F
H Kendrick and wife, Howard H Adams,
Dr Frederick A Davis and wife, Charles
H Welch, Mrs J F Rowan, L M Sellers,
Arthur E Pray, Alice Campbell, Mrs Grace
Baldwin, Mrs J H Carpenter, Mary R
Joy, W 8 Suminsby, Eugene G Gaspar,
Mrs F C Edwards, Mrs Medora V Dodge,
Clio M Chilcott, Annie L Jordan, Catherine Doyle, J Dwight Curtis, Mrs J T
Crippen, Anna F Crippen, W P Clough
and
Florence
Ella
wife,
Leavitt,
Leavitt, Mrs AlicA Conners, Charles E
McCarthy, Eddie Duffy, Helen A Thomas,
Mrs N 8 Bunker, R G Lopaus,
Belle
Boffett, Jeanette Paige, Bertha E Hodgkins, Ralph E Treworthy, Mrs G B
Jiarriman, Lyman L Lord and wife, Mrs
George Dority, Mina L Hunt, L W Beckwith, Frances W Lord, Mrs LC Conant,
Mrs Mary A Betts, Mrs Andrew Chadbourne, Martha Moore Avery, Mrs Annie
Newman, Mrs Katherine Higgins, Edward
Sweeney, Harry C Grant, Lina Mitchell
Grant, Mrs Mildred Jellison, E A McDonald, Mathilda F Hawkes.
U

11VVU,

VaillD

MAINE.

Ellsworth—Mrs A W Cushman, Mrs
A K Cushman, W F Aiken, Harriet
Rollins, Henry M Brown and wife, Mrs
Frank L Heath (Falls), Effie E Davis,
Frank S Call, J P Eldridge and wife,
Bernice Eldridge, E F Brady, John B
Redman, J A McGown, Mrs Lorenzo
Jordan, C L Morang and wife, L M Moore
aDd wife, O W Tapley and wife, Mrs
Vandora Pray, Louise W Eppes.
Bar Harbor
Mrs I L Higgins, F S
Nickerson, Miss M A Moran, Mrs S P
Sleeper, W H Davis.
Bucksport—Gertrude M Conant.
Castine—Leon ird Parker.
Hancock— E J Wooster.
Lamoine—E E McFarland and wife.
Sorrento—Miss E R Conners.
Surry—Mrs Lucy C Emery, Margaret
Treworgy, Mary E Treworgy, V A Coggins (South), Esther Conary.
Waltham—Mrs W B Hastings.
West Tremont—F W Lunt.

1J

2,000 00
2,25102

1,390
$51,597

03

00

91
257 25

512 41

$48,608

51

847 67

$8,401

19

Accounts underdrawn....
Accounts overdrawn.

49

COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNTS.
Col. since
Uncollected last
Tax.
last report.
auditor’s report.
1399-1904
$ 9,673 82
1907 .
188 79
643 00
1,106 33
I**.
1,705 33
1900 .
2,230 27
11,506 08

$23,330 32

H Parker and

$4,106 39

Cape Cottage—Louisa

Alle^HMgM^Roy

Wheeler.

Jamaica Plain—Vance A Wanner.
Lowell—Arthur I Falls.
Mrs
Frances
Lawrence
Leighton,
Philip O’Brien.
Lynn—3 R Carter, Margaret E Laffin,
Eunice H Gowell, Mrs A S Gowell, Effie F
Walker, Thomas E Lee, Lizzie Googins,
C A Carter, S A Benner.
Fred
W
Malden— Ellen T Sargent,
Sawyer and wife, E L Curtis, Bernard H 1
Gilrain and wife, Ethel M Wooster* Mrs
Sarah Smith, George F Higgins and wife.
Mattapan— Helen Campbell, William
Campbell, James E Campbell, Mrs Mary

$5,502 70
$8,40119
5,502 70

CampbelL
$2,898 49
Medford -M G Curtis, Mrs Wyman
A Q Curtis.
Bal. uncot. Curtis,
Melroae-R B McFarland, Mrs H D
to date.
E Bridges, J L Wells and
$0,573 82 Powers, Etta
Lillian F. Worthen, Harold A.
373 30 wife,

Armstrong.

OTHER

STATES.

Exeter, N H—Harry E Walker

and

wrife,

Mrs Emma M McFarland.
Northfield, Vt—H R Roberts.
Hartford, Conn—Mrs G F Liscomb.
Yonktrs, N. Y— Merritt W Alley.
REUNION ASSOCIATION

MEETS.

Boston, March 8 (special)—Another of
those delightful after-it’s-all-over parties
Dr. Frederick A. Davis’
residence last evening. The object of the
little party was to talk over the great
success of the fifth annual reunion, and to
elect officers and make plans for next year.
The president, Mrs. C. E. Bullard, prewas

held

sided,

and various committees

reported<

Stetson

Foster showed there
was a balance of f27 of profit from this
latest reunion, and a total balance in the
treasury of about $90.
E. F. Redman, Oliver L. Anderson and
Dr.;Davis were appointed a committee on
nominations for next year. They made
up
est

,

a

slate from

a

list of

some

Among
sides those

present

ai me

meeting

min, H. E. Hill and H. H. Adams.
Dr. and Mrs. Davis served delicious refreshments. The meeting gave a formal
vote of thanks to the host and hostess,
not only* for the courtesies of this even-

ing,

but

f<v

the

hospitality enjoyed

through the winter while the work of
preparing for the reunion has been going
on.

Votes of thanks were also sent to C. E.
Bullard and Charles Jordan for personal
services rendered in
on

the

■

scalp.

Venora.]

It will make hair grow, and women
who desire soft, beautiful and luxuriant hair can have it in two weeks by
using tbis famous, qniok acting preparation. It is not sticky or greasy.

LEACH—At Bluehill, March 2, to Mr and Mrs
Lin wood E Leach, a daughter.
LLOYD—At Manset, Feb 19, to Mr and Mrs
David Lloyd, a son.
LURVEY—At Brooklln, March 6, to Mr and
Mrs Enoch E Lurvey, a daughter. [Thelma

Rosalind.j

WEDGE—At Cranberry Isles, March
and Mrs Frank E Wedge, a son.

2, to Mr

THE—

MARRIED.

CLARION.

ALLEN—GRIFFIN—At Brooklln, Feb 28, by
Rev Ernest E Small, Miss Lacy F Allen to
Ray W Griffin, both of Brooklln.
BOWDEN—GRAY—At Brooksville, March 2,
by Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Daisy A
Bowden, of Brooksville, to Ray Charles
Gray, of South Brooksville.
GRAY-COUSINS-At Sedgwick, March 2, by
Ralph E Dority, esq. Miss Mertie N Gray, of
West Sedgwick, to Brooks G Cousins, of

a
a

J. P.

DIED.

Main

BLA1SDELL—At East Orland, March 1, Mrs
Leamon Blaisdell, aged 18 years, 10 months,
6 days.
CHIPMAN—At Bucksport, Charles B Chipman, aged 82 years, 3 months, 10 days.
HUTCHIN80N-At Rockland, March 1, Raymond Hutchinson, of Stonington, aged 23
years.
M’LEOD—At

Whether it’s
nace—if It is

range or a fur-

"Clarion”, it is
sore to meet every requirement.
Made by the Woed Bhhep Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Brooksville.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Street,

KLUj WORTH

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Steam

PAT, MO WABHII,”

•MO

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

Bucksport, March 2, Henry Mc-

Leod, aged 72 years.
MERRILL—At Green Lake, March 1, Howard
Taft, son of Mr and Mrs Charles I Merrill,
aged 11 months, 16 days.
RAY—At Ells worth, March 8, Ada E Ray, aged
2 years, 2 months.
REDMAN—At Ellsworth, March 9, Judge
John B Redman, aged 61 years, 8 months, 28

H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building, State St.,

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Full Lina of

days.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

SMALL—At North Deer Isle, March 6, George
W Small, aged 70 years.
TREAT—At Brooklyn* N Y, March 2, Caroline
A, wife of A Sidney Treat, aged 60 years.

AND FIXTURES.
Wlrl., at S.„llc Omrtalty dlvu.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
El Is worth.
Estey Building, State St..
Eitluiu.

a

airfjtrtissementa.

FOR SAUEhw

Indigestion.

m

Relief in Five Minutes and Permanent Cure or Money Back.
When G. A. Parcher states that he
has a remedy that is guaranteed to
cure any man or woman who suffers
from food fermentation which causes
belching, sour stomach, gas eructation, heartburn and that lump of lead
feeling in the abdomen, or money back,
what are the poor stomach sufferers
in Ellsworth and vicinity going to do
about it?
The name of this most remarkable
stomach
prescription is Mi-o-na.
Most people call them Mi-o-na stomtablets
ach
becanse they know that
there is no remedy so good for indigestion or stomach disorders. Here
is one opinion:
“I have been troubled with indigestion for more than a year.
I bought
one box of Mi-o-na and it cnred me.
Now I would not be without a box in
the house for 850.00. It saves a lot of
doctor bills when you can be cured
for 50 cents.
“You can use my name if you want
to."—Arthur Sederquest, 6 Nichols St.,
Wakefield, Mass. Nov. 7, 1909.
Mi o-na stomach tablets cost 50
cents a box at druggists everywhere,
and at G. A. Parcher’s.
Booth’s Pills will give constipation
sufferers a joyful surprise. 25c.

SCHOONER 0TR0NT0

99 Tons Net
will be sold at a bargain to settle estate.
Inquire of Fred L. Mason or Sarah E.
Doyle, Ellsworth, Maine.

night

I

■
w

DR.

C.

E.

HOLT,
BANGOR,

DENTIST.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY MADE OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s
Store). Ellsworth,

Drug

Me._

DR-

HY0ME|

harry c.

mason,

DENTIST,
MAIN

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,
Over

Bijou Theatre.

atifaertiBEmcntB.

HARDY, HEALTHY, HIGH-GRADE
NURSERY STOCK

FOR SALE
Spring

1910

Delivery

APPLE

TREES

BUDDED WHOLE ROOT
Guaranteed to Bear Fruit True to Name.
Only

a

limited number left.

For

particulars

write

HOMER N. CHASE & CO„
Nurseries, Geneva,

AUBURN, ME.

N. Y.

responsible positions

of the reunion.

NORTH

fire:

FRANKLIN.4

Miss Mamie Gray, of Sullivan, is visiting friends here.
Miss Marion Collar has gone to Eden,
where she is

1I

$roft00!onal CarDa.

Cures catarrh or money back.
Just
oreathe it in. Complete outfit, including
n haler $1. Extra bottles 50c. Druggists.

all

employed.

in

companies
O.

insurance

of established
W.

INSURANFE

reputation

I can offer you at the lowest rates.

TAPLEY,
—

Ellsworth,

REAL

ESTATE

—

IVIe».

INVESTMENTS

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Smith February 4.

Miss Carrie

Fairfield,

Hooper

is

at

where she has been

home

from

teaching.

Mrs. Mary Woodworth and
nald are visiting her sister
Harbor.

son

Regi-

at

Birch

Mrs. Annie Rice, who has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. Mary Woodworth, returned to Birch Harbor Sunday.

the hospital at Portland, where he will
Neponeet- Ida A Hay fold.
Newton—A Q Sargent, Mrs. H P Carsley, probably have a glass eye pat in place of
$19,224 93 Mary Belcher, Julia Bulger.
the one recently lost.
Newton Ce ter—Famelia W Bowen.

ter.

HIGGINS—At Trenton, Feb 21, to Mr and Mrs
Harold Higgins, a daughter.
HOWARD—At Bluehill, March 1, to Mr and
Mrs Albert E Howard, a daughter. [Leona

De-

already named were Lyman L
wife, Mrs. Nellie Tripp, Mrs. E.
B. Bowen, Mrs. Abbie Presby Partridge,
Miss Lillian Presby, the Misses Leavitt,
Arnold Davis and wife, Miss Carrie RedLord and

9,277 81

T. E. Hale, Auditor.

Boeton, Feb 2*, to Mr and Mrs
Eugene E Dtx, a eon. [Engene E, Jr.]
GILLEY—At South west Harbor, Feb 27, to Mr
and Mra Andrew L Gilley, a daughter.
GENTHNER—At Wellington, Maes, Feb 28, to
Mr and Mrs Thomas E Genthner. a daugh-

of the hard-

Charles Williams will go this week to

Grindle.

BORIt.
DIX—At

workers, and their nominations were
unanimously accepted.
Following are the officers for the next
reunion: Mrs. R. S. Leighton, president;
Mrs. R. M. Palmer, first vice-president;
Mrs. Frederick H. Kendrick, second vicepresident; Miss Ella F. Jordan, secretary;
Stetson Foster, treasurer.
mose

cured.

In fact O. A. Parober, the druggist,
has oertain hair restorer called Parisian Sage whioh costs only 60 cents a
large bottle that is guaranteed to oure
dandruff in two weeks or money back.
Parisian Sage, the discovery of an
eminent stndent, scientist and specialist, and is made in this country only
by the Oiroux Mfg. do., Buffalo, N. Y.
Parisian Sage is a most pleasant,
daintily perfumed hair dressing, and
besides caring dandruff, your druggist will return yoor money if it fails
to stops falling hair or itching of the

at

Treasurer

wife,

Ada E Parker.
Danvers Centre—Mrs Margaret A Wood.
Dorchester—G Irving Grant and wife,
Lettie B Flye, Mrs M E Moore, F E
Adams and wife, Mrs W H Ames, E F
Redman, Fulton J Redman, Carrie H
Redman, Delle McFarland, George P
Woodward, Charles E Bellatty and wife,
Mrs Carrie L Bellatty, C B Reed and wife,
Mrs D S White, Mrs G W Bradford, Mrs
E P Rowe, Annie W Rowe, Carl W
Reynolds, W H Wilson and wife, Mrs
C
Alice Koppel,
Lopaus, DOSMrs

M

Carmel—A J McGown and wife.
Gardiner— Mrs S L Lord.
Newport—C F Davis.
Portland—Laura L McCarthy.

—

00

40 60

1,499

257 25
08

Treworthy), George

Holyoke—hi M Treworgy.
Hyde Park—H S Higgins and wife,
47 Campbell S Higgins, Gladys Wyman, Mrs
Lydia G Higgins, Llewellyn W Higgins
and wife, Georgd B Hawkes.

318 42

62318
72 90

—

Lillian A Smith.
South Boston—Mrs Charles Pierce, Fred
Martin and wife, A E Barnes.
Brockton—Mrs Charles Byrne, D C Jarvice and wife, Lola E Dyer, Maud E Billings, A A McKenzie and wife.
Braintree—Georgia Kelley.
Brighton—C L Lamson.
Brookline—Georgie Allen, George T
Carlisle, jr, Willis Abbott and wife, C J
Swan and wife, H C Alien, Miss A L Jordan, A N Cole, F E Gregory and wife,
Alice Duffy, M Seavey, Mrs S N Merrill,
Miss A W Miller, Mrs Frank W Brackett,
Alice M Stanley, Mrs P Stevens.
Cambridge—John H Googins and wife,
Wyman H Whitney, Mrs Edward Knapp,
Sherman Woodward,
Alfred Allcock,
Albert M Murch, Howard H Crabtree, R F
Sweeney (North), Mrs R J Maxwell, Mrs
Anson H Parker, Grace D Conley, Maria L
William
Bartlett, Marion L Bartlett,
E Boyson, Minnie C Boyson, H Herbert
Richardson and wife, B W Small, Mrs
Gorham Whitney, Della Whitney, Oliver
L Anderson and wife.
Chelaea—Beulah Echenagucia, Mrs Hattie R Armstrong, Marion Armstrong, Raymond Alley and wife, Ethel A Ford.
Chicopee Falls—L W Mitchell.
Miss C
Danvers—Harold Brainard,
Brainard, Mrs Alice Sellers (born Abbie

19

282 22

3,600

TAX

Totals...

Meade.

—

37 92

6 31

3,600 00

—

—

Bertha A Cook, Flora B Co
Arthur E Cousins and wife, A E Stanley,
Mrs HA Watson, C K Wooster, Wallace
M Grant, Charles F Jordan.
480 01
Forest Hills—Ella F Davis, L H Davis.
2,800 70
Stetson Foster and wife,
Hingham
Helen M Foster.
384 11 Marjory L Foster,

689 08

2 50

2,800

MASSACHUSETTS.

Abington—H Dyer Lydon.
AUeton—Mrs Clark, Emily A Joy, Annie
M Joy, John Dix Allen and wife.
Amesbury—Mrs Cinderilla H Clement.
Arlington—David R Beattie.
Attleboro—Sylvia Gaynor, Alice Gaynor,
Carrie I Goss, Mrs A B Blackington.
Auburndale—Mrs Fred Sargent.
Bedford -8 H Parker and wife.
Mildred Meade,
Elizabeth
Beverly

Dodge, Lydia L Farntil
bell, M H Moore and w,
Bat over
drawn and wife, John R Leightd
and wife, Sidney A PertJ
$1,438

600 00

Totals,

March 7,1910.

13

5,962 13

500 00

1,200 00

wile.
ReadviUe—Wm M Doyle.
Revere—Mrs Emma Cole Sherman, Hazel
E Nary, MiUie H Nary.
Rostindale—A E Barter, Arthur B Cook,
Ella F Jordan, Mrs Mertie Pettee, F 1
Jordan, Hattie A M Turner.
Roxbury— Mrs Emily P Grant, Lizzie A
Barrows, George A Dodge and wile, Mrs
F B Ingalls, B B Batson and wile, J S
Dean and wile, Jessie True worthy, Helen
M Trueworthy, Shirley Graves and wile,
Glenn A Lawrence.and wile, Helen F Trueworthy, Lillian Presby, Mrs Abbie D
Presby, W H Ames.
Salem—Margaret L Dresser, H 0 Woodward and wile.
Somerville
Mrs A E Bowers, Mrs
Hattie B Day, Marcia Hanaoom, Charles
I Welch and wile, A H Atherton and
wile, L N Watts nd wile, James L
Brown, Morey Tripp and wile, C C
Knowlton and wile, Mrs L 8 Haskell,
Mrs G F Stetson, Mrs Rebecca H Bhodes,
Mrs Evelyn Clough, Ernest E Gas par,
Sarah H Gaspar, George W Whitmore.
Stoughton—Frank H Milllken, Etta
MUliken, Edith Drake, A E Standiah.
Wakefield—C E Ballard and wile.
Waltham-Mie Henry Morse, Mrs AL
Poor, Abbie Padellord, Mrs Augusta E
Wooster, H C Stratton and wile, Master
Harry Stratton, Mrs D H Worcester,
Bertha M Worcester, Mrs J P Langley,
H A Brown and wile.
Watertown— Margaret McGlsuflin, Mrs
H C Edmands, Page S Edmands, Mrs V M
Lawton.
IFareham—Annie Dollard, Lewis Dollard, Ray Dollard.
Waverly—C E Hale.
Wellesley—W Z Richardson and wile,
Marguerite Richardson, Harriet P Richardson, Ralph W Richardson.

Fllowing is a list of those present at the
fifth annual Ellsworth reunion in Boston,
Friday evening, Feb. 6:

kiterelt—Mrs Mar;

$6,983 07
4,525 94
1,500 00

credits.

Reading—E L Fullerton and

ATTENDANCE—EVERY-

BODY MET EVERYBODY.

"wayoacK Dali
of Friday, April 1. Of the

CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT.

Fund.

ORD FOB

a

(Alter charging of! rolls and orderB passed February 7,1910.)
Total Warrants Bat unAppropri- Sundry
derdrawn.

Contingent. $6,000 00
Highway. 4,500 00

ANNUAL SCORES A NHW REC-

FIFTH

dandruff* fAshy

N Y

Osgood.

Soulis, George W Hamilton, Mra A T
Somerby, W E Rogers and wife, W M
on the evening
not proceeds 80 per cent, will go to estab- Smith and wife, Melina A Smith, Charles
lish a fund for a new floor in Hancock H Smith and wife, Lilia Saunders, Harvey
S Saunders, A E Betts, Edward Preble and
hall, which is much needed. H. B. Estey,
R. C. Haines, E F. Robinson, jr., Andrew wife, C W Hopkins and wife, Alfred
M. Moor and W. A. Alexander were ap- Moore, Nellie Littlefield, John F Littlefield, Mrs A E Betts, Mrs G A Hutchins,
pointed a committee on the ball.
ii

members. After the
ROLLS.
regular meeting, March *21, an entrance
fee of §2 will be charged in addition to the
*167 45
Highways.
Sidewalks.
71 22
annual dues. All enrolling on or before
*238 67
that date will be charged only the annual
TEACHRRS’ SALARY ROLL.
dues of |2.
Common schools..
*528 00
At the regular meeting March 21, there
High school.
257 77
78577
will be a special program, and refreshGrand total...
*3.353 12 ments and cigars will be served. All busiThe report of City Auditor T. E. Hale ness men of Ellsworth are invited.
was accepted and
placed on file. The reMARIA VILLE.
port shows that Tax Collector Bresanhan
has settled in full for the tax commitFrank Jordan is improving.
ment of 1908.
Teams have moved out of the w oods.
Discussion as to the bill of the Bar Harbor
Fred and Martin Moore are at Eden vis& Union Kiver Power Co., $40.45, for derelatives.
ductions made from monthly bills during iting
the past year because of lights out, reEmery Morrison and wife are at Bar
sulted in a vote referring it to the com- Harbor for a few days.
mittee on electric lights to report at the
Alexander Moore, of Green Lake, is
next regular meetibg. The power com- at the home of John Jordan.
pany says it is now furnishing several
March 8. ________
lights for which the city does not pay,
which should be considered an offset to
The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satialights out during the year.
ted to take what it can get for it, is a
Voted, That the city order drawn Jan. 3, 1910, 5heap advertising medium, and the adfor *1,000 in favor of the Bar Harbor A Union
vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
Power Co. be delivered to John H. Bresnuhan, •esults.—Lawrenceburg (lnd.) Press.
Total..
f-TRKBT COMMISSIOMRB’S

GATHERING.

WVOIWH-Vdlllb

present.

MARINE LIST.

MST OP THOSE PRESENT AT BIO

GASOLENE TANK LICENSE.

The petition of L. M. Moore And fifteen
others asking that the permit
granted the
Standard Oil Co. to erect a gasolene atortank alongside the railroad near the
present oli tank, tabled from the last
meeting, was taken op and discussed at
length. W. E. Whiting represented the
petitioners and W. T. Thomas, ol Portland, represented the oil company.
It transpired during the discussion that
Mrs. E. B. Wyman, on whose land It was
proposed to erect the tank, had refused
the permission to build
there, so the permit from the city would be
worthless,
anyway, unless, as Mr. Thomas said, he
could secure the consent of Mr*.
Wyman.
The principal objection to the tank was
fear of danger from fire. Mr.
Whiting
and members of the board
suggested other
less objectionable places where the tank
could be located. Mr. Thomas said if
permit was rescinded by the city, he
thought
it doubtful if any tank was erected here.
It was finally voted to accept the
petition, and on further motion, the permit
was rescinded, Aid.
Estey voting against
the motion.
The board then adjourned until 8 a. m.
Tuesday, when election returns were canvassed.

Newfonritle—Alioe 8 Adams.
Newton Highlands—B G Lops as and
wile, J E Burke, Mrs Kenneth Beal.
■•■MMk Count. PMt.
West Newton-Elsie T Stover, May E
Southwest Harbor—Ar March t. ra ■ Gertrude
and
Herbert, from Rockland
Clark, EC Clark.
Base Harbor—In port March 1, acrh Rebecca
Peabody—Un Mary A Osgood, Lacy B M Wall*, from St Joba.
N B, for CHp Island.

ELLSWORTH REUNION

March 7.

T.

Real Estate and Insurance
C. W.

F. L. MASON

FOR SALE
The Ksslngton Farm, situated on the Surry Road about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
house with ell, 10 finished rooms, large barn, well fitted. Wood shed, carriage house, hennery,
all in good repair About GO acres of land, large part of which is in good condition for cultivation.
Guts ten tons of bay which could be easily doubled. Large wood lot. Would make a beautiful
summer home. Pleasantly situated and has fine shore privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet of
Union river, a rare bargain. Price upon application.
TM1

QEOftQl

H.

QUANT

CO.,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

ILUWRTH.
BEAL ESTATE.

of appendicitis.
fortable.
March 7.

baa subscribers at 107
Of the 217 post-offices in Hancock county.
Ml tke other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The AMERItil American

She is

more com-

now

v

B.

Augustus Havey is in very poor health.
is not the only paper printed in His
many friends hope for a speedy recovBancock county, and has never claimed to ery.
be, b«i it i* the only paper that can propGeneva, eldest daughter of A. McLaughthe
erty be called a COUNTY paper; alt
lin and wife, is dangerously ill of appenrest are merely local papers. The circuladicitis.
tion t The American, barring the Bar
Mrs Flora J. Perkins was in Ellsworth
Berber Record’s summer list, is larger
last week visitiilfe her niece, Mrs. Ralph
rinted
other
the
all
i
that
papers
Man
of
Jordan.
In Hancock county.
The Pocahontas sewing circle, known as
the “Squaw club”, will meet with Mrs.
Effie Macomber Friday afternoon at 2
CAN

COUNTY NEWS.

o’clock.

March 7.

FRANKLIN.
Dr. C. J. Watson has returned from
Portland.
Mrs. H. F. Collins returned to Bangor

EAST ORLAND.

Miss Amy Partridge
Clarence Grindle’s.

T. F.

Calais,

Bangor,

Bragdon

where she has been

Mason

arrived Saturday from
been on business.

where he has

Mrs. Mabel Leach and son Hoyt are
visiting at Reuben Leach’s at West Surry.

visiting her
and wife, at

visiting

here

a

few

days,

taking

Mrs. Mary Gray and daughter Winifred
arrived home Sunday from Belfast. Miss
Winifred has been in the hospital there
four weeks, recovering from an operation

from

lessons

in cornet playing.
Mrs. A. H. Stinson and daughter, Miss
Barbara, of Seal Harbor, have been guests
of Mrs. Arthur Bunker.

appendicitis.
Harriet P., wife of

for

| died at

Leamon

Blaisdell,

the age
and six
Maine general hospital for treatment to of eighteen years, ten months
I days. She had only lived in this vicinity
an injured eye, is home.
! a year, but during that time she had enJ. Raymond Dwelley, wife and little
deared herself to the people by her lovable
daughter, with Mrs. Priscilla Dwelley, character and patience during her illness
have returned from Brooks, where Mr. of a year of tuberculosis. The funeral
I took place Thursday, Rev. Mr. Carter
Dwelley has been teaching.
I officiating.
The bearers were Raymond
The large gathering of friends at the Billings, Earle Billings, Lorenzo Blaisdell
of
Mrs.
Blaisdell. Interment at the
and
Arthur
seventy-fifth birthday party
Thomas
evening, Black Ridge cemetery.
Tuesday
Havey,
D.
March 7.
evidenced the high regard entertained for
Mrs. Havey and her husband. Since their
MARLBORO.
retirement fjom the well-known hostelry,
the Relay house, where they spent several
Ruth Remick spent last week in EllsCharles

Williams, who has been at the

her home here

Tuesday,

at

living quietly
worth.
years, they
their pleasant cottage near the hotel, and
Miss Rosa Hodgkins is in Ellsworth viswarm
to
those
here they gave
greetings
iting her sister, Mrs. Edgar Strout.
issued
to
invitations
who responded
by
Melvin Wilbur, who has been working
Mrs. NV. T. Havey, jr. Musical selections
in Washburn since September, came home
of
included solos, and the singing
gospel
i Thursday.
hymns by the company previous to a
Eugene Clough^ his son Harvard, and
brief address by Rev. G. Mayo to Mr. and
Mrs. Havey, as they stood near a table on ; Patrick Sullivan, who have been working
Ellswhich was a
birthday cake, prettily for G. O. Treadwell, have returned to
have

in

been

jet *the*

page*

BROOK UN.

sized

picture

of

****

.-*»:»

For

STONISGTON.
relatives
Miss Minnie Thu-low is visiting

George Washington,
glory”.

Pain

in Boston.
is in
John L. Goes, of Dorchester. Mass.,
town on business.
Mrs.
Miss Elisabeth Judkins is visiting

in
Chest

Newbert, in Appleton.
is the
Mrs. 1. E. Luce, ol Rockland,
F. West.
guest ot Mrs. John
wile have reGeorge A. Brown and
VI.
turned from a visit in Bethel,
island
Miss Annie Thurlow is at Mark
the guest of Mrs. Charles Stanley.

light,
is

Mrs. Fannie M. Andrews, of Rockport,
P. Sithe guest of her brother. Rev. J.

mon ton.

For

been
Miss Mary McKensie, who has
is home
normal
school,
Castine
attending
for a vacation.

designs.
It was in the wee small hours that the
guests took their departure, the gentle-

son, H. M. Pease.
Misses Nellie Cousins, Rachel Cole and
Gladys Bridges are home from normal
school at Castine, for the winter vacation-

•

m

draped with “old
The evening’s program was both social
and musicial, the former consisting of
men competed
Mrs. Martha Gray, who has been work- contests in which only the
for the prizes. The first prize, “twentying at J. B. Babson’s, is home.
four views of Washington,” (tweuty-fo„r
Mrs. Charles West, of Roxbury, Mass., is
won
was
by I>r.
postage
stamps)
visiting her mother, Mrs. J. B. Babeon.
Richardson. The second prize, a minMiss Georgene Traver, with her niece, iature hatchet, was secured by Mr. Staples.
came from Schenectady, N. V., Tuesday.
The gentlemen found their partner’s by
Lester Nutter and wife have gone to means of tiny hatchets delivered from the
Bridgeport, Conn., where he will be em- base of a tiny cherry tree. A bouffet
lunch was
Berved. The favors of the
ployed.
Mrs. M. E. Taylor, with grandson evening were cards bearing original
in cherry
Harold, of Bedford, Maas., is visiting her verses and daintily hand-painted

in

men
was in
unanimously voting that “guest
Dr. Spear, of Knox hospital,
night” be a permanent institution, and town this week and operated on Ralph
suggesting that it occur often.
Crockett fot appendicitis.
Spec.
Feb. 28.
The Eastern Steamship Co. has bought
WEST TREMONT.
the wharf of the Stonington Construction
will be made
The K. P. sisters gave a masquerade Co. Other business changes
Capt. Hiram Bartlett went to Portland
soon.
Monday to enter the eye and ear im- ball Wednesday evening. Proceeds, $25.
NfHiL.
Pch at.
firmary for treatment. He was accomH-mry Thurston and wife, who have
and
Bartlett
their
univerMrs.
Boston
three
from
by
in
panied
been living
Dorchester, Mass.,
Ralph M. Thurlow,
daughter, Mrs. Cunningham.
months, are home.
sity, is home on a vacation.

lilts Femme.

Feb. 28.

in

Henry Allen,

who is

of offices in town, and was postHe leaves six chilone term.
dren—Capt. Charles E. Small, of New
York; Capt. Forrest Small, of Peabody,
Mass.; Mrs. Mabel Merrill, of Houlton;
Mrs. Allen Green, of Deer Isle: Arthur
Libby, of West Stonington, and Grover C.,
of this place, besides an aged mother,
Mrs. Sarah Bryant, of South Deer Isle,

in Brook-

line, Mass., is visiting his family.
Mrs. Mary A. Herrick is visiting Mrs.
E. H. Herrick at Sargentville.

in

is easier to

Raymond,

son

are

in

It is

of Thomas Hutchinson

employed,

pital.

her

an

excellent

an-

for
asthma, bronchitis,
and all inflammatory
of
the
diseases
throat and chest;
will break up the
deadly membrane in
an attack of croup,
and will kill any kind
of neuralgia or rheumatic pains.

and carried to the hosThe remains were brought home
for burial. Funeral services at the First
Congregational church were conducted by
The sympathy ol
Rev. J. P. Si monton.
the community is with the family. Raymond was a graduate of the Stonington
high school.
was

than porous

tiseptic remedy

a

wife, died at Knox hospital Wednesday, March 2, of typhoid pneumonia. He
was taken ill at Hurricane n land, where
he

use

plasters, acts quicker and does
not clog upthe pores of the skin.

and

ninety-sixth year. Mr. Small
was a kind neighbor, and will be missed
in the community. He was a member of
John spent Marine lodge, F. and A. M.
now

been in the
Bath, is home

prosperRebekahs initiated
four at the last meeting, and the Eastern
Star had five candidates.

master for

visited his

employed

The ladies’ orders
The
ous condition.

here

number

Susie Grindle is working at Bert
Anderson's.

business in

several weeks.
Grand keeper of the seal. E. C. Ricker,
of Portland, made a visit to King Arthur
lodge, K. of P., Monday evening.

George W. Small died Sunday morning,
aged seventy years. Mr. Small had held a

an au-

who has

Arey,

across the

Sloarfs
Liniment

for

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs.

H. O. Ford, of Sedgwick,
brother Warren last week.

Florian

graphophone

Thelma.

March 7.

Rockland last week.

A. E. Farnsworth has purchased
tomobile.

visit.

scalloping.

_

was

in

Word has been received from Rockland
that Karl Pomroy was seriously injured

A Sister.

G. F. Gott

Capi. J. E. Gross has brought a farm
Brunswick, and will move this week.
Ivan Young, who is with T. Scott Oeyer,
has gone to hi old home in Cushing on a

_

Mrs. George Colson, who has been ill
nearly all winter, is much improved.
The W. T. I. society will meet with one
of its new members, Mrs. John Pomroy,
March 11.

throat, sharp pain

Mr. A.W. Price, Fredonia. Kans.,
says: "We have used Sloan's Uni!
ment for a year, and find it an excellent thingfor sore throat, chest pains,
colds, and hay fever attacks. A few
drops taken on sugar stops coughing and sneezing instantly."

to be
A new library association is about
formed here. It is much needed.
G. Pearson, of Farmington, is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Sumner P. Mills.

Miss Hazel Reed went to Duck island
with Miss Millie Reed Friday for a week's
visit. Millie has been in New Hampshire
the past winter.
Thelma.
Feb. 28.

On the evening of Feb. 21 the Odd
Fellows invited the Rebekahs to attend a
social evening with them. The traveling
was bad, so that only a few were able to be
present, but they were amply repaid.
The program included an address of welcome by F. S. Herrick, original reading,
“My Dream,’’ by Lizzie McFarland, which
caused much amusement. Other readings
Refreshments
and music were enjoyed.
A toast
were served in the dining-hall.
was given to the sisters by A. H. Mayo,
N. G., of Brooklin lodge. A social followed.

sore

lungs, tightness

chest, hoarseness or cough,
lave the parts with Sloan’s
Liniment You don’t need to
rub, just lay it on lightly. It
penetrates instantly to the seat
of the trouble, relieves congestion and stops the pain.
Here’s the Proof.

George C. Hull has gone to Somerville,
Mass., to si end the remainder of the
winter with his daughter, Mrs. George
Herrick.

have

returned to North Orland.

is home

Ooumt* New*

William Herrick, who baa been employed
in Portland, is at home, ill.
E. H. Bridges has bought R. R. Babson’s
house, and land to the shore.

Lorenzo Blaisdell and wife, who have
been

Eastbrook.

Gladys

at

Mrs. Abbie Wardwell is at the village
for Mrs. Rich, who is ill.

pond.

Miss

working

caring

J. Warren Chase, of Portland, was a
recent guest of Percy Homer at Tunk
is

is

Walter Butler, of Blue hill, is the guest
of Guilford Blaisdell.

Fred Brown and wife have rented the
house.
upper tenement at the French
W. H. Card, sr., and wife are visiting
grandchildren at Lewiston and Newport.

Blaisdell

the

same.

Mrs. Emma Morgan has rallied from her
recent illness.
Augustus Havey had a severe fall last
week, during an attack of dizziness.

Miss Hilda

Spec.

Mrs. Enoch Harriman is ill of grip.
Clarence Grindle remains about

Saturday.

grandparents, John DeMeyer

jdiwimwi

_

wnwttaemttU.

COUNTY MEW8.

their husbands at the home of Mrs. Lewis
A. Wilson. It being Washington’s birthday, the house was appropriately decorated with the national colors. In the
spacious hall over the fireplace wae a life-

NEW

COUXT\

I

——^

I
*

v ^ v

iilUtaJU

AH (lrnggUto keep
Sloan's Liniment.

Wets 25c„ SOc^itl.OO.

-th

1
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Dr. Earl 8. Sloan, —
BOB TON. MABBL
Henry Jordan and son
H.
week.
March
several days in Sargentville last
March 7.
Nihil.
7.__
Mrs. Mary Gott has returned from AnPRETTY MARSH.
BLVEHILL FALLS.
dover, Mass., where she spent the winter.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. William
worth.
David Friend is very poorly.
colored
surrounded by
Rev. E. H. Davis, of Lewiston, preached
seventy-five
22.
Feb.
Gray
Cecil Gray cut his knee badly Saturday
lighted candles. Following this was the ! Frank Hodgkins came from Bangor last in the Baptist church Sunday morning.
Herbert Keniston is spending a few days
serving of cake, cocoa, and coffee and the Sunday to spend the day with his parents, Services will be held every evening this j with his sons at Dexter Smith's.
Abram Duffee is
working for Mr,
final distribution of the large birthday Nahum Hodgkins and wife, it being the week.
Fernstrom.
has
with
Nathan Smallidge
employment
cake. Many tokens of esteem were left ninetieth birthday of his father.
H. M. Pease has been drawn to serve on !
Feb. 28.
Crumbs.
the MacLean Brothers, at Sound.
the worthy couple.
Gleason Bradbury and wife, who have the traverse jury for the April term of 1
Mrs.
in
Cora
Eaton
is
health.
B.
poor
March 7.
A good number attended the reception
been in Bangor and Hampden two years, court.
Rose Pert and Maria Osgood are visiting
sr., and wife
came home last Friday.
They are stopE. E. Lurvey and wife are receiving con- given by Benjamin Carter,
Wesley Clark is at home for a short
Feb. 21, in honor of their son Benjamin at Mrs. Harry Conary’s.
; ping with Mrs. S. H. Remick while get- gratulations on the birth of a daughter,
time.
and his bride. An enjoyable evening was
Fred Ward and wife, of Rockland,
; ting their house ready for occupancy.
March
6.
Edward and Ellen Bragdon have been
Are.
March 7.
passed. Mr. and Mrs. Carter were the visited relatives here recently.
been
visitwho
has
Mrs.
Rodney Allen,
confined to the house for a week, ill of
recipients of many useful presents.
March 7.
Crumbs.
ing friends at Winter Harbor, will return Refreshments were served.
WEST FRANKLIN.
mumps.
NEVER
home Tuesday.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
G.
Feb. 28.
Miss Flora Bishop, who has been the
Town meeting March 21.
RESTORE GRAY HAIR
R. A. Flye and wife were in SargentOra Jordan, who has been confined to
guest of Misses Della and Hazel BragIrvin and Willie Springer are recoverHALL QUARRY.
TO
ITS NATURAL
ville last week to visit Mrs. Flye’s father,
the
house
don, left Friday for home.
with
is
neuritis, out.
ing from measles.
who has been ill.
A son was born to.Lester Reed and wife
COLOR and BEAUTY.
F. E. Blaisdell and L. C. Bragdon were
Arthur Lounder, who has been away
There is much talk of a good year for
Miss Lucy Allen and Ray Griffin were March 2.
Satisfy Yamrvrif h Sevdtag Sate f:r
in New York last w*eek on business. Mr.
several weeks, came home last week.
stone business.
I the
married at the parsonage Monday evenFred Dalton and wife are receiving
Bragdon returned home Saturday.
SAMPLE
BOTTLE FREE
Mrs.
of
Roberts,
Brewer, who was stayj Mrs. Nettie Smith is visiting her sister, ing, Feb. 28, by Rev. E. £. Small. Their congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
Cut this adv. out and mail with your
Genevieve McLaughlin, a child of eight ! Mrs. Lena
|9
with her parents, Lewis Jordan and
ing
nam
Joy, at West Sullivan.
and
and to cent- n
address,
extend
friends
born February 28.
congratulations.
PHILO HAY SPECIALTIES
years, was very ill Friday with an attack 1
wife, was called home Saturday by the
Earl Bracy and Harry Clark have reMarch 7.
Une Femme.
30 Clinton StNewark. N J..U 3 A
Mrs. Ruth Grindle has gone to Beach
illness of her daughter.
I turned from Passadumkeag, where they
fi
■^■HaMaaapman^nr
hill to care for Mrs. E. T. Richardson,
atrarrasmcntg.
March 7.
E. fi. MOOKK. Bllaworth.
p.
have had employment on a log-hauler.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
who is seriously ill
Messrs. Harding and Salisbury, of Bar
Mrs. Weich Moore has returned from a
John E. Quinn has started his quarry at
Harbor, who have been at work for S. S. visit to her son Percy, at Bluehili.
the shore with a small crew of quarrymen.
Scammon with their teams, went home
1
Miss Hattie Martin, of the Pond district, All are glad to hear the whistle once more.
Friday.
Briab.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Henry Vansaw.
March 7.
Samuel West, who has been sawing
Misses Hattie and Gladys Hutchins j
OCEAN VILLE.
spool bars at the mill, finished sawing entertained the
young people Friday
Saturday and has returned home. Owing
Wallace Gross, of Brewer, is visiting relevening.
to a poor winter for hauling, the stock on
Mrs. Joan Wakefield, of Bar Harbor, atives here.
hand at the mill for summer sawing is
Bertha Hatch, Vesta Joyce and Harold
has
returned home after a visit to her son,
rieans
not as large as usual.
it in a business-like way.
Webb came on Saturday's boat from MalF. L. Wakefield.
March 7.
Ch’e’eb.
Mass.
Success
in
den,
business is achieved by economy of
John M. Williams and wife opened their
LAMOINE.
Mrs. Viola Harmon, with daughter Vera,
home on two occasions last w'eek to dinner
time and energy.
Miss Frances Reed is visiting her sister guests. A congenial company filled the of Stonington, is visiting her parents, W.
j in Ellsworth.
parlors on both occasions. A pleasant B. Hatch and wife.
A million dollars as been contribi Feb 28._A.
John Hodgkins has gone to Bar Harbor, evening with games and musio followed,
uted by John D. Rockefeller for the
Feb. 18.
*
C.
where he has employment.
|
ISLE8FORD.
extermination of the Hook-Worm.
I
Gorham Stratton left Friday for MasMEMORIAL resolutions.
Mrs. Elliott, of Northeast Harbor, reScientists have now proven that the
where
he
has
work.
Our Heavenly Father has again entered our
sachusetts,
turned to her home Sunday.
The mistress cannot
pale ana-mic condition and listless
give the time nor the strength to keep
Miss
Lucy Anderson is working at lodge of Knights of Pythias, and removed
inanition of hundreds of thousands of
Miss Flora Stratton, of Lamoine, is the
from
our midst our brother, Albert Yeaten.
North Lamoine for Mrs. Royal.
running from the kitchen to the attic in order to
give proper attention
In the death of Brother Yeaton we lose a
an inSouthern people are caused
guest of Mrs. Arthur Spurling.
Mrs.

1

_

_

HAYS HAIR HEALTH
FAILSrc

_

-'

—

$1,000,000

Practicality in the Household

TO FIGHT
A WORM!

running

In

by

testinal worm
The Hook-Worm is only one of fifty
species of Worms which are known to
infest the human intestines.
Many
cases of stomach troubles, blood impoverishment and general debility and

Clarence Smith is home from Bar Har-

! bor, where he has had employment.
! Miss Lena King, who attended the win| ter term at Castine normal school, is home.
| Mrs. Jefferson Smith has gone to Bayside to

care

for her

son

Earle,

who

measles.

is ill of

weakness are caused by Worms.
Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins returned home last
Hr. .John F. True, of Auburn, Me.,
Thursday after spending a few weeks with
was fifty years in advance of his time.
I relatives in Massachusetts.
He recognized this in 1S51 and gave to
March 7.
B.
the world Hr. True's Elixir, which

positively Expels

Worms.
Whenever a laxative is needed, Dr.
True's Elixir should be taken.
It is
not only the Best Tonic Laxative ever

worthy and honored member; therefore be it

great beyond.
Resolved, That

a

copy of these resolutions be

Mrs.

Trask, who has been at
days, is home.
Howard Kelley and wife, of Treraont,
are visiting Mrs. Kelley’s brothers, Philip
and Holsey Moore.
;

Hagerthy lost a cow Sunday.
The
of Rebehah was conferred on
Allison Colwell, of Prospect Harbor, is four degree
candidates Friday evening.
bis
C.
S. Colwell.
visiting
brother,
devised but it absolutely expels all
Several parties from here spent the
O. B. Pettengill and
w’ho have
week-end at Long pond.
Dr. Richardson
animal life (worms) from the system. been at East brook a few wife,
weeks are home.
and George Turner brought home an exWorms cannot exist where Dr. True s
I
Hiram Merchant and wife are ill at the
ceptionally fine string of trout and salElixir is taken.
home of Mrs. Merchant’s daughter, Mrs. mon.
Instead of pills, syrups, or cathartic H. L. D.
Woodruff, at Ellsworth.
tablets, why not take Dr. True’s
WASHINGTON PARTY.
March 7.
W.
Elixir? It fulfills everything that is
Tuesday evening, Feb. 22, the members
M’KIN LEY.
of the Woman’s literary club entertained
asked of a laxative and also insures
the expulsion from your system of
Mrs. Alfred Higgins is
home from
all pernicious animal life, if any Massachusetts general hospital, where she 1
BETTER THAN A CURE.
has been under treatment. She has the
It is well to cure a cold, but better to preexists there.
vent it. As soon as you feel a cold coming on,
Children, especially, are frequently sympathy of all in her severe illness.
take one or two “Lane’s Pleasant Quinine
Feb. 28.
P. M.
aickly, peevish and fretful from no
Tablets”.
You will not have a cold and the
other cause than worms. Dr. True’s
Stops earache in two minutes; toothache or Tablets will leave you feeling better than
They cure grip in a few hours. 28c. a
Elixir makes them healthy, strong and pain of burn or scald in five minutes; hoarse- ever.
box at druggists and dealers.
ness, one hour; muscleache, two hours; sore |
well.
throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Many a man finds himself listless Oil, monarch over
pain.—Advt.
and without energy; does not know
what is.the matter with him. Canuot
NO SUBSTITUTE.
seem to put any force into the day's
Accept no substitute for Foley’s Honey and
Tar.
It is the best and safest remedy for
work; has no vim. A few days’ treat- coughs, colds, throat and lung troubles. Conment with Dr. True’s Elixir will cor- tains no opiates and no harmful drugs. Reaown as Best. Safest,Always Reliable
member the name. Foley’s Honey and Tar, and
net these conditions.
A. PaacHsa.
SOU BY DRUGGISTS EVEWWHEtt
accept no substitute.
________

ISPBIP

I

a

few

Feb. 28.

strength—but

Chips.

An

Intercommunicating Telephone

EDEN.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

C.

In most houses will serve the
purpose and save worry and

Bell

McKinley

SOUTH HANCOCK.

Capt. R.

An Extension Telephone

GOTT’S ISLAND.

spread upon our records, a copy sent to
the family, and a copy sent to the The
Ellsworth American for publication.
J. M. WILIAMS
W. H. Moore,
W. F. Bkccb.
Committee.

to every detail of domestic
management.

Rev. A. P. MacDonald, the seacoast missionary, held services in the church Sunday afternoon and evening.
March 7.
S.

Resolved, That we, as members of Schoodic
lodge, extend to his family oar heartfelt
sympathy, and trust that they will be reconciled in the belief that they will meet in the

Large Households

System

Mrs. C. S. Thomas fell ar.d broke her
leg and turned and bruised her ankle
recently. She has suffered severely, but is
quite comfortable now.
Feb. 28.
Spec.

in the large town or
country house places the mistress in touch
with every

BAR HARBOR.

department

of her household and involves no

fatiguing

effort.

The livery stable of Arthur N. Graves
burned early Wednesday morning of
last week, with a number of carriages,
harnesses, etc. There were no horses in
the stable. Partial insurance.
was

j.

he cost is

slight. Estimates

and

sur-

cheerfully furnished free upon
quest to Local Manager.
veys

re-

I

SEAL HARBOR.
Ambrose Havey is visiting hia daughters
here.

Lucy, little daughter of Fred Cummings
wife, is ill.

NEW ENGLAND

and

Feb. 28.

Melvina.

If you haven’t the time to exercise regularly, Doau’s Regulets will prevent constipation.
They induce a mild, easy, healthful action of
the bowels without griping. Ask yonr druggist for them. 25c.— d« t._
Pneumonia follows a cold but never follows
the use of Foley’s Honey and Tar which
stops
the coughs, heals the lungs and expels the
cold from the system. G A. Parc mbs.

\

TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

!_

j

NEWS.

Candage, P. M. W.; Emery Leach, M. W.;
Nor mam Grindle,
F.; Harry Atherton, O.;
E. E. Conary,
recorder; P. K. Greene,
BLUEHILL.
F.
D.
financier;
Long, receiver; Linwood
have been discon- Leach, G.; W. M. Ward
The onion meetings
well, I. W.;
Howard Greene, O. W. The installation
tinued.
was
wife
a
and
few
public, and a fine supper wTas served.
spent
p E. .McGouldrick
There were speeches by the
last week.
installing
Jjy, in Bangor
officers
and others.
Abram entertained a part;
jg,,, Beatrice
Feb.
28.
R>
Saturday evening, March 5.
ot tilends
A daughter was born to Linwood Leach
A. Snow has been cboaen to
Charles
and wife Wednesday, March 2.
tb> traverse Jury at the next term
perre on

COUNTY

March 7.

of court

O. Hinckley arrived from
Jliss I.iizie
March 2. She has Just completed
in Cray’s busineaa college.

R.

OTIS.
Mrs. Harriet Salisbury is
visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Rufus Crawford, in Ellsworth.

Portland
course

of the
Miss Nellie Douglass, principal
la apending the
Casline grammar school,
vacation with her mother, Mn.

Edgar W. Reraick and wife entertained
a party of friends from
Bangor several
days last week.

spring
Mina Donglass.

Word bus been received of the death on
Mrs. Nathan Salisbury caught at Beech
of Edward Henry Ellis,
Pjc. 18 last
Hill lake last week a salmon which
Nathan
at
the
Ellia,
youngest son of
weighed ten and one-half pounds. This is
Veteran's home, Napa, Gal. The Ellia the largest fish yet caught here.
trolly are pleasantly remembered by
Every day brings enthusiastic visitors
Their home wes on
the older residents.
town ball. Mr. to the lake. Net only are the salmon and
the site o! the preeent
square-tail trout the attraction but there
1830.
gjiis was born May 1,
are the cold cellar and
many other points
H.
ol
Catherine
Osgood,
Ceredo,
Mrs.
of interest. Mullen & Green, brokers, of
w. Va., has been greatly afflicted by the
have
the
Peter Jordan
Bangor,
bought
death of her son, George K. Osgood. He property near the
lake, and expect to come
character and
was a man of exemplary
here the last of March to have it surveyed
highly esteemed in the community where into cottage lots for New' York and Boston
he had lived for half a century. He was
parties.
aity-nine years of age. One aunt—Mrs.
Feb. 28.
Davis.
Augusta L. Osgood, and several cousins
his
who
is
mother,
ASHVILLE.
live here. Besides
nearly eighty-seven years of age, he
Miss Lelia Hodgkins is visiting in Milleaves a widow, three children and one
bridge.

sister—Mrs.

Emma Carver.

W. M. Pettee is suffering from
of sciatic rheumatism.

interesting Longfellow program was
given by the pupils of the grammar school
Feb. 28. There were quotations by all the
pupils, readings, recitations and songs.
A (rimed picture of Longfellow and another called “The Shepherdess” were
hung on the wall of tbe school-room.
These bad been purchased by the school.
There was a good attendance of visitors.
Miss L ighton is an efficient teacher, and
the grammar school is meeting a long-felt
waul in the educational interests of the
An

John Kane and wife, of Sorrento, visited
daughter, Mrs. C. G. Small, Thurs-

day.
patrons and others had an “ice
bee” and hauled ice for the Sullivan
cieamory recently.
Moses Bartlett, w'ife and daughter Isa
were called to Dixmont last week
by the
death of Mr. Bartlett’s sister, Mrs. George
Bartlett.
March
Phoebe.
Several

7._

M.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
CASTINE.

Schools closed

Friday for

two

Lawrence Grindle, who has been visiting his brother in Sargentville, is home.

weeks’

vacation.

Mrs. J.

relapse

their

place.
March 7.

a

Maurice Allen had his thumb jammed
in Ray Allen’s mill

M. Dennett spent several days

in Belfast last week.

badly while working
recently.

Miss Ethel Crie gave a birthday party
Saturday. All the children had a merry
time.

Golden Rule circle held a baked
bean supper at Union Hall Wednesday
evening. Proceeds |15.
The

Mrs. Ralph Acborn and sou Cecil are
While Jary Douglass was
spending several weeks with Mrs. Achorn’s horses Wednesday morning,
parents in Belmont.
Patterson, of the (J. of M., is
a few days with his parents, Rev.
Mr. Patterson and wife.
Arthur

spending
Mrs.

Nellie

Douglass,
has

grammar school,
gone
Bluehiil for the vacation.

teacher

j

to

;

of the
her home in

changing
one

horse

bit his hand, inflicting a bad wound,
w'hich required the attention of a physician.
Feb. 28.
Rae.
SARGENTVILLE.
Herbert Hooper
last week.

came

home

from Cam-

den

The Silent Sisters met Friday night at
the home of Mrs. Will Hooke. The usual

Ronald Gower spent several days last
with friends at Sedgw ick.

week

pleasint time was enjoyed.
Valerious Black and wife are visiting
Mr. Litchfield, of Portland, has been
here the past week, taking charge of the Mr. Black’s parents at South Brooksville.
Misses Charlotte and Grace Wood vissinging in the McKetvey meetings.
Mr. Brewster, principal of the high ited Mrs. Sanderson at Sedgw'ick last
school, left Friday for a visit in Boston : week.
Mrs. May Bringham, of Monson, Mass.,
before going to his home in Dexter.
Mrs. Lewis Hutchins, of Penobscot, is is visiting her grandparents, William A.
and wife.
helping care for her granddaughter, Mrs. Hooper
Sim.
Feb. 28.
Stephen Cash, who is very ill of pneu_

monia.

Miss Mary Hooper and Mrs. Mary Williams are spending several days witn Clarence
Williams, at Good Will farm, in
Fairfield.
March 7.
G.
EAST BLUEHLLL.
Leon Wescott is home.

SOUTH SURRY.

Eugene Con ary
Surry.

I

will

occupy bis house in

Mrs. David Curtis, of Bluebill, is visiting relatives here.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Everard Young March 1.

Mrs. Cora Long has gone to Everett,
Miss Lquise Alley has gone to Bangor,
Mass., with her daughter, Mrs. George where she has employment.
I
Hussey, to spend the rest of the w inter.
William Thom and wife have moved to
Archie Long recently got the largest 1 Bar Harbor, where he has purchased a
mink ever caught around
here. It
place.
measured twenty-six inches, and weighed
Tramp.
March 7.
over

three

pounds.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

The installation of the officers of East

Bluehiil lodge, A. O. U. W., took place
Feb. 9. s. a. McGraw, of
Surry, was installing officer. The officers are: Frank

iHfhical.

Happy Results
Have

Made

Many

grow

cnthusieit.it. It

Ellsworth

Ellswdrth citizens
is

enough

to

see

Miss Lida M. Perkins has returned from
Holden, where she has been teaching.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Young are in Bangor,
where Mr. Young is being treated for
throat trouble.
The Willing Workers had an entertainment at the ball Saturday evening.
Proceeds about |6.
Feb. 28,
G.

ltesldents Enthusiastic.

No wonder scores hi

Friends of Carl Urindle are glad to
him out after his long illness.

NORTH BROOKLIN.
Everett Hale i» suffering with pleurisy.
will
George Pettee and Charles Choate
the steam yacht,
leave aoon to join
“Viking”, at New London, Conn.
School at No. 4. taught by Everett Hale,
closed Feb. 18, and at No. 7, taught by
Both
Florentine Hamilton, Feb. 26.
teachers had successful schools.
Xenophon,
Feb. 28.

make

They say that doctors and clergymen

see

more

of

humanity

It Is
than any other class of men. but 1
question If the endless panorama of
Incidents typifying the different phases
of human life Is witnessed by any
class that every day passes before
as

bankers. Sometimes whole stories are
enacted before us spread over a term
of years. I am the repository of one
such story that 1 watched from Its

beginning

to Its climax.
One afternoon a weather beaten old
farmer with silky white hair scattered
over his head came to my desk and.
pulling out a wallet, asked for a draft
on Denver for $200 in favor of Thomas
Williams. He counted out the money,
and then, having nothing to do while
the draft was being prepared, began
to tell me the beginning of this story.
“I'm sendin’ the money," he said,
“to my boy out in Colorndo. He went
out there a year ago, takln’ some
money with him that I give him, but
he hasn’t had much luck, and it’s all
First he got sick; then when
gone.
he got well he went prospectin’ and
struck soinepln that looked good, but
some other fellers jumped his claim,
whatever that means, and took it all
away from him.
“Then Tom got sick ag’in and went
to a horseplttle and stayed there three
months.
Now he’s got out of the
horseplttle and lookin' about for somepin. I’m sendin’ this money to give
him a ebanct. Tom's his mother’s pet.
and she lays awake nights worritin’
about him.
I’m mighty fond of the
boy myself somehow. He was always
a smart little chap—took lots of prizes
and things at schule.
"When he got old enough to work I
wanted him to help me on the farm.
He tried It for awhile, but I see purty
quick be didn’t take to it. He was
too smart to be contented to follow a
plow same 's his father, who didn't
bo l says
ger no euaicauon.
to bim one day: ‘Tommy, reckon you'd
better go to the city and work that
a-way. This don’t suit you.’ He was
mighty well pleased at that. It almost broke ma’s heart to part with
him, but she knowed It was better tot
him and let him go.
“Tom didn’t like It In town so well
as he thought be would.
Leastaways
he didn't stay long in the place he
went Into.
They must ’a’ thought a
heap of him, though, for they raised
bis salary twice, so he wrote me. But
he got into a fight with one of the
head clerks and got himself discharged.
He said the head clerk accused him of
stealln' some money.
“Tom was alius an ambitious little
chap, and after leavin' his place he
concluded he'd go west and try and
do somepfn big, for ma and me agin
we got too old to work. So we scraped
up $500 and give it to him, and he”—
At this moment a clerk laid the
farmer’s draft on my desk, and the
first chapter of bis story was finished,
for be began to count over his soiled
and torn bills, uow and again wetting
his thumb on his lip as he turned them
up.
Then, leaving them to me and
carefully folding his draft, he put it In
his wallet, crammed the wallet down
into the bottom of his pocket and
with a “Goodby, Mr. Cashier,” left the
never

bank.
The second chapter of the story Is
very short. There is hardly enough In
it to make a chapter, but there Is a
good deal beneath the few words required to tell it. A girl of eighteen
came to the bank, laid down $24, nearly all in sliver coin, and asked for a
draft to cover the amount.
1U

nuuui

payable?"

Will

JUU

UUVB

It

UlilUt-

I asked.

"Tom Williams,”

in a

soft voice, al-

most a whisper,
I ordered the draft made out, and
Unlike the
the girl stood waiting.
farmer, she didn't tell all I would have
liked to know, so I asked:
“Is Tom Williams your brother?”
“No," she replied, looking down on

the floor.
I had not liked tiie indications as to
Tom’s character as they appeared In
his father’s account of him, and now
that money was going to him from his
sweetheart I began to despise him. I
handed the girl the draft and bad a
good opportunity to study her, for she

She
once looked up at me.
went out with it hugged up against
her heart, as though she loved it bein Ellsworth, is homo,
cause she had saved it for Tom.
following are bat truthful representations
Miss Villa A. SanndsW is visiting relaot the
My next visitor in behalf of Tom
daily work dona In Ellsworth by tives in North BtuehlU.
She stood by my
was his mother.
Aloan’s Kidney Pills.
Feb. 28.
desk emptying on It from a carpetbag
Mrs. John Mender, of Ellsworth, Me.,
a lot of bills and sliver and copper
BdttTH BROOK8VILLE.
says: “1 was so well pleased with the
Not knowing who she was, 1
has been coins.
Co.,
Brooksville
Quarry
South
benefit I derived from Doan’s Kidney Pills
asked what I should do with the
in 1902, that I gave a testimonial at that organized for the purpose of opening,
money, and she said, "Send It to Tom."
with
time pnblicly recommending them. I am operating and developing quarries,
to forget
which |300 Is By this time I was not likely
of
stock,
glad to aay that 1 have no need of a kid- {100,000 capital
Tom and asked If she wished a draft
in.
f
ney remedy since. For several years my paid
She said she
for Thomas Williams.
back was weak and sore and I found it
I tueped her funds over to a
did.
MARIAVILLE.
difficult to stoop or arise from a sitting
clerk to count, and he reported that
position. I also had sharp pains in my
Frank Jordan remains seriously 111.
they amounted to $043.47. I ordered
been
has
kidneys which felt like the thrust of a
Mrs. Charles R. Goodwin, who
the draft to be made out, placed a
knife. The kidney seuretlona were very visiting in Bangor, is home.
chair before the old lady and said,
irregular in passage and caused me added
Feb.
with a view to my enlightenment:
annoyance. Until I procured Doan’s Kid"Mr. Williams pretty busy nowaney puis at Moore’s drug store, nothing I
IF YOU ARE A
days f’
tried did me any good. This remedy went
*** some •»**•■
About the size of your shoes,
“No, pa ain’t busy. He’s sick. 1
that
directly to the seat of my trouble, how- faction to know
FoSt- wish we had our boy here to help ns.
Allen* Foot
a size smaller by shaking
shoee
into them. Just
ever, and brought about a core.”
Ease, the antiseptic powder,
He’s out In Colorado perspectin’. He
Por sale by all dealers. Price GO oente. the thing for Dancing
When
says he’s struck a mine or a-goln’ to
and for Breaking in New mobs.
Shoes,
Poeter-MUburn Oo., Buffalo, New York, rubbers or overshoes become necessary and strike a mine or somepln and wants
Insole agents tor the United States.
shoes Pinch. Allen's Poot Ewe «ive.
26c. Sample some money for grub stakin' or somerelief Sold everywhere,
he
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take slant
Olmsted,
Roy,
8.
Allen
FREE. Address,
pln like that We’re sendln' him
no other.
N. Y. Don’t accept an%y eubttttute.
snyone happy to find relief after years of
suffering. Public statements like the

BROOKS VILtfr.

George York, who haeapetrt

never

the

winter

_

28jA

TRIFlTsENSITWE

p»rtlg,JJ^™Uwhen

JSSr

Miss Josephine West has gone to Castine.

some

1

to

quite ill

was

Among the victims of grip are Mrs.
Charles Conary and Mrs. L. W. Guptill.
Hillside circle will serve a dinner to-day,
to the £own voters, at the home of J. W.
Friend.

/"

Simply bathe the limbi with Tattle’s Elixir; tt*
for the little water blisters. That’s where your
horse Is lame. When then la no lamensss. the Elixir

^Tin,^

thrash, swellings or colic, founder or distemper shoal#
be nipped in the tad.” Do not le‘ Another day paM
without getting a bottle of]

At the regular meeting of Columbia
chapter, O. E. S., the degrees were conferred on one candidate. On Friday evening, March 11, one candidate will be

Tuttle’s Elixir

It Is the beet horse inenrance possible. A snrecureft*
eollc and all common aliments that handicap and SP
crease the value of your horse.

H.

Best Leg and Body

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs. W. A. Rice spent the week-end
with her daughter, Mrs. Millard Spurling.

Andy Spurling, who is having
two-foot motor boat built here,
to see her recently.

a

Wash,r

Because by adding water the lotion can he made Jtffc
the desired strength for the true condition of your OWB
horse. In use in over 100,000 stables.
Your dealer sells Tattle’s Elixir. If not. send ne Ms
■aMf and 60 cents in stamps and we will send a large
bottle prepaid, together with ** Veterinary Exye*
lienee,” a bool of valuable information to every
horse owner. Write for that today, anyway, enclosing
Sc. stamp tor postage.

thirty-

was

^

watch

J. A. Closson and Arthur Dority were in
Rockland last Monday. Mr. Closson purchased a horse.

initiated.
March 7.

11

Locates Lameness

Mrs. Lizzie Cooper has' gone to West
where she will be employed at
Melvin Sellers'.

Brooklin,

here

Mrs. Leland, of Addison, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lew is Ladd, TUTTU’8 ELIXIR CO., 200 BotHj a, Borton, thw.
returned home Friday.
The gasoline lamps have been installed
Banking.
in the stores of Hiram Stanley and S. B.
IJamor, and are very attractive.

6°/
/o

Mrs. Nettie A. Stanley, the genial postu
has been ill this weok. Her
many friends miss her in the store and j

mistress,

postoffice.
Wilford Trussell launched his tine new j
motor boat Friday. She will be taken to
Mayo’s at Southwest Harbor to have her j
engines installed.

is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

ram

If

Ellsworth Loan aod Baildiui Ass’n.

“The Country Minister,” given here by i
A NEW SERIES
the Northeast Harbor dramatic company I is now open. Shores, 81 each; monthly pay*
merits, 81 per share.
Thursday, was a very tine play. Owing to |
bad weather, a great many were kept at
home.
WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
The funeral of J. Richard Harding was
shares, give a first mortgage and
held Wednesday, Rev. A. M. McDonald,
reduce it every month? Monthly
of Bar Harbor, officiating. The Odd Felpayments ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
lows of Pemetic lodge attended in a body
than you are now paying for
and conducted the service. The flowers
rent, and In about ten years you
from both Odd Fellows and Rebekahs were
will
beautiful, beside many pieces from rela- OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
tives ana friends. Mr. Harding will be
For particulars inquire of
greatly missed.
O. W. Tapley, Rec'y.
Feb. 28.
Rooney.
First Nat’l Bank
A. W/Kiko. President.

Only a little cold in the head may be the
beginning of an obstinate case of Nasal Catarrh.
Drive out {the invader with Ely’s
Cream Balm applied st aight to the inflamed,
stuffed-up air-passages. Price 50c. If you
prefer to use an atomizer, ask for Liquid
Cream Balm. It has{all the good qualities of
the solid form of this remedy and will rid you
of catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to breed
a dreadful habit.
No mercury to dry out the
secretion. Price 75c., with spraying tube. All
druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
Street, New York.

Bldg.

Htgal yotirrg.
OF M AINE.~

STATE

[L. 8.]

Kennebec ss.—To the Sheriffs of our Counties or either of their Deputies,
GREETING:
command you to summon Joseph
Thomas Hinckley, formerly of Binehill, in the connty of Hancock, in said State,
whose whereabouts is now to the plaintiff unknown and Eldusta Hinckley Ramage, of
Troy, in the county of Oreleans, and state of
Vermont, a minor, whose guardian is James
Ramage, of said Troy, to appear before our
justices of the supreme judicial court, next to
he holden in Ellsworth, within and for said
mb Steamboat*
county of Hancock, on the second Tuesday of
April, 1910, then and there in our said court to
answer unto Sarah E. Harwood, of Beverly,
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, to
her petition hereunto annexed.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—In the Supreme Judicial Coart.
Sarah E. Harwood, of Beverly, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, makes this her
In Effect Nov. 29, 1909.
petition in said coart in which she says:
That she is in possession of the following
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
described real estate situated in said Bluethat she claims title as one of the heirs
hill,
BAR HARBOR ....lv
10 80
at law of her father, Spencer Treworgy, and
Sorrento.
4 10'.
through quit claim deeds from Arthur F.
Sullivan.
4 50
Mt DesertFerry. 11 30
5 20] 10 05 Treworgy, Hattie Treworgy and Evelyn Trewheirs at law of the said Speiicer TrewWaukeag 8 Fy. 11 37 6 27! 10 12 orgy,
claiming an estate of freehold therein,
Hancock.{11 40 5 30! 10 16 orgy,
viz.:
The real estate described in deed from
Franklin Road.{11 48 {5 39 10 25
Hinckley to Spencer Treworgy, Jr.,
Wash’gt’n June. 1100 lle57 {5 47 10 45 Joseph
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 05 6 56i 10 62 dated July sixteen, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and fifty, as folEllsworth Falls. 11 12 12el0
6 03l{10 57
Nicolin. {11 25 12e23 {6 16 all 10 lows: Beginning in the line of the road leading by said Treworgy’s dwelling-house in the
Green Lake. 11 35 12e31
6 24 {11 19
northwest corner of Oliver L. Allen’s land;
Phillips Lake. {11 42 12e39 {6 31. thence
southerly by said Aden’s land to land
Holden.
11 50 12e46
6 39 {11 84
of Judah Chase; thence westward and southBrewer June. 12 09
1 04
6 59 11 58
ward by said Chase’s land to land of Stephen
BANGOR.ar 12 15
1 10
7 05 11 59
Norton; thence westerly by said Norton’s
land and B. W. Hinckley’s land to said HinckPortland.ar
12 50
50
ley’s northwest Gorner; thence by said HinckBoston.ar | 8 00
9J05 5 30 8 25 ley’s
southerly line to land of Elias Upton;
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
thence westerly by said Upton’s land to John
Stevens home lot; thence northerly by said
Stevens land and the line of the field of Mrs.
Boston.lv
Emma Tenney’s dower land to the southwest
i
AM
M
corner of the old burying ground; thence
Portland.lv
1 20
11 10 12 40
easterly and then northerly by the southern
6*00 10 30 ] 3 24 5*00 and eastern side land of said burying ground
BANGOR.lv
6 07 10 37! 3 SO
Brewer June.
6 06 to said road; theDce easterly by the southern
Holden.
!6 29 10 57i {3 49 {5 25 line of said road to the first bound:
That said petitioner’s estate in said real esLake.
36
05
55
{6
{11
{5 32
Phillips
{3
tate is a fee simple in an undivided nine6 44, 11 13
4 02 {5 40
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
{6 53 11 25 {4 10 {5 48 j tenths of said real estate; and said petitioner
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06
11 40
4 23 6 03 avers that she is credibly inforrurd and bethat she apprehends and therefore
6 08, lieves an
ELLSWORTH.
7 13 11 47 4 28
7 25 11 57 4 34 :6 14 alleges that Joseph Thomas Hinckley, of said
Wash’gt’n June.
6 22. Bluehill, and Eldusta Hinckley Ramage. of
Franklin Road. {7 33 12 06
said Troy, makes some claim to said real es6 30
Hancock. {7 41 12 15
tate adverse to said petitioner’s estate; that
6 33
7 44: 12 18|.
Waukeag, S Fy.
such apprehension creates a cloud upon the
6 40
Mt Desert Ferrv.
7 50! 12 25
8 15..1 title and depreciates the market value of said
Sullivan...
Sorrento.
8 501.1. j real estate.
Wherefore your petitioner prays said court
BAR HARBOR....ar
9
7 35,
that said Joseph Thomas Hinckley and said
I
I
Eldusta Hinckley Ramage may be summoned
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
to show cause why they should not bring an
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52 action to
try their alleged title to said real
p. m, connect with Washington Co. Ry.
estate, as is provided by Chapter 106, Sections
47 and 48 of the revised statutes of Maine,
{ Stopri on signal to conductor.
and acts and chapters additional thereto and
eStops only to leave passengers from points amendatory thereof,
and that such further
east of Washington Junction.
orders and decrees may be made in the matter
i
a Stops to leave but not to take passengers,
as 10 the court may seem
necessary and
These trains connectat Bangor with through proper.
Dated at Bluehill this 19th day of February,
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, j
a. d. 1910.
Sarah E. Harwood,
Boston and St John.
By Norman K. Fuller,
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proher
duly authorized.
attorney,
before
the
and
trains,
tickets
cure
entering
Witness, Lucilius A. Emery, chief justice of
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to said
court at Augusta, this 19th day of FebruEllsworth.
ary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
F. E. BOOTHBY,
nine hundred and ten.
General Passenger Agent.
C. W. Jones, Clerk*
BTAlX Ur lUAli’lE..
morris McDonald,
Vice President & General Manager.
Supreme Judicial Court*
SARAH E. HARWOOD, Ptb.
Portland. Me.
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him now.”
I handed him the draft, and he scuffled slowly out of the bank.
The old man must have borrowed
all he could on his farm, considering
the transaction as a sale, for he failed
to pay the first Interest that fell due
on the mortgage. I knew this, because
I saw In a newspaper a legal notice
of foreclosure proceedings on his
farm.
“Well,” I sighed, laying down the
paper, “the old man has given his
home to hts reprobate son; he has
nothing more to give. I shall not suffer again at seeing him come into the
bank to do what I can’t prevent his

VaO,.*”.

..

doing.”
The same day I met the young girl
the street whom I was sure was
Tom's sweetheart. I stopped her and
asked:
“Is Farmer Williams turned out of
house and home?”
“Not yet, sir.”
“But he will be?”
“I suppose so.”
“Has his son sent him anything to
help him?”
“No, sir. He wrote to say that he
was awful sorry to see the farm go.
but he could not help It.”
“H’m. Do you think a son who will
treat his father and mother like that
would treat a wife any better?”
I was
Tears came Into her eyes.
ashamed at giving her this useless
pain. I walked on.
About a month after this a Strapping
young fellow with a fine, manly face
came Into the bank and said he Wished
to open an account. I assented, and
he made a deposit of $-19,500.
“Will you please leave your signature in this book?” I said.
He took
up a pen and wrote:
"Thomas Williams.”
“You Tom Williams?” I exclaimed.
“Yes.
What do you know about
on

VeO *5*40

A4

foM00.A..M.lA8M00 *9M

25| 120.j
I
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“Son of Farmer Williams?” -y^
"Yes.”
“Sold your mine?"
“Yes; I've sold a mine In Colorado,
or two-thirds of It
This money I'm
leaving with you Is the first cash payment; there are two others of $50,000

|
I

Eastern Steamship Comp?

each.”
“Has your father’s farm gone to the

mortgagee?”
“No; I'm In time for that I was
afraid I wouldn’t be, though.
AnyIf it
way, I’d have bought It back.
hadn’t been for the money father sent
me I couldn’t have carried the deal
through. I expected the farm to go
for the mine.”
“And the young girl to whom we
gave drafts payable to your order?’
He colored and said: “It’s In with
the rest, but she and I’ll be one anyI shall transfer two-thirds of
way.
I took him
this deposit to father.
and mother In for thirds.”
I went to see the old farmer and
Ids wife and found them jubilant. “1
told you I had confidence in my boy,”
“He was always
the farmer said.

straight”
I attended Tom Williams’ wedding
and kissed the bride. I couldn’t help

It

Frank Leighton and family have gone
Bluehill.

Mrs. T. J. Pervear, who
last week, is better.

conquered.
"I’m ’bilged to you, Mr. Cashier, and
mebbe you’re right, but I alius believed In my Tom, and I can’t go back on

met

tTbbrrtianttcnt?

SEDGWICK.

kin jest now, but hope to send him
more blme by.
We had some
money saved up for old age, but we've
been a-drawlu’ on It for Tom, and this
Is all there Is left.”
When she went out with her draft
I found myself boiling with indignation at this worthless scamp, who was
sucking the lifeblood out of his old
father and mother—even his sweetheart
There was a visit from the sweetheart after this to ask for a draft of
$18.50, which convinced me that Tom
had accepted the last amount she bad
sent him. Then one day the old farmer came In pale and trembling, evidently just out of a sickbed, with the
check of a mortgage company for $1,000. He asked for a draft In exchange
for it payable to this vampire of a son.
We bankers make It a rule to mind onr
own business, but I had reached a
point where I could no longer refrain
from warning this poor old man.
“So yon have mortgaged your farm
to send money to your son?" I said.
“Yes; Tom's In powerful need of
The mine he thought was
money.
goln' to turn out sc Sue petered out.
He says It closed up as he went down
Instead of openin’.”
“And you lost all the money you sent
him for the development?”
“Yes, we lost it,” replied the old man
with a tremulous voice.
“Aren’t you afraid you’ll lose this
too?”
"I dunno. Tom’s got another mine.
He suys he's sure o' this.”
"Of course it’s no business of mine,
but I don't like to see you, an old man.
mortgaging your farm to send money
to a son who should be giving you
money Instead of you giving it to him.
Suppose you can't pay the interest on
the mortgage when It Is due. You will
lose your farm.”
The old man stood wiping his face
with a bandanna handkerchief, the picture of misery.
“I know what yer mean,” he said,
“but mu she won’t keep back anything the boy wants. She never did.
I always told her she’d spoil him.”
“I'm afraid she has spoiled him.
You should know that your son Is not
wasting your money at gambling or
something like that and telling you
that he's on the verge of making a
fortune In a mine before risking any
more money on him.”
"That’s what I tell ma.”
At this moment the draft was laid
before me, but instead of handing It
to him I said:
uaan t you better think this over?
He stood, his eyes fixed on vacancy,
slowly swaying or tottering, and 1
knew there was a great contest going
on In bis mind.
His love for his boy
we

Reduced Winter Fares,

$3.00
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10(0
m, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston,

a

Steamer Catherine leaves

Bluehlll 0.00

a

m,

and Thursdays for;8outh Bluehlll,
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.^.i.c

Mondays

RETURNING
New turbine steel steamer Belfast leaves Boston at 5 p m, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at S.15

a

m,

or on

arrival ol

steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and Intermediate landings.
E. L.

SMITH,; A gent, Bar Harbor.

JOSEPH T. HJNCKLEY Et al.
Upon the foregoing petition it is ordered
that notice thereof be given to the said defendant. Joseph Thomas Hinckley, by publishing an attested eopy thereof and of this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, the last publication to
be at least twenty days before the second
Tuesday of April next, and that notice thereof
be given to the said defendant, Eldusta
Hinckley Ramage, by giving to her and to
James Ramage. her guardian, each an attested copy of said petition and of this order
thereon, twenty days at least before the said
return day, that said defendants may then
and there appear and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
Wm. P. whitehousb,
not be granted.
Justice Sup. Jud. Coart.
Feb. 21, 1910.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Know'LTON, Clerk.
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock sb.:—Ellsworth, Me.. Jan. 4, a. d.
1910.
the undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the Honorable Edward
E. Chase, Judge of probate within and for
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of Ellen
said
P.
late
of
Peters,
Bluehill, in
county, deceased, whose estate has been
represented insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to the order of the
said judge of probate, that six months from
and after January 4, 1910, have been allowed
to said creditors to present and prove their
claims, and that we will attend to the duty m*
signed us at Ellsworth, Maine, at the office of
William B. Whiting, on the 23d day of March*
1910, and on the 5th day of July. 1910. at 9 of
the clock in the forenoon of each of said dujs.
William E. Whiting,
Ralbh B. Mason,
Commissioners.
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who had been Wooing her persistently for the past year.
BUCKS PORT.
Life with one meant the unceasing
drudgery of the prairie farm; with the
Mrs. Rodney 8- Genn left last week for
other, wealth to enable her to lire
Boston for several weeks.
wherever she might choose herself and
The east and west intermediate schools
also give her parents a comfortable
closed Friday for the spring vacation.
home.
The grammar and primary schools will
But which of the men held the key
close March 11.
to her heart?
Wednesday evening, March 9, George
Really she could not tell, but she grew
steamer
Ward well, engineer of the
drowsy making berself believe she i Haring occasion to see Gunter after
will give an illustrated lecture
would be able in any event to compel office hours on a matter of business, I Roosevelt,
Over
on Peary’s last Arctic expedition.
her mind with its power of Judging went to his room. It was 0 o'clock, a
one hundred pictures will be shown.
wisely to control her heart
time when young people are supposed
N. W. Littlefield, of Bangor, met the
Toward midnight she was aroused
to be enjoying themselves In their
smell
singers of Bucksport in the Franklin
a
pervadstrange
pungent
by
married
and
amusements
peostreet vestry Monday evening to make
The full September moon shone tng her little room.
Her breathing evening
aronnd the hearthstone
arrangements for “The Concert of NaWhat could it ple are sitting
down upon a little cabin on the dry
was not quite free.
table
center
or the big lamp on the
tions” which will be given here.
prairies of western Kansas, lighting mean?
to tbe
She lay for a minute dazed, yet with reading, dozing or listening
Mrs. John Lowell, who has been very
up the faces of a yonng man and wowhat sense she could command, trying chatter of tbe children going to bed.
ill after a serious surgical operation, is
man who were slowly walking np and
But Gunter—never before In my life slowly improving.
Mcto discover the cause of the odor that
Mrs. Charles
down the open space before the door.
have I lighted upon a more desolate Oaslin, who was operated on for appenwas gaining in strength and stifling
was so happy. Rachel.” the man
situation for a man In good health, dicitis last week, is also gaining.
power.
skeleton
said, glancing at the strong, beautiful
Suddenly a great crimson light illu- prosperous and without any
President Bragdon, of the seminary,
!
face of his companion, “when I heard mined the small window.
With a In his closet He was sitting In an
preached at the Franklin street church
your school up in tbe Wyoming moun- quick movement Rachel sprang from easy chair, looking at the wall. When
Bunday. The morning sermon, “A Busitains was closed and you were coming bed. and as she did so there came to I entered something of a change came
ness Proposition,” was specially interestthat
seemed
He
face.
to
his
pleased
were
of
a
horse's
over
her ears the rapid beat
home. I thought you
coming
ing to men. His talk in the evening was
the
stillness.
break
should
one
any
stay this time. I hope so. for. Rachel, hoofs on the prairie road.
to the young people; the subject, “Mak- j
exclaim1
Gunter!”
heavens.
“Great
Then she heard Dan's voice burI’ve loved you a long time.”
the Most of Life.”
ed. “What are you sitting here alone ing
Dan Southard leaned toward the girl dened with awful import.
The banquet given by the Commercial
"Mr. Winton! for?”
"Rachel!" he called.
on
his
avowal
of
effect
to study the
in j
“Because I have no one to sit with club of the seminary Friday evening
Get up! Get up quick! The prairie is
her.
the Franklin .street vestry was a great
me."
on fire!”
But Rachel Winton betrayed no emo- I
success.
Over 100 sat down to the bounti“Then why not go out?"
“Father! Mother!” the girl called, j
tion.
"I’ve been going out for years, and fully spread tables*prepared by the ladies'
running to their bed. “Get up! Do ]
aid society of the Methodist church,
She merely turned her dark eyes you hear? There is a big fire. Yes. I’m tired of it.”
from the man’s eager face and looked Dan." she called from the window a?
I stayed with Gunter all the even- After the banquet, toasts were given,
toastmaster. Those who
she helped her mother to dress.
ofT across the moonlit prairie.
ing. The upshot of our talk other than Lewis Hutchins,
“There's not a minute to lose," business was this: I agreed to pilot I responded were Samuel Burgess, Goldie
“I’ve been working and waiting, Raand
is him Into something better than a room : Davis, Albert Snow, Susie Buck
chel,'' he continued, his voice husky Southard called back. “The fire
Florence Homer.
Speeches by Parker
as fast as a strong
with
no one but himself in it.
My
this
sweeping
way
j
with feeling, “until I had something
and A. B. Sills and
wind can bring it.”
cousin, Margaret Tucker, tweuty-eigbt Spofford, P. P. Gilmore
to offer you. I was sure you wouldn't
There had been no rain for three years old—Gunter was forty—was just a short program, followed by a social,
give up teaching for just anything— weeks, and everything was dry as tin as needful of something better than a closed a most enjoyable evening.
J.
March 8.
you're not that kind.
dcr.
single room as was Gunter. I told
"But I've loved you ever since two
The Wintons understood the terrible Gunter that he couldn't afford any
REACH.
years ago, when we all came out to danger impending.
longer to w ait to fall In love. If he did
Miss Nellie Haskell, who has spent the
Not only the cabin, but stock, crops, he would likely pass the rest of his
these prairies together in our covered
winter at Deer Isle, is home.
I remember, after we were even they themselves, were at tbe life In loneliness. If he married he
wagons.
he
was.
off
than
worse
of
those
flames.
be
couldn't
Capt. Ezekiel Marshall and wife were
to
mercy
leaping
any
worked
how
help
here,
bravely you
“Bring tbe blankets, quick!” shouted and he might be a great deal better guests of F. H. Annis Thursday.
your parents get started off comfortSouthard.
Obeying bim instantly. off. I used the same argument with
Mrs. Mary Eaton is in Monntainville
ably before you went with your uncle Rachel
dragged every blanket out ol Margaret. I vouched for her to Gun- with Mrs. MarvfParker, who is very ill.
to
Wyoming to teach that ranch tbe bouse.
ter as being an excellent person and
Harry Haskell left for Morris Heights,
school.”
Dan naa naaen ms norse to tne lit- j for Gunter to her to the same effect
N. Y., Saturday to join the yacht Linoiciujuuiuoi
sue
eicuuuicu
uau,
tie spring In the hollow and was rap- I Introduced them. Gunter made an
donia.
ly, “I haven't ceased to remember out idly filling every pail he had been expected proposal. It was accepted,
Mrs. Ellen Hayes and granddaughter,
old house, which father lost on that able to find about the
and they were married.
place.
Louise Gray, of North Deer Isle, have
security debt, the home we were
I was shocked at what I bad done.
Acting under his directions, the girl
been guests of Capt. William P. Lowe the
forced to leave when we came here.
mounted her father's pony, and she Suppose they didn’t get on together.
Mother and I were not very brave, and Dan carried water for Mr. and How would I feel at having tied them past week.
for we shed tears most of the way. Mrs. Winton to wet the blankets, this
Miss Carrie Gray, of this place, and
up in a knot they conldn't unloose
though no one knew it. We came be- being their only means of fighting the without a lot of trouble? One day I Winfield Greenlaw, of Deer Isle, were
bat
to
was
It
the
do,
cause
only thing
fire.
saw Gunter coining toward me on the married by Rev. Mr. Collins, of Deer Isle,
this pioneer life Is a hard, hard one.
Many friends extend
How they worked and fought! It street.
He looked glum. There was Friday, Feb. 25.
j
war
with
It
am
at
heart
I
“In my
seemed as If the whole world was ar \ no side street between me and him congratulations.
takes
have
been.
It
away
and always
March 5.
L.
rayed against them, and all the while for me to turn down, so I was obliged
youth and kills all high and noble am- i the moon looked down, cold and un- to face him. I nerved myself for the
has
mother
how
bitions.
See
aged
NORTH BLL'EHILL.
caring. while the fire swept fiercely ; meeting and, assuming a lot of heartiduring the two years we have lived onward until It caught in a row of
Mrs. Lizzie Hutchins is very ill.
ness, ran up to him and, grabbing
dry
That’s
me
bitter.
here. It makes
why cornstalks that reached
nearly to the him by the hand, shook It warmly
Mrs. W. S. Hinckley is visiting in EllsI go back to teach. I’m going to make cabin.
Here the battle must be fought i and said:
worth.
from
this
take
them
away
enough to
with renewed energy.
“How are you, old man? Happy as
Irvin Leach, of Bangor, spent Sunday at
life.”
The smoke of the burning grass and a clam, eh?”
his home here.
“But Rachel,” he pleaded, “you
affirmain
his
assailed
was
no
fervor
their nostrils, scorched
There
grain
shall never work as your mother has
Harold Wescott is out, after being ill
their throats and blinded their eyes. : tive response.
had to, I promise It” then suddenly,
two weeks with grip.
but with hands torn and blistered !
“Come.”I went on; “tell me how you
with a catch in his voice, “Say, girlie,
Mrs. George Marks, of Sears port, is
and Mag are getting ou.”
they tolled on.
there's no truth in the report about
When the old couple fell back over j
“Oh, we'd get on well enough, but visiting relatives in town.
your caring for that rich Wyoming come Dan and Bachel took tbeii there are certain things about women
Mrs. Hnlda Henderson, of South Blueranchman?”
places with the heavy wet blankets that rub a man the wrong way.”
hill, ia visiting at W. S. Hinckley’s.
“Mr. Miles has been very kind to and worked side
side.
Inch
Inch by
"Such as?”
by
Mrs. Augusta darter, of West Surry,
j
me,” she answered without pretending they beat back the angry flames.
“Well, Mag gives way to me in cer- spent part of last week with her
“He has offered to
aister,
not to understand.
the
Even In that terrible situation
tain thingB I don't care anything Mrs. Eva
Candage.
let father and mother have the lovely
girl felt a singular strength and cool about but if anything of Importance
Miss Alice M. Weecott ia at home from
home he owns in Denver if 111 marry
ness In working by
Southard's side j comes up between us she must bare
the Roosevelt hosptal in New York, after
him. It would be an ideal place fo:
She felt that the enemy must yield to her-own way.”
them to end their days in."
spending seven,months there.
such grand and compelling superior“Well?”
March 7.
D.
“My God, girlie! I couldn’t stand it ity.
“I wouldn’t have you breathe It I
-to see you the wife of another!” the
When the fire attacked them from say it in the strictest confidence. Tm
SAKGENTVILLE.
young man cried, his strong frame another vulnerable point it was Dan's thinking of a separation.”
Miss Evelyn Gray visited friends at
shaken with emotion.
exhaustless energy that saved the day.
"Good gracious:”
“You mustn't care so much. Dan,'
I saw he was being ruffled and tried Sedgwick last week.
By sacrificing a patch of ripe grain
she returned, tender pity for his sufMrs. Clara Brigham left Thursday for
through a prompt back fire, the foe to soothe him. but it was of no avail.
fering making her tones kind. “Get was met and made to recol1
.rath
He declared that bis wife had an ideal her home at Monson, Mass.
a better girl to share your home—one
ful flames upon Itself.
of a husband in her mind, and she was
Elmer E. Cummings returned from a
who will love you enough to make the
After a time the great body of tht trying to make blm over to conform business
tripjbo Portland last week.
best of this hard life.”
fire swept away northward, having to that ideal. I left him. feeling that
Os ward Hoc per was in town last week
Rachel!”
he
answer“Never, never,
consumed everything of the Wintons
I had not succeeded In comforting him
visiting his^parents, Joseph Hooper and
and cursing my folly at having led him
ed, with passion. “I love only you. except cabin and stock.
wife.
read
heart
and
II you could but
With a thankfulness In their hearts into matrimony.
my
Mrs. Mary L. Bowden is spending a few
see how much you would surely care
for the preservation of these, the old
Desiring to see Mag alone and exjust a little for me. Your ranchman, couple entered the house and threw pecting that her husband would not weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Wsldo E.
rich as he is, will never love yon as I
themselves upon the floor.
go borne at that time of day, I called Kingsbury, aCMedrteid, Mass.
Elmer E. Pendleton and Pyrau Hatch
Then Southard and Bachel came on her.
do, Rachel! Never!”
mail
nai
a.
vuuiuu
iuu:
back with weary, lagging feet from
“Well. Mag.” I said, "how goes mat- have completed the artesian well which
£luj
their last successful onslaught.
they have been drilling for Mrs. F. A.
enough to give up nil I enjoy and set
rimony?”
tie down to this isolated life, this eon
“Oh, matrimony’s Weil enough! It’s Sweet, and have^returned to their homes
“Everything's safe now, Rachel,” he
tinual treadmill of drudgery,” she resaid
huskily, starting toward his the mas one marries that’s the trou- at Dark Harbor.
March 7.
horse.
ble.”
torted, turning away, then in a milder
8im.
»» uai« tut; uiAiici
tone. "Forget me. Dan."
Dan." sne questioned, a queer cook“My husband is unreasonable.”
WEST EDEN.
Forget her! That he would never ing in ber throat, “yen are not going
do—he never could. There was a time
now?"
“About what?”
A sen was bora to Cspt- Watson Lunt
He stopped and looked at her. She
—it was when they lived in their cot
“Well, be gives way to me in things and wile
Sunday morning, March 6.
bad never appeared more beautiful tc that 1 don't care anything about but
ered wagons and camped at night by
Master Lloyd
Lurvey, little son ot
him than now. with the marks of that if anything of importance comes up
the trail; yes, and even after they
M. W. Lurvey aad wile, is quite ill of
he’s a perfect tyrant
were settled here—that he had thought
great fire battle npoa ber face and
In thinking that Gunter wouldn't go pneumonia.
tattered dress.
she cared for him.
The Junior C. E. society went to Somes•‘All we have left we owe to you. home at that time of day I had made
Those had been the happiest days in
While I was talking with villr Sunday evening, March 6, to hold a
Dan,” she went on, noting his scorched a mistake.
Southard’s life. He had never dream
with the soeiety of that
ed that she hated those free, rolling face, bleeding bands and burned cloth- Mag be came In. I was irritated at rally meeting
the way my plans for those I bad place. The society was accompanied by
ing.
prairies so intensely.
D. G. Hall and wife.
Then she placed her blackened hand wished to beaetit had turned out and
Blind to this, he had been toiling on
Mountain View grange dramatic comHow .he trembled was in no mood to meet the two tohis new claim to get things in good on his shoulder.
gether.
pany will present the drama, “Topsy
shape before asking her to marry him. under that touch.
“If you two people,” I said, “insist Turvey,” at Bayside grange
“I don’t feel as If I cwuld bear to
hall, EllsBitterly now he felt that It was all
have you leave us. Dan.” There was on quarreling instead of enjoying the worth Friday evening, March XL There
labor lost, for without Baehel Win ton
a tender pleading in her tones.
happiness that .has come to you I can't will be a dance aad supper.
nothing was worth while.
March 7.
“The danger's over, Rachel,” he re- help it. I did the best 1 knew how fot
u
After gazing at the girl a moment In
both of you. but"—
client reproach Southard walked over assnred her, “and I must ride all the
PARTRIDGE
COVE.
“Our affairs an none of pour busiway to Westfield before daybreak.”
to bis tethered horse, mounted and
Mrs. J. E. Young, who has beea in Banness,” said Mag fiercely.
“Why bo Westfield?” she asked.
rode away.
Without s word he pointed across
“Right yon an,” said her hnaband gor some time, has returned home.
The moon climbed higher as Baehel
prairie towtnd hit “What right have yon to come here
Clarence Young, who has been iu Boston
atood looking after the vanishing the blackened
and meddle?”
claim.
several weeks, returned home last week.
horseman.
“I meddler
Only a mass of smoking ruins mark“Poor Dan!” she murmured.
“He
Everett Tinker, who has been visiting
Seeing that if I remained when I
Father and ed the place where his house and
la so strong and good.
here, left last week tor New Hampshire.
was a minute longer there would he
stable
bad
been.
She
understood.
I
but
love
him
like
a son,
mother
just
Mrs. Joseph Leighton, with
daughter,
“You left all you had to come to ns. an explosion, I crammed my hat dowa
can't, can’t!” And the tears gathered
of Bar Harbor, la
visiting her pa rente,
on my bead and rushed out of the
she
with
a sob.
“Now
said,
Dan,”
In her eyes.
*
William
and
wife.
Emery
the door behind me.
i “I was Intended for something bet- you have nothing left. Without you* room, slamming
March 8.
A.
I went to my office in a fever. 1
help everything here, even our lives,
ter. If I wasn’t, why should I dislike
couldn't work. I couldn’t alt still. I
been
sacrificed.
Dan
wonld
have
Ob,
of
life
the rough, crude ways
pioneer
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
the light of that fire has given me a walked the floor. Presently there came
so terribly?”
a ring at the telephone bell.
George Duffy and wife, ot SeavUle, are
With this question on her lips Baehel sight of my own heart! I see that the
“Who is ltr I asked.
visiting et George Ray’e.
Win ton entered the cabin, where her true life for me Is right here, and If
“Mag. Come over to dinner.”
let me I'll help you make anMrs. 'George Ray was called to Beech
parents were already asleep, and you’ll
“What for?” irritated.
other home.”
hill Thursday by the eeriooe illness of her
«onght her couch.
“I wish to thank you for something.''
“Rachel!” he cried.
“You can’t
daughter, Mrs. Ernest Richardson.
For a long time she lay awake, her
“All right I’ll come. But thank me
Friends and relatives of Cspt. John Dix
mind, much against her will, busy com- mean It! Do you really lore me?”
“I have loved you all the time, my how.”
were grieved to hear of his death at Southparing young Southard and Mr. Niles.
“We
needed
some
one
to
tun
she
of
the
answered
knight
prairies.”
west Harbor Feb. 10. The family have the
Dan’s clear cut but somewhat boyish
his strong arms gathered ber to his against Instead of each other. We’re
face lost nothing by comparison with as
sympathy of all.
a delightful makeup.”
having
breast
March 7.
that of the bearded, middle aged ranchL.
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OF ACTRESSES
PRAISES PE-RU-NA

QUEEN

NORTH CA8T1NE.
i»
Ward Leach, who is ill of jaundice.

■mum^m

improving.
have reArthur P. Guilford and wife
turned to Owl'a Head.
ie
Mies Marcia Williams, of Bucksport,
the guest of Mr*. Eva Eowden.

Mrs. Lucinda Conner, of Castine, is visConner.

iting her sister, Mrs. W. G.
Maurice Hilton has returned to Plyhis famimouth, Mass., after a visit with
ly here.
tester Hanson and bride, who visited
Mrs. Alberta Hanson, left Monday for
Bar Harbor.
Misses Ruth and Helen Wescott, of Port-

land, are visiting their grandmother, Mrs.
Mary Wescott.
Maurice Hilton and wifq are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daugh-

;

Feb. 36.

ter. born

Miss

wife and

and

Redman

Everett

at

j

Mrs. Nellie Hutchins is in Oastine with
Mrs. Louise Cash,
her granddaughter,

j

Gladys Redman

visiting relatives

are

South Brooksville.

MISS JULIA MARLOWE.
"I am glad to tortte my endorse,
menI ol the great remedy, Peruna. /
do so most heartily. "—Julia Marlowe.
Any remedy that benefits digestion
Strengthen* the nerves.
Tlio nerve centers require nutrition.
If the digestion 1* impaired, the nerve
centers become anemic, and nervous
debility is the result.

is ill of pneumonia.
Miss Posey Wardwell is spending the
high ecnool vacation with her parents,
Fred F. Wardwell and wife.

who

Stetson, master of State grange,
H. Whitmore, of Verona, were recent guests at J. W. Bow*den's.
The school in the Emerson district,
taught by Mina Marian Coombs, of lslesC. S.

and A.

boro,

Friday after

closed

a

j

•

term.

profitable

by benefiting digestion.
• •
-♦ ♦ -*
• •
1. «
•

L. Littlefield went to Bangor Satnrdby to visit his wife, who is a patient in
tbe Eastern Maine hospital. Mrs. Littlefield's friends are glad to know that conditions are favorable for a permanent recovery, following a serious surgical operaF.

Peruna frocs the stomach of catarrhal

congestions aud normal digestion laths
Jesuit.
Ill other words, Pernna goes to the
bottom of the whole difficulty, when
the disagreeable symptoms disappear.
Mrs. J. C. Jamison, Walla. i, Cal.,

tion.

L.

March 7.

writes:
•‘I was tTonhled with my stomach for
six years. Was treated hy three d'ictort.
They said that 1 had nervous dyspepsia. I was puton a liquid diet for three
month*.
"I improved under the treatment, but
as soon as 1 stopped taking the medicine, I got had again.
“1 saw a testimonial of a man whose
case was similar to mine being cured
by Pernna, so I thought I would give it
a trial.
*•1 procured a bottle at once sod commenced taking It. I have taken si .oral
bottles and am entirely cured.”

ATLANTIC.
has

Sprague

Alonzo

rented

Alvah Bar-

bour’s farm.

Torrey

Detlie
land

and

wife

in

were

Rock-

last week.

Mrs.

C. E. Joyce and Mrs. Clara Torrey
quite ill of grip.

have been

Howard Staples and wife
Portland and other places.

are

visiting

in

Mr*. Lacy Staples and daughter Rilla
at home for a short time.

are

L. B. Torrey has moved his family to
new home, the old Torrey homestead.
their

Ross

ing

I
f

Peruna Is not a nervine nor a
stimulant. It benefits the nerves

•

Joyce and Adalbert Torrey are saw- hatched 130 in two incubators. Both
their gasoline sawing
their incubators filled again.

have

wood with

machine.

Thomas Pinkham

Mrs. C. W. Newman, (Seawall's

prised by a party of his
onslaught on his

an

leaving it in small bits. A bountiful supper was afterwards enjoyed.
The Atlantic dramaticclubpresented the
play, “Mrs. Brigg, of the Poultry Yard,”
at Seaside hall, Friday evening.
A large
audience
was
pleasantly entertained.
Min Marion Trask as “Mrs. Briggs” and
Mrs. Lida Smith as “Mrs. O’Connor” kept

spectators in a roar of laughter, while
other parts were equally well taken.
The players were highly complimented.
the

work done to make the
March

;

few friends were invited to the home
Hollis Wiliin* and wife March 5, their
twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. There
was a phonograph entertainment in the
evening. Ice-cream and cake were served.
A

Briggs.

Pike, will soon
ing the factory
ing season.

have
in

a crew

at

work

March 7.

School

L.

John Closson is having two three-horseinstalled In bis

Henry Lawrence,
with a
able to

sore

hand

resume

who
about

has been laid up
two months, is

work.

The drama, “Honor of a Cowboy," was
given in Mt. Desert hsll by the Southwest
Harbor dramatic company Friday evening.
X. Y. Z,
March 7.

putcom-

jj

DEDHAM.

SEAWALL.

Milton Blood ia ill.

closed

Friday, March 4. The
taught by Laura Mayo, who
was much liked
by all.
W. P. Kent, wife and little son
Wallace,
from Mt. Desert Rock
light, were here recently visiting their parents.
Frank Dolliver, wife and little
son, Mrs.
R. E. Newman and little
daughter and
Miss Thelma Dolliver have
had the measles, but all are improving.
school

reported.

power gasoline engines
new launch.

factory this seaforeman, F. F.

readiness for the

was

BASS HARBOR.

Nettie Bunker has returned from
an extended visit
in Gloucester, Mass.
Mrs. Flora Smith and daughter Nettie
came with her to visit relatives.
Five of the new iron racks which are
The

fine time
March 7.

D. 8. Gott, who has been iil of grip
several weeks, is better.

Mrs.

Friday.

William Bowden and wife, of Ellsw orth,
the guest* of Mr. Bowden's uncle, I.

A

Mrs. Myrtle Guptill, of Winter Harbor,
Saturday and Sunday with her

came

Mrs. Joan Ober it in very poor Health.
Being an old lady her recovery is doubttul.

of

spent

son

S.

7._

over Sunday.
Elijah Partridge and wife, of Ellsworth,
were guests of Mrs. Partridge's parents,
Frank Canary and wife, last week.

Miss Helen Freeman, who has spent the
winter here, has returned to Milbridge.
Miss Lota Stanley has returned from a
visit to Mrs. Abby Hooper in Winter
Harbor.

to be used in the sardine

con-

E. Lufkin,

SOUTH GOULDS BORO.

Abial

more

were

V.

7._

rooms

WEST 81'RKY.

Miss Flora Briggs is ill of pneumonia.
Min Nora Sargent recently visited Mrs.
Lizzie Sargent in West Gouldsboro.

father,

old

venient.

the

March

smart

agreeably surlady, ia getting her boose ready for routneighbors making
ing. She is to occupy tbe main part of the
woodpile, quickly bouse herself, and bas bad some carpenter

was

Miss Cora Johnson is visiting in Beverly, Mass.
John Swift, of Beverly, Mass., has been
spending a few days with C. E. Johnson

was

and wife.
March 5.

B-

indian point.
Mrs. Almira Higgins is in poor health.
Mrs. Addie L. Richards spent Monday
Mrs. R. L. Newman has
twenty-flve and Tuesday Ln Bar Harbor, visiting relachickens hatched from
fifty eggs in an tives.
incubator, and Mrs. Walter Newman has
March 7.
1
H._

Sbbrrtfitmnu*.
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One
thk

1

Doctor—Only One
doctor
"'"H frTbyOI?e
h,m- No

SL"£ftf. Sia1dfory°ur cough.
E^8,

t0 another! Select
sense either in trying

Carefully, deliberawely select the best cough medicine, then
take it. Stick
to it. Ask your doctor
about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for
throat and ung troubles. Sold
for

CM reliable

l"111115

nearlyWntTvears

”*

\

three^ generations

Sji
Hhh

remedy lor cold.
and then will

>«»▼•<« “L. F."
ar“A“* f^S?„have
con*'«ed condition..
pr‘S, r*u
t

wonderful
A dote now

a
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a
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